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3.0 PROCESS DESCRIPTIONS

This ISA Summary is for the UAl Dissolution and Downblending processes
within the BPF. The overall process flow diagram for the BPF is identified in
Figure 3-1. Blending highly enriched uranyl nitrate with natural blendstock
uranyl nitrate solutions is currently approved for NFS operations in Building 233
as described in Sections 6.5.4 and 15.3.13 ofNRC License SNM

For the two process descriptions provided (Uranium Aluminum and
Downblending) each is divided into six subsections: Process Description,
Criticality Safety, Chemical Safety, Radiological Safety, Fire Safety, and
Environmental Safety. - The -five-safety -evaluation-subsections define the
significant hazards and controls involved in the process from the applicable safety
perspective. The Chemical and Radiological Safety sections address hazards to
the worker, while the Environmental Safety section addresses both chemical and
radiological hazards to the public.

A summary table is included at the end of each process description section to
summarize the significant hazards and controls involved in the process for each of
the five safety disciplines. The controls listed in the summary tables include
system design features and safety program controls, in addition to IROFS
controls. The IROFS controls are listed in Section 6, as determined by the
consequence analysis and risk assessment documented in Sections 4.2 and 43.

3.1 URANIUM ALUMINUM DISSOLUTION PROCESS

3.1.1 Process Description

The main feedstock to the BPF UAI Dissolution Process is HEU in the form of
UraniumlAluminum Alloy. The uranium has an average enrichment of 65.5 v/o
in the 235U isotope,.and is in the form of-cylindrical ingots having average UAl
mass of~(maximumluAl, average§U, maxUlingot). The UAl
is transported to the dissolution area in 4 '4-inch diame-t~y 10 1/8-inch high
metal cans. The UAI Dissolution process consists of six stages: BPF storage of
UAI containers, caustic chemical makeup and storage, UAI dissolution, UAI
separation, UAI caustic discard, and UAl accountability.
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Figure 3-1
BPF Process Flow Diagram
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Storing Inner Containers ofUAI Alloy Ingots

Upon receipt, the containers of HE UAI ingots will be stored in a high security
storage area (HSSA) on the mezzanine level of the BPF (above the new room.) A
lift will be available to move the material containers to the second floor storage area

Caustic Chemical Makeup and Stornge

U-Aluminum Dissolution

U-Aluminum Separation

U-Aluminum Accountability Columns

The UN solution, produced in the UAI separation area dissolvers, is directed to the
UAI accountability columns. The three accountability columns, located in the BPF
Downblending area, are 6-inch diameter borosilicate glass columns, each with a
capacity of 110 liters. Before reaching the accountability columns, the UN
solution passes through an enclosure, which contains two cartridge filters
arranged in series. The cartridge filters remove any solids suspended in the UN
solution. The UN solution enters one of the columns and is re-circulated among
the three accountability columns.

Afler the UN solution is homogeneously mixed among the accountability
columns, it is sampled to ensure it meets the criteria for transfer to the solvent
extraction area.

Caustic Discard Solution Measurements

Caustic discards will be fed from the centrifuges into a single column in one of the
two banks of stainless steel columns. The columns will be manifolded on both top
and bottom, with isolation valves on the bottom of each columnL The two banks of
columns are sized to hold approximately each, with eight columns per
bank. Each column is aj diameter b y tall stainless steel pipe. Each
column will vent to a caustic knockout column. At the top of each column is a
deionized water flush line. Each water flush line will have an isolation supply valve.
A port is provided on the suction side of the recyclettransfer pump to obtain a
sample for release to unfavorable geometry equipment and MC&A monitoring.
This port will also be used to return samples and purge solution to the columns.

.The pump will recycle the caustic solution or transfer the solution to the liquid waste
discard tank. The pump is sized to properly mix (10 times capacity) the discard
columns in approximately 1.5 hours. Time to pump the solution to the discard tank
will be approximately 10 minutes. Separate valves are used to control solution
recycle and transfer to the caustic discard tank. An in-line gamma detector
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interlocked with two fail-safe valves will be used to control transfer from the discard
columns into the liquid waste discard tank.

3.1.2 Hazard Identification and Controls AJAI Dissolution)

A summary table of hazards and controls for UAI Dissolution is included as
Table 3-2.

3.1.2.1 Criticality Hazards and Controls (UAI Dissolution)

The dissolvers, centrifuges, and columns in the UAI Dissolution area can contain
highly-enriched-uranium-mixtures, however, this equipment is designed with
favorable geometry. The equipment is also spaced to prevent appreciable neutron
interaction.

The primary nuclear criticality hazards in the UAI Dissolution Area arise from
process upsets. Tle main upsets of concern are process control failures that lead
to equipment overflows with potential to backflow into unfavorable geometry
utility supply systems (deionized water, plant air, nitrogen, bulk nitric acid,
chemical make-up, and cooling water). The utility supplies are installed at an
elevation higher than the WOG line, providing a passive barrier that relies only on
the laws of physics to prevent backflow scenarios from propagating. The WOG
line flows to the knockout column which overflows to the floor. In addition,
engineered controls, including passive overflows and interlocked supply valves,
are in place to prevent backflow if the passive barriers are overcome.

The passive overflows require geometric control for the potential criticality
hazard of spilling highly enriched uranium mixtures to the floor. The UAl
Dissolution Area floor is engineered to be essentially flat, and dikes are in place
as passive engineered controls to contain highly enriched uranium mixtures in a
safe slab geometry. In fact, the floor area is large enough to contain the entire UAI
Dissolution Area uranium inventory to a safe slab height.

Handling fissile material in containers presents another potential criticality hazard
in the UAI Dissolution Area. The UAI dissolver enclosure has a single container
limit and a single container mass limit of 6 kg. The dissolver has a 24 kg (4
ingots) UAI mass limit. The enclosure air lock chamber is equipped with two
magnetically locked doors that are controlled by a programmable logic controller
(PLC). The PLC interfaces with a scale, and the enclosure air lock chamber door,
to prevent material addition to the dissolver once the mass limit has been reached.
Passive reflection control is provided by the enclosure design. The wall of the
enclosures are designed with a barrier to provide reflection control to ensure that a
maximum upset involving four UAI containers (limit is one) will be maintained
sub-critical, regardless of configuration.
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The transfer of highly enriched uranium mixtures to an unfavorable geometry
container during a catastrophic release (equipment or process line rupture)
presents another potential criticality hazard in the UAI Dissolution Area.
Unfavorable geometry containers are restricted from the BPF to prevent a
potential criticality. In addition, operator training and area procedures direct the
use of 2-liter bottles, or smaller, for fissile material handling.

Criticality Hazards: (WAI Dissolution) -

* Backflow into unfavorable geometry utility supply systems (deionized water,
plant air, nitrogen, bulk nitric acid, chemical make-up, and cooling water)

* Highly enriched uranium mixture spill to the floor
* More than 24 kg U in enclosure
• Highly enriched uranium mixture spill into unfavorable geometry container
• Uranium metal rather than UAl enters dissolver.

Criticality Controls:

Passive Enrineered Controls:

* Tubing adjacent to columns must be < 2 inches collective diameter
* Drip pans must be safe slab geometry
* Favorable geometry dissolvers, centrifuges, pumps, and columns
* Equipment spacing to prevent appreciable neutron interaction
* Passive overflows on columns and knockouts
* UAI dissolution area floor designed to contain maximum spill volume in safe

geometry slab configuration (less than 1-inch depth)
* Redundant overflow drains for each enclosure to limit potential slab height to

safe geometry
* Reflection control barriers in enclosures
* Elevation requirements for utility and WOG lines
* Redundant overflow drains in each UAI centrifuge
* Redundant drain lines in UAl filter enclosure.

Adive Etwineered Controls:

* Isolation valves for chemical makeup supply lines
* Loss of pressure interlocks on nitrogen, plant air, and process water, supplies
* Mass and container (PLC, scale, enclosure airlock chamber door interlocks)

control system for dissolvers and enclosures
* Spring-loaded isolation valves for nitric acid supply

Administrative Controls:

* Only favorable geometry containers allowed in HEU area
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* Verify less than 6 kg net weight per UAl container
* Limit hand carry, body spacing, and transfer cart operations in the UAI

dissolution area
* Administrative control on containers allowed in the enclosures, including lid

and attendance requirements
* Unfavorable geometry containers restricted in the BPF
* 2-liter bottle, or smaller, is the only container approved for handling fissile

material in the UAI Dissolution Area

3.1.2.2 Chemical Hazards and Controls-Worlcer (UAI Dissolution)

Chemical Inputs or byproducts in the U Aluminum Dissolution process area
which have established employee exposure limits or present physical hazards
include:

* U Aluminum Alloy - radioactive material
* Nitric Acid, 67 percent by weight - oxidizer, corrosTve
* Ammonia emissions
* Hydrogen emissions
* Nitrogen gas - asphyxiant
* Sodium Diuranate
* Sodium Hydroxide - corrosive
* Sodium Nitrate
* Sodium Nitrite
* Barium Nitrate
* Barium Carbonate
* Sodium Aluminate
* Uranyl Nitrate - oxidizer, corrosive
* Uranium Dioxide

Other inputs include process water, deionized water and compressed air.

Chemical Reactions:

SAA + 5NaOH + 3 NaNO3 + 2H20 -3 8NaAIO2 + NH3

2A1 + 2NaOH + 3NaNO3 4 2NaA]Oz + 3NaNO, + H20
1OAl + 7NaOH + 6NaNO3 +H 20 -> lONaAlO2 +NH3 + 3NaNO2

Na2U20 7 + 6HNO3 -+ 2UO2(NO3)z + 2NaNOj +31120

Ba(NO3)2 +CO2 -+ BaCO3 + HN03

Bulk nitric acid concentration = 67% by weight
Bulk Sodium Hydroxide concentration 30% by weight
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Table 3-1 (Chemical Hazards Interaction Matrix
consideration of UAI chemical hazards.

- UAL) is provided for

. ,
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Table 3-1
Chemical Hazard Interaction Matrix - UAI

1ICla Bar. Dimrna Conip. Cooling Di Hdin Nitric Nlt NOI S o Sod S Unny
Cub Nitnte Alr WMter Water Acid (ga) wpor Alum Hydmx Nitnte Nnbte Nitrate

in s nsme 44 4 6 none mo ene 4 Z4 none 4,6 anoe none 4.6 4.6 3_4.8
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Dl W t g t n one 4 none 4 none 4 none ne none
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% (solution) "t _

I -Heat generated from chemical reaction may initiate explosion.
2-May cause fire.
3-Flammable gas generation.
4-Heat generation by chemical reaction. may cause pressuriation.
S-Can become highly flammable In use; causes pressurization.
6-Contact vith substance liberates toxic gas; causes pressurization.
7-Innocuous and nonflarniable gas generatlon; causes pressmation.

.1
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Chemical Hazards:

The scenarios evaluated included the following:

* A spill of Nitric Acid, 67 percent by weight.
* A spill of Caustic solution consisting of sodium hydroxide, sodium nitrate,

barium nitrate.
* A spill of Uranyl Nitrate.
* Release of ammonia or hydrogen during processing.
* Nitrogen release to the work area.

A spill of 67 percent Nitric Acid resulting in a loss of contents of thinallon
bulk tank would potentially result in an employee exposure above teMPG-3
level. Unmitigated, this would be classified as a high consequence event. The
exact amount of the spill would be dependent on the severity of the line break or
leak, or the severity of the valve failure or leak. The amount of the spill would
also be dependent on the time until operator intervention. Isolation valves on the
bulk nitric acid input lines to the building would prevent a spill through a line
break or valve failure when the building was unoccupied. Timers on the hand
switches in the work area will serve to limit the amount of time that the isolation
valve remains open. Spring-loaded valves at the use points will serve to ensure
operator presence during nitric acid addition. Column overflows would be
diverted to a glass ventilation knockout column. A spill resulting from a column
failure or valve failure at the nitric acid column in the area would not be expected
to result in an employee exposure greater than the established ERPG-2 limit for a
limited exposure time.

A spill of caustic solution would not be expected to result in a significant
exposure. Although sodium hydroxide has an established ERPG limit and sodium
nitrate, sodium nitrite, sodium aluminate, and barium compounds have established
TEEL levels, these levels were established for the solid chemical form. As a
solution, any vaporization would be expected to consist primarily of water vapor,
with little or no chemical components.

During normal operations, employee exposure to chemical vapors involved in the
dissolution of U Aluminum are controlled though process exhaust ventilation. In
the event of a Uranyl Nitrate spill, employee exposure to nitric acid, ammonia or
hydrogen vapors would not be expected to be above the established ERPG-2 or
TEEL-2 limit. A release of nitrogen to the work area would not be expected to
create an oxygen deficient atmosphere.
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Chemical Controls:

It is the policy of NFS to minimize the risk associated with the use and storage of
hazardous chemicals, in accordance with federal and state regulations.

Provisions for managing the safe storage and use of hazardous chemicals which
are integrated into the processing of radioactive materials or.are generated by
chemical reaction during processing include the following: -

* Chemical evaluation during the design process to identify the hazards
associated with the use and storage of hazardous chemicals.

* Administrative control through training and specific instructions contained in
approved NFS procedures. Ibis may include specific hazard warnings,
personal protective equipment requirements, and/or spill response
instructions.

* Routine audits and assessments as required by approved procedures.
• Engineering controls, as appropriate, for hazardous chemicals which have the

potential to impact safety. These may include, but are not limited to,
equipment design safety features such as pressure relief valves or interlocks,
containment, ventilation, detection methods, and/or materials of construction.

In addition to the general controls listed above, the U Aluminum processing area
would rely on supply line isolation valves interlocked with timers on the bulk
nitric supply hand switches as engineering controls. Other engineering controls
include the glass knockout column, compatible materials of construction, welded
piping on the nitric acid input lines and spring-loaded valves on the chemical
input lines at the use points.

In the BPF process design, the majority of hazardous chemicals are piped into the
process to minimize potential employee contact with the chemical during normal
operations. In addition, most hazardous chemicals used in conjunction with
radiological materials are handled inside process containment, with any vapors
vented into the Wet Process Off-Gas System. Compressed Gas lines utilize
pressure regulators, pressure indicators, flow meters, and pressure safety valves at
appropriate locations in the line to insure safe operation.

As stated in the NFS Stormwater Pollution Plan, engineering controls for
chemicals stored outside in bulk quantities at the NFS plant include secondary
containment systems (dike or sump). Dike areas are not provided for compressed
gas tanks. Chemical Spill Response Houses stocked with spill response supplies
are located in areas where bulk chemicals are stored and/or unloaded.

Emergency Eye Washes and Safety Showers are located in areas where corrosive
chemicals are used and are routinely inspected and tested in accordance with
applicable NFS procedures.
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3.1.2.3 Radiological Hazards and Controls - Worker (UAI Dissolution)

It is the policy of NFS to maintain a comprehensive radiological protection
program as defined in Part 1, Chapter 3 of SNM-124 to ensure compliance with
the requirements specified in 10 CFR 20. The objective of NFS' Radiological
Protection Program is to keep the radiation doses to. workers not only below
regulatory limits, but also as low as reasonably achievable (ALARA). NFS'
ALARA program applies to all areas of NFS' radiation safety program, including
internal and external exposure control, contamination control, facility design,
facility operations, procedure development, training and work practices. NFS'
radiation protection program will provide sampling, monitoring, and surveillance

- for radioactive materials as needed in the Uranium Aluminum Alloy Dissolution
Process.

Internal Exposure:

For uranium processing, the dose from the inhalation pathway will dominate the
Total Effective Dose Equivalent (MDE). A potential airborne release of
radioactive material can occur in the uranium aluminum alloy dissolution process
when one the following types of stress is imposed:

* Thennal stress
* Explosive release (i.e. pressurized venting effects, shock effects)
* Free-fall spills
* Aerodynamic entrainment and resuspension

The Material at Risk (MAR), materials that could potentially be affected by an
event, in the uranium aluminum alloy dissolution process is a concentrated heavy
metal solution (HE UN solution), aqueous solution (caustic waste solution), UAI
centrifuge feed (slurry of U02 and Na2U20 7), and solid UAl ingots. Also, there is
the potential for a hydrogen explosion due to the uranium aluminum alloy
dissolution process, leading to potential damage of process equipment (refer to
specific hazards/controls in each respective Process Description).

External Exposure:

Although the primary hazard to personnel from uranium processing is from
internal exposure, exposure to direct radiation produced by the decay of uranium
daughter products and recycled by-product isotopes contributes to the Total
Effective Dose Equivalent (TIDE). Modeling with MicroShield Version 5 was
used to estimate exposure from gamma radiation using the proposed source term
contained in columns (i.e. conservative geometry) and UAI ingots contained in
storage rockets. From -the results, the deep-dose equivalent rate was
conservatively assumed to be 50 mrem/hour due to the columns and 55
mrem/hour due to the High Security Storage Area UAI ingot storage rockets for
each accident scenario. Given a two-hour worker stay time per scenario, the
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resultant external dose is considered an insignificant contributioh to an
intermediate (25 rem < TEDE < 100 rem) or high (TEDE > 100 rem)
consequence determination.

Radiological Hazards:

* HE UN Solution (Class D)
* UAI Centrifuge Feed (Slhny of U0 2 and Na2U20 7; Class Y) -

* Caustic Waste Solution (Class Y)
* UAI ingots (Class Y)
* Potential for hydrogen explosion. Refer to specific hazards/controls in each

respective Process Description.

Radiological Controls:

The BPF will be a Controlled Area and engineering as well as administrative
radiation protection controls will be utilized in the Uranium Aluminum Alloy
Dissolution Process. Personnel training and approved procedures will be used to
allow for safe operation and quick detection of any unfavorable trend so that
appropriate corrective action can be implemented. The controls afforded by the
Radiation Protection Program for BPF will maintain airborne radioactivity,
contamination levels, and radiation levels within specified limits to protect against
occupational radiological hazards associated with operations in Uranium
Aluminum Alloy Dissolution. There are no IROFS identified for the UAI process
based on the Radiological Safety Consequence Analysis in Section 4.2; however,
the hydrogen explosion controls identified in the Fire and Explosion Hazards
section (3.2.2.4) also provide protection for radiological consequences.

Passive Enrineered Controls:

* Physical separation of UAI process area

A dive Engineered Controls:

* Radiation Protection Program monitoring systems and instrumentation

Administrative Controls:

* Radiation Protection Program administrative controls (ALARA, etc.)
* Personneltrainingandprocedures
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3.1.2.4 Fire and Explosion Hazards and Controls (UAI Dissolution)

There are three significant hazard potentials associated with the U-aluminum
dissolution process:

Fire or Explosion Inside the Glovebox Enclosure

Hydrogen will be produced as an off-gas of the U-Aluminum dissolution-process.
The hydrogen gas generated averages 2 cfm over eight hours; the maximum
hydrogen gas evolution is 4 cfm per dissolver. There are four dissolvers. This
hydrogen gas will be removed out of the dissolver through a hydrogen vent line
system and air dilution ventilation ducting, located-on the-roof, which will
maintain the evolved hydrogen at less than 25% of the LEL at all times. Ammonia
will also be generated from this process and will be vented through the same
system.

A glovebox enclosure is attached to the top of each dissolver. In orderto open the
top of the dissolver within the glovebox, a flexible steel braided connection is
installed between the top lid of the dissolver and the fixed stainless steel hydrogen
vent line which runs from the glovebox to the roof. Prior to charging the
dissolver, the dissolver will be nitrogen purged.

If a failure occurred at the flexible connection following dissolver operation,
hydrogen could be released inside the glovebox enclosure. If the hydrogen
ignited at the point of release from static energy, a small flame jet could occur. If
unignited hydrogen was released inside the glovebox, it would be released at a
low rate (2-4 cfin, not under pressure) and would be exhausted through the
glovebox POG ventilation line (at approximately 100 cfin). Should a release
occur and the POG line become plugged, then hydrogen could reach LEL (4% by
volume in air) inside the glovebox enclosure and, if ignited, could create a flash
fire and potential overpressure incident.

Another scenario which -could possibly cause a release inside the glovebox
enclosure would be plugging of the hydrogen vent line, creating pressure and
leakage at the top of the dissolver.

A gas analyzer and detection system will be provided to monitor hydrogen in the
WOG dissolver ventilation line and in the POG glovebox ventilation line
connected to the top of the glovebox. At 25% LEL of hydrogen, an alarm will
sound, at 50% LEL an interlock will be provided to shut down the caustic feed to
the dissolver (stops hydrogen generation) and automatically initiate a nitrogen
purge of the system.

The gas detection alarms will be tied into the fire alarm panel and loss of power to
the nitrogen inerting system will be monitored.
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Flash Fire or Explosion Inside the Hvdrofen Off-Gas Exhaust Ventilation
System

Hydrogen off-gas along with ammonia, at approximately 100-150TF, are vented
from each dissolver through separate vent line systems. The system includes an
inline demister and condenser to remove moisture and.condensate from the off-
gas stream. Following the condenser, hydrogen continues to l1 yented through
stainless steel piping, which is connected to a 14-inch air-dilution ventilation
exhaust duct located outside on the building roof. The 14-inch air-dilution
ventilation duct is made of CPVC. A HEPA filtering system and exhaust stack
will also be located on the roof. UJL 900 pre-filters and UL 586 HEPA filters will

-- 'be installed.

The hydrogen vent line system will be nitrogen purged prior to dissolver startup
to eliminate any air pockets in the condenser, demister, and vent line system. If
the ventilation exhaust blower fails or the filters become plugged, hydrogen gas
would be vented to atmosphere through the fresh air inlet.

If air flow is reduced due to plugging at the fresh air inlet, hydrogen gas could
accumulate in the ventilation exhaust ducting system on the roof. If ignited, a
flash fire with resulting overpressure could occur, damaging the ventilation
system equipment and possibly causing minor structural damage to the metal deck
root Plugging of the 14-inch air-inlet duct is considered highly unlikely.

Blower fan operation and continuous air flow monitoring will be provided with
interlocks to shut down the caustic feed to all dissolvers (stops hydrogen
generation) and automatically initiate a nitrogen purge through the hydrogen vent
line system.

Hydrogen Accumulation at the Ceiling Level

Failure of the hydrogen off-gas vent line system inside the building could release
H2 into the building area, allowing H2 to accumulate at the ceiling level.

The possibility of having a hydrogen release accumulate inside the building that
reaches LEL is very remote. The maximum hydrogen release from one dissolver
unit would be 4 cfm (gas is not under pressure, temperature would be
approximately 150-2000F). If 4 cfm was released into the building, the chances
of hydrogen gas buildup in any one area are remote. The HEU building volume is
approximately 150,000 cubic feet and the area exhaust rate is 22,600 cfm. HVAC
system recirculated air flows in the area provide at least 16 air changes per hour.
Even if a common cause failure created a situation where a maximum 16 cfm of
hydrogen was released into the building, the possibility of accumulating a pocket
of H2 at the ceiling level which could reach LEL and pose a flash fire or explosion
potential would be very remote.
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From the UAI glovebox, located at the top of the dissolver, a stainless steel vent
line is used to exhaust process generated H2 to the air-dilution duct system which
exhausts to the main stack. A demister and condenser unit is installed in the
dissolver WOG line. The H2 exhausts due to buoyancy and it is not under
pressure. The H2 gas temperature leaving the dissolver would be in the range of
150-200'F and leaving the condenser would be in the ran.ge of 80-900F.

During the beginning of the UAI dissolution process, maximum H2 generation is 4
cfin. Over the 8-hour process cycle, average H2 generation is 2 cftn.

If a mechanical failure occurred at a connection point to the hydrogen vent line
(i.e:, demister, condenser connections)-then a possibility exists that a small
fraction of the buoyant rising H2 gas could be released into the building area. A
conservative leakage rate would be an assumed release involving 50% of the
maximum H2 generation rate or 2 cfin.

Based on a detailed analysis documented in the FIHA, mechanical failure of the H2
vent line on any one UAl dissolution unit, it is not possible to reach hydrogen
LEL (lower explosive limit for H2 is 4%) in the HEU Process Area.

Inside the building the H2 vent lines are totally separate and independent. To have
an explosion, H2 needs to reach the LEL, which is 4% by volume in air and needs
to be ignited.

Based on analysis presented in the PHA, it would take simultaneous H2 vent line
failures on three UA1 dissolution units to generate sufficient H2 gas over an 8-
hour period to reach an LEL level. (Note: this assumes building exhaust
ventilation is not operating). The likelihood of this type of occurrence is
considered not credible.

Other U-Alumnnum Fire Issues

'Jo 2

There is a potential for fire due to pyrophoric dry U02 formation in the centrifuge.
Uranium dioxide (U02 ) slurry may be produced as an intermediate product of the
dissolution process. This occurs after the sodium hydroxide trickdes over the U-
Aluminum ingots and UO2 or sodium diurynate (Na2U20) forms inside the
dissolver. In the centrifuge, the sodium hydroxide is removed leaving wet solids.
Once the centrifuge fills with wet solids then nitric acid is used in the centrifuge
to dissolve the U02 or sodium diurynate (Na2U20 7) wet solids to form uranyl
nitrate. If U02 were to be formed in the centrifuge it would be as a damp cake
with no mechanism for totally drying the material.

Based on operations input from DOE's Y-12 National Security Complex in Oak
Ridge, Tennessee, the U02 will not burn as diurinate in a slurry solution.
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According to Y-12 Complex data, the material is stable even after the 'vater has
evaporated and solids are left. Based on operations experience, cloths used to
absorb spills and leaks did not combust even after being allowed to dry.

Based on this evaluation, a U02 fire scenario is deemed not credible as the
material, in wet slurry form, will not bun.

Fire Hazards: (UAI Dissolution)

* Fire or explosion inside the glovebox enclosure which is attached to the top of
the dissolver

* Flash fire or explosion inside the hydrogen off-gas exhaust ventilation system
* Failure of the hydrogen off-gas vent line system resulting in a hydrogen

release and accumulation at the ceiling level which could create a flash fire or
explosion potential

Fire Controls:

Tle controls identified below are required by the FHA. The hydrogen explosion
prevention controls are also considered IROFS per Section 6.

Passive Eneineered Controls

* Low fire hazard polycarbonate plastic sheeting or similar low fire hazard
material will be used on-the glovebox enclosures attached to the top of the
dissolvers

Active Eneineered Controls

* The UAI alloy process caustic heater has over-temperature shut down features
* Dilution of hydrogen off gas with a separate ventilation system
* Hydrogen monitoring system with interlocks to caustic. feed and nitrogen

purge
* Blower fan interlocks to caustic feed and nitrogen purge

Administrative Controls

None.
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3.1.2.5 Environmental Hazards and Controls - Public (UAI Dissolution)

The environmental hazards for the UAI alloy dissolution process are the
hazardous chemicals and radiological materials that have the potential for being
released outside the protected area of the site at levels above the criteria specified
in 10 CFR 70.61. The levels of concern for environmental hazards defined by 10
CFR 70.61 are defined in Section 7. For the UAI allay dissolution process the
following hazards were evaluated to determine if they had the potential to exceed
the above levels under postulated accident conditions:

Environmental Chemical Hazards:

* Nitric Acid (67%) Spill
a Overflow uranyl nitrate solution (nitric acid solutions)
* Sodium hydroxide, sodium nitrate, barium nitrate, solution spill
* Ammonia vapor release
* Nitric oxide vapor release
* UAI glovebox enclosure hydrogen explosion (potential nitric acid spill)
* UAI failure to purge hydrogen explosion (potential nitric acid spill)

Environmental Radiological Hazards:

* High-Enriched Uranyl Nitrate spill
* High-enriched uranyl nitrate solution overflow
* High-enriched UAI dissolver solution spill
* High-enriched UAI dissolver solution overflow
* Caustic discard solution spill
* Caustic discard solution overflow
* Hydrogen explosion

Environmental Controls:

Only the hydrogen explosion scenario has the potential to result in high and
intermediate environmental consequences. The Fire and Explosion Hazards
Section (3.1.2.4) provides details regarding these scenarios and the items relied on
for safety (IROFS) to prevent the postulated events. The other environmental
consequences evaluated for the UAI dissolution process do not exceed action
levels specified in 10 CFR 70.61 and are considered low consequence events. The
following environmental safety program controls reduce potential impacts to the
environment.

Passive En-gineered Controls

* Materials ofconstruction
* Dike containment to prevent spills from going outside the BPP
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Active Enrineered Controls

0

0

0

a

HEPA filters
Process Exhaust Ventilation scrubber
Process interlocks
Fire safety hydrogen controls

O....

Administrative Controls

* Procedures and training

-
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Table 3-2
Hazard Summary for Uranium Aluminum Alloy Dissolutton Process

Hazard Type Hazard Descrition Passive En. Controls Active Eng. Controls Admin. Controls

Criticality * Bacflowtounfav.geometryutiiity * Tubing adjacent to colun miiust * Isolation valves for * VerifyIlesstn6kgper
systems be < 2 ietts collective diameter chemical makeup UAl container

* HEUN spilltofloor * Drippans nmstbesafeslab supplylines * Handcarry, spacing and
* More than 24 kg U In enclosure georetry * Loss of pressure cart limits in dissolution area
* HEUN spill to unfav. geometry * Favorable geometry columns and Interlocks on utility * Control on containers

container equipment supplies allowed In enclosures,
* U metal rather than UAi enters * Column and equiptent spacing * Mass and container including lid and attendance

dissolver * Passive overflows on columns and PLC interlock requirements
Jonockonts control system for * Only favorable geometry

* UAI dissol. area floor safe enclosures and containers allowed in HEU
geometry dissolver arTa

* 2 ovflow drains for acad * Spring-loaded * 2-liter lirnit on containers in
enclosure Isolation valves for UAI dissolution area

* Reflection control Inside nitric add supply
enclosures

* Elevation requirments for WOO
and utility lines

* Redundant overflow drains In
each UAI centriftge and UAI
Milter enclosure

.1
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Haiard Type Hazard Description Passive Eng. Controls Aetive Eng. Controls Admin. Cnntrols

Chemrcal * Nitnic acid spill (67%) * Materials and constnuction * Nitrogen purge to * Personnel training and
* Hydrogen generation requreents dissolvers procedures
* Ammonia release * ICockout Column overflows * Hydrogen dilution * Rutine audits and
* Caustic solution spill * Dike containment on cbemical ventiladon system assessments
* Unnyl nitrate spill makup * Utility and * Spill response procedures

chemical supply and supplies
interlocks and
isolation valves

* Spring-loaded
valves on chemical
rsokeup supply
lines

* Emergency eye
wash and safety
showers

Radiological * HEUN solution spill * Separation of UAI process area * Rad. Prot Prog. * Personnel training and
* UAI centrfifge spill monitoring and procedures
* Caustic waste solution Sinn instruncnt * Rad. Prot. Program controls
* UAI container exposure
* Hydrogen explosion equipment

_ __ damage _
Fire and * Fire or explosion in UAI glovebox * Low fire hazard matcrials * Overtemperature None

Explosion * Fire or explosion in hydrogen Installed in proemss areas shutdown on
ventilation system caustic heater

* Hydrogen accumulation at ceiling * Separate hydrogen
level dilution ventilation

system
* Hydrogen monitors

and interlocks to
caustic feed and
nitrogenpurge

* Blower fan
interlocks to caustic
feed and nitrogen
purge
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Hazrd Type Hazard Description PassiveEng.Controls Actlye Eng. Controls Admin. Controls

Environmental * High-Entiched Uranyl Nitrate spill * Matedals and construction * Process interlocks * Personnel training and
* Higli-erichIed uranyl nttrate requirenents * Proess exatIust procedures

solution overflow * Dike containment stnetures ventilation scrubber
* Hiaieriched UAI dissolver * HEPA filters

solution spill * Fire safety
* High-enriched UAI dissolver hydrogen controls

solution overflow
* Caustic discard solution spill
* Caustic discard solution overflow
* Hydrogen explosion
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3.2 DONVNBLENDING PROCESS

3.2.1 Process Description

The Downblending process -involves blending of HEU material of varying
enrichments with a blendstock material, to produce Mn LEU product with an
enrichment of approximately S weight % 23 51J. The uranium materials are blended
in the form of uranyl nitrate. The blendstock (natural material) is received as
uranium oxide and is dissolved in nitric acid. The Downblending process in
Building will be the same as thtComplex process described in Sections
6.5.4 and 15.3.13 ofNRC License SNM-124.

Hiah-Enriched UN Mirlfeasurement and StagingColumns

High-enriched uranyl nitrate solution to be blended originates from two streams.
The first stream is high-enriched uranyl nitrate from dissolution of uranium metal.
The purity of this, feed material is sufficient to eliminate the need for its
purification through the solvent extraction system. After dissolution, the UN is
staged in the BPF U Metal 7-day Test Columns.

The second stream is high-enriched uranyl nitrate from dissolution of uranium
aluminum alloy. Following the dissolution of this feed material, the uranyl nitrate
solution is purified via solvent extraction and the purified product is staged in the
Solvent Extraction Product Columns.

A blending batch is then determined based on the impurity concentration, uranium
concentration, and uranium enrichment of these two uranyl nitrate streams. The
appropriate volume of each stream is then pumped into the HEU MixfMeasure
Columns and thoroughly mixed.

Finally, representative samples from the Mix/Measure columns are drawn and
analyzed for uranium concentration and enrichment, as well as other process
parameters. If necessary, the solution can be diluted with deionized water to meet
uranium concentration limits. Once the desired concentration is achieved, the
HEUN is transferred to the Staging Columns.

Blendstock Dissolution

Blendstock, natural uranium oxide (UO3), is emptied from drums, conveyed into a
dissolver tank, and mixed with heated nitric acid and water. This uranyl nitrate,
U0 2(NO3)2 is typically prepared at a concentration of 350 to 400 gUnl.

The natural uranium dissolution process consists of four major components:

* Uranium oxide drum handling
* Uranium oxide feeder
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* Uranium oxide conveyor
* Dissolver vessel (stainless steel,)

Upon completion of the batch, confirmatory samples are drawn and analyzed to
ensure the uranium concentration and enrichment are known prior to transfering
the blendstock solution to the blending tank. The.level controllers on the
blendstock tank ensure that a minimum volume of natural UN is.transferred to the
blending tank.

Natural Dissolution Tanker Loading

- Although-blendstock is normally transferred to the blending tank, it may also be
prepared for direct shipment off site. After a batch is made in the Natural
Dissolution Tank and has been certified by quality assurance, it may be
transferred to a tanker for shipment. The tanker will be parked on a concrete pad
on the west side of the BPF. Using a portable ladder with a platform for fall
prevention, an operator will connect flexible hoses for process solution, level
measurement, and ventilation to the tanker. A control panel on the exterior of the
building will assure all connections are made before the dissolver pump is started.
The tank pad storm drainage will be directed to a local below grade 500-gallon
sump.

Enrichment Blending

LEU Hold Tank

The LEU Hold Tank is used to hold a batch quantity of low enriched uranyl
nitrate solution for transfer to the Uranyl Nitrate Building (UINB). The UNB is
addressed in a separate ISA summary. Once transferred to the LEU hold tank, the
solution will be recirculated, sampled for impurities, and certified that it meets

-requirements for transfer. The LEU Hold tank is constructed of stainless steel.
After analysis, the solution will be pumped to the UNB facility. After each
transfer the line will be blown clear with plant air.

3.2.2 Hazards Identification and Controls (Downblending)

A summary table of the hazards and controls for Downblending is included as
Table 34.

3.2.2.1 Criticality Hazards and Controls (Downblen ding)

The Downblending process brings HEUN into the recirculating natural UN
(NUN) stream, and then empties the resulting LEUN into an unfavorable
geometry tank. Each blend batch is designed with a preset recipe to ensure the
"SU concentration remains below an always-safe concentration. Therefore, the

primary Nuclear Criticality Safety hazard is overconcentration of the LEUN in the
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Downblending tank. Primary engineered controls to prevent this sequence include
redundant volume controls for both HEUN (batch control) and NUN (minimum
level controls) feed streams, redundant density controls for the HEUN feed
stream, and 235U concentration control (gamma monitor) for the blended IEUN
stream. Administrative controls include verification of the feed stream
concentrations, enrichments, and volumes.

Overconcentration of the LEUN can also occur by evaporation and-precipitation.
Engineered controls for these contingencies include the use of water seals on tank
overflow and vent lines and the lack of precipitating agent piping in the LEUN
area.

Another NCS sequence is the backflow of HEUN into unfavorable geometry
utility supply systems such as deionized water, plant air, and nitrogen. Engineered
controls to prevent this sequence include interlocked supply valves and passive
overflows on equipment containing HELN.

ITe final NCS sequence is the transfer of HEUN to an unfavorable geometry
(UFG) container in the HEUN area ofDownblending. This sequence is prevented
by the restriction of UFG containers from the HEUN area. There are no UFG
tanks in the HEUN area of the BPF. Smaller, portable UFG containers are also
restricted from the area entirely.

Criticality Hazards:

* Downblending Tank is unfavorable geometry, therefore, the primary hazard is
overconcentration of UN in the tank

* Backflow of concentrated UiN into unfavorable geometry utility supply
systems (deionized water, plant air, & nitrogen)

* Leak of HEUN into an unfavorable geometry container

Criticality Controls:

Passive Engineered

* Favorable GeometryHELN Mix/Measure and Staging Columns
* Passive Overflows on columns and knockouts
* Passive design of floor to not exceed 1.25-inch depth

Active Ensgineered

* Interlocked Utility Supply Valves that close on loss of system pressure
* Dual independent monitoring of concentration (HEUN - Rosemount and

Gamma monitors) and volume (both HEUN and LEUN)
* HEU and LEU feed isolation valves that close on high density or low volume.
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Administrative Controls

* Restrict use of unfavorable geometry containers in HEUN process areas.
* Verify enrichment sample results prior to blending operation.

3.2.2.2 Chemical Hazards and Controls -Worker (Downblending)

Chemical Inputs or byproducts in the Downblending area which have established
employee exposure limits or present physical hazards include:

* HE, LE, and Natural Uranyl Nitrate - radioactive material, corrosive,
oxidizer

* Uranium Oxide - radioactive material
* Nitric Acid, 67 percent by weight - oxidizer, corrosive
* Nitrogen gas - asphyxiant

Other inputs include process water, deionized wvater and compressed air.

Chemical Reactions:

U03 + 2HN03 -4 UQ2(NP3)2z+ 2H2 0 _

Table 3-3 (Chemical Hazard Interaction Matrix - Downblending) is provided for
consideration ofDownblending chemical hazards.

Chemical Hazards:

The scenarios evaluated included the following:

* A spill of Nitric Acid, 67percentby weight.
* A spill of Uranyl Nitrate.
* Nitrogen release to the work area.
* Soluble U intake due to airborne release.

A spill of 67 percent Nitric Acid resulting in a loss of contents of theIgallon
bulk tank would potentially result in an employee exposure above the ERPG-3
level. Unmitigated, this would be classified as a high consequence event. The
exact amount of the spill would be dependent on the severity of the line break or
leak, or the severity of the valve failure or leak. The amount of the spill would
also be dependent on the time until operator intervention. Isolation valves on the
bulk nitric acid input lines to the building would prevent a spill through a line
break or valve failure when the building was unoccupied. Timers on the hand
switches in the work area will serve to limit the amount of time that the isolation
valve remains open.
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During normal operations, employee exposure to chemical vapors involved in the
dissolution of Natural Uranium and the Downblending of HEU and LEU product
streams are controlled though process exhaust ventilation. In the event of a
Uranyl Nitrate spill, employee exposure to nitric acid would not be expected to be
above the established ERPG-2 or TEEL2 limit. A release of nitrogen to the work
area would not be expected to create an oxygen deficient atmospbere.
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Table 3-3
Chemical Hazard Interaction Matrix - Downblending

Como- CoolmgDIWn|a Nnc |Nitrog| NOx |Uanyl
.U .Am Wstcr _ AJcid (ns) aw lr Ntnte

Compressed Air same none none none none none none

Coolng Water awn zone 4 none 4 none

DI Water Sam 4 none 4 none

itric Acid, 67% 4 4 4

solution) n 4 4
Nitogme(gnone none

(vpo)-2 none

Lsolution )

1-Heat generated from chemical reaction may initiate explosion.
2-May cause fire.
3-Flarnmable gas generation.
4-Heat generation by chemical reaction, may cause pressurization
5Can become bighly ilamxble In use; causes pressurization.
6-Contact with substance liberates toxic gas; causes pressurization
7-Innocuous and nonflamnable gas generation; causes pressurization.
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Several scenarios could result in a potential employee intake of soluble uranium,
such as an overall containment failure of the dissolution tank, blend tank, or hold
tank or a possible breach during the filling of the tanker. Urnmitigated, these
scenarios could potentially result in an intermediate consequence. Tank 4COl and
4D04 are equipped with overflow lines to prevent overpressurization conditions
that could result in an overall containment failure while the tanker is equipped
with a rupture disc. Tanks 4C01 and 4D04 and the tanker arejponnected to the
POG system.

Chemical Controls:

It-is the-policy of NFS to minimize the risk associated with the use and storage of
hazardous chemicals, in accordance with federal and state regulations.

Provisions for managing the safe storage and use of hazardous chemicals which
are integrated into the processing of radioactive materials or are generated by
chemical reaction during processing include the following:

* Chemical evaluation during the design process to identify the hazards
associated with the use and storage of hazardous chemicals.

* Administrative control through training and specific instructions contained in
approved NFS procedures. This may include specific hazard warnings,
personal protective equipment requirements, maintenance and lockout/tagout
procedures, motorized vehicle procedures, and/or spill response instructions.

* Routine audits and assessments as required by approved procedures.
* Engineering controls, as appropriate, for hazardous chemicals which have the

potential to impact safety. These may include, but are not limited to,
equipment design safety features such as pressure relief valves or interlocks,
containment, ventilation, detection methods, and/or materials of construction.

In addition to the general controls listed above, the Downblending area would rely
on nitric acid supply line isolation valves interlocked with timers on the bulk
chemical hand switches as engineering controls. Other engineering controls
include the glass knockout column, compatible materials of construction, and
welded elevated piping on the nitric acid input lines. Over temperature controls
on the beater and a heat exchanger are used in the natural dissolution process to
maintain a designated temperature range. Tank overflows and POG lines provide
pressure relief on the dissolution tank, blend tank and the hold tank. The UN
tanker has a tanker rupture disc to provide pressure relief, and the control panel
has an emergency stop for administrative control actions.

An administrative control is required to provide for DI water supply isolation if
the blendstock dissolution tank level is high, preventing tank overflow.

In the BPF process design, the majority of hazardous chemicals are piped into the
process to minimize potential employee contact with the chemical during normal
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operations. In addition, most hazardous chemicals used in conjunction with
radiological materials are handled inside process containment, with any vapors
vented into the Wet Process Off-Gas System. Compressed Gas lines utilize
pressure regulators, pressure indicators, flow meters, and pressure safety valves at
appropriate locations in the line to insure safe operation.

As stated in the NFS Stormwater Pollution Plan, engineering controls for
chemicals stored outside in bulk quantities at the NFS plant include secondary
containment systems (dike or sump). Dike areas are not provided for compressed
gas tanks. Chemical Spill Response Houses stocked with spill response supplies
are located in areas where bulk chemicals are stored andfor unloaded.

Emergency Eye Washes and Safety Showers are located in areas where corrosive
chemicals are used and are routinely inspected and tested in accordance with
applicable NFS procedures.

3.2.2.3 Radiological Hazards and Controls - Worker (Downblending)

It is the policy of NFS to maintain a comprehensive radiological protection
program as defined in Part 1, Chapter 3 of SNM-124 to ensure compliance with
the requirements specified in 10 CFR 20. The objective of NFS' Radiological
Protection Program is to keep the radiation doses to workers not only below
regulatory limits, but also as low as reasonably achievable. As in other areas of
the facility, NFS will maintain the radiological safety program in accordance with
the ALARA (As Low As Reasonably Achievable) program. NFS' ALARA
program applies to all areas of NFS' radiation safety program, including internal
and external exposure control, contamination control, facility design, facility
operations, procedure development, training and work practices. NI' radiation
protection program will provide sampling, monitoring, and surveillance for
radioactive materials as needed in the Downblending Process.

Internal Exposure:

For uranium processing, the dose from the inhalation pathway will dominate the
Total Effective Dose Equivalent (TEDE). A potential airborne release of
radioactive material can occur in the Downblending process if one of the
following types of stress is imposed:

* Thermal stress
* Explosive release (i.e., pressurized venting effects)
* Free-fall spills
* Aerodynamic entrainment and resuspension

The Material at Risk (MAR), materials that could potentially be affected by an
event, in the Downblending process are concentrated heavy metal solutions (HE
UN, LE UN and natural UN solutions) and natural UO3 powder.
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External Exposure:

Although the primary hazard to personnel from uranium processing is from
internal exposure, exposure to direct radiation produced by the decay of uranium
daughter products and recycled by-product isotopes contributes to the Total
Effective Dose Equivalent (TEDE). Modeling with MicroShiejldVersion 5 was
used to estimate exposure from gamma radiation using the proposed HEU and
LEU source terms. From the results, the deep-dose equivalent rate was
conservatively assumed to be 50 mrernfhour for HEU and 5 mrem/hour for LEU
accident scenarios. Given a maximum two-hour worker stay time per scenario,
the resultant external dose is considered an insignificant contribution to an
intermediate (25 rem TEDE < 100 rem) or high (TEDE 2 100 rem)
consequence determination.

Radiological Hazards:

* HE UN Solution (Class D)
* LE UN Solution (Class D)
* Natural UN Solution (Class D)- source material per License No. S-86001
* NaturalU0 3 Powder(Class W) - source material perLicenseNo. S-86001

Radiological Controls:

The BPF will be a Controlled Area and engineering radiation protection controls
as well as administrative will be utilized in the Downblending Process. Personnel
training and approved procedures will be provided to allow for safe operation and
quick detection of any unfavorable trend so that appropriate corrective action can
be implemented. ITe controls afforded by NFS' Radiation Protection Program
for BPF will maintain airborne radioactivity, contamination levels, and radiation

- - levels within specified limits to protect against radiological hazards associated
with operations in Downblending. There are no IROFS identified for the
Downblending process based on Section 4.2 Radiological Consequence Analysis.

Passive Enzineered Controls:

* Physical separation of U-Metal process area

Acdive En'ineered Controls:

* Radiation Protection Program monitoring systems and instrumentation

Administrative Controls:

* Radiation Protection Program administrative controls (ALARA, etc.)
* Personnel training and procedures
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- - 3.2.2.4 Fire and Explosion Hazards and Controls (Downblending)

Potential hazards associated with the Downblending process include:

Natural U03 Powder
S....

Based on the MSDS sheet for U03 powder provided by Cameco Technical
Services, this powder does not present a fire hazard. This material has no listed
flash point as it is a solid, is listed as stable, and will not polymerize.

As a result of research and conversations with Cameco technical staff, UO3
powder does not present a fire or explosion hazard and therefore does not require
any special electrical classifications or fire protection features.

Drum Lift Hydraulic Fluid

A hydraulic drum lift will be used to lift and tilt a maximum weight of 1,200 lbs.
of U03 powder into a hopper. The quantity of hydraulic fluid is approximately
2.5 gallons. A fire resistive, low hazard hydraulic oil will be used.

Due to the small quantity and type of oil, a hydraulic fluid fire presents a minimal
exposure to equipment in this area which primarily consists of steel tanks and
presents a negligible exposure to the steel columns located in this area which
support the mezzanine.

Tanker Loading

A tanker will be placed at a loading station along the outside west wall of the
BPF. Natural UN will be transferred from a tank in the Downblending process
area to the tanker. The transfer line will be noncombustible.

The west wall of the BPF has an equivalent fire rating o The exit door
in the vicinity of the truck loading area will have a rating. This
operation does not present a significant external fire hazard exposure to the
Downblending process equipment located inside Building _

Fire Hazards:

* Natural U03 powder
* Drum lift hydraulic oil
* Tanker loading
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Fire Controls:

The control listed below is required by the FHA. Since this control was not
required to prevent exceeding the 10 CFR 70.61 exposure criteria, it is not listed
in Section 6 as an IROFS.

* Dissolver tank beaters have overtemperature shutdown featu= .

3.2.2.5 Environmental Hazards and Controls - Public (Donnblending)

The environmental hazards for the Downblending process are the hazardous
- -chemicals and radiological materials that have the potential for being released

outside the protected area of the site at levels above the criteria specified in 10
CFR 70.61. The levels of concern for environmental hazards defined by 10 CFR
70.61 are defined in Section 7. For the Downblending process, the following
hazards were evaluated to determine if they had the potential to exceed the above
levels under postulated accident conditions.

Environmental Chemical Hazards:

* Nitric Acid Spill (67%)
* Nitric OxideVaporRelease

Environmental Radiological Hazards:

* LE UN Solution Spill
* LE UN Solution Water Overfill
* Nat. UN Solution Spill
* Nat. UN Solution Water Overfill
* U03 Dispersion (Spill)
* U03 Dispersion (Spill & Fire)
* Nat. UN Solution Spill/Fire

Environmental Controls:

Two postulated accident sequences resulting in a nitric acid spill (67%) have the
potential to result in a high environmental consequence. One postulated accident
sequence resulting in the overflow of the natural dissolution system has the
potential to result in a high enrironmental consequence. Some accident sequences
involving LEUN solution spill, LE UN solution water overfill, and Natural UN
solution spill resulted in intermediate consequences. The other environmental
consequences evaluated for the Downblending process do not exceed action levels
specified in 10 CFR 70.61 'and are considered low consequence events. The
following controls are provided to reduce the potential impact to the environment.
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Passive Enzineered Controls

6

0

S

6

6

a

Materials of construction and elevation
LEU Area Dike
Welded stainless steel nitric lines
Double-lined underground BLEU Complex line
UN tanker rupture disc
Tanker loading area sump

...

Acdive Enpineered Controls

a

0

HEPA filters
Process Exhaust Ventilation Scrubber
Nitric supply isolation from bulk timer switches

Administrative Controls

a

a

a

Procedures and Training
Tanker loading control panel emergency stop
DI water and nitric supply isolation on high level in blendstock dissolution
tank
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Table 3-4
Razard Summary for Downblendlng rrocess

Jiazard Type Hazard Description Passive Eng. Controls Active Eng. Controls Admuin. Controls

Criticality * HlghconeentrationUN inunfav. * Favorable geometry mixh/measure * Interlocked utility * Onlyfavorable geometry
geometry tank columns systernsupply containers allowed inHEU

* Backflow of high concent UN in * Passive overflows on column and valves that close on area
utility Systems knockouts loss of system * Verification of enriclunent

* Leak of HEUN to unfav. geometry * Passive floor design to prevent pressure sample results prior to
container >12i-nchinHIEUNarea * EU mnd LEU blending

isolation valves
close on high

Redundant
monitoring of
concentration and
volume for feed to
blendinn tank

Chenical * Nitric acid spill (67%) * Materials of construction, welded * Temperature * Personnel training and
* Uranyl nitrate spill elevated piping, and building code controls on natural procedures

design requirments U dissoL. process * Routine audits and
a Heat cxchanger sized to remove * Utility and ssessments

naximumheat of reaction fromU chemical supply . Nitric supply isolation upon
natural dissolver interlocks and high level in biendstock

* Kenocut column overflows isolation valves dissolution tank
* Blend tank overflow * Overtenperature * UN tan=er control panel
* Dissolution tank overflow controls on heater emeigency stop for admin.
* UN tanker npture disc * Emergency eye action
* POO lines wash and safety

, showers
Radiological * HEUN spill * Separation ofMetal process * Rid. Prot. Prog. * Personnel training and

* LEUN solution spill area monitoring and procedures
* Natural U solution Instruments * Rad. Pnt. Program tontroll
* Natural UO, powder ; .

.
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Hazard Type Hazard Description PaSSiVt Eng. Controls Active Eng. Controls Admin. Controls

Fire and * Natural Uranium oxide powder None * Overtenperature None
Explosion * Drui lift hydraulic oil shut down control

* Tarker loading on dissolver tank
__ heaters

Environmental * Nitric Acid Spill (67%) * Material of constnction and * HEPA Filters * Procedures and Training
* Nitric Oxide Vapor Release elevation * Process ExImust * Tanker loading control panel
* LE UN Solution Spill * LEUAreaDik Ventilation emergency stop
* LE UN Solution Water Ovrfil * Welded stainless steel nitric lines scrubber * DI water nd nitric supply
* Nat. UN Solution Spill * Double-lined tnderground BLEU * Nitric supply isolation on high level in
* Nat. UN Solution Water Ovflill Cnnplex line isolation firon blendstock dissolution tank
* V0, Dispersion (Spill) * UN tanker rupture disc bulk chemical
* U0, Dispersion (Spill & FTre) * Tud= loading area sunp timer switchbs
* Nat. UN Solution Spill/Tie

I
II

II
I

I

I

I

. 1

.
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4.0 COMPLIANCE WITH 10 CFR 70.61

This section demonstrates how the ISA complies with the consequence and risk
assessment requirements of 10 CFR 70.61. Part 70.61 requires that all credible
accidents potentially affecting UAI or Downblending operations that could result
in significant chemical, radiological, fire, criticality, or environmental
consequences be evaluated to determine those that would rpult in High or
Intermediate consequences as defined in 70.61(a) and (b) (See Section 7 tables).
Once the high and intermediate consequence events are identified, it must be
shown that the High consequence events are Highly Unlikely, and the
Intermediate consequence events are Unlikely after taking credit for
implementation of designated IROFS. Sirs determinatioxrequires a detailed Risk
Assessment of each accident scenario, including assignment of failure indexes to
credited engineered and administrative controls. Once the acceptable set of
controls are defined, management measures are identified to ensure that the
credited controls are available and reliable to perform their required function
when needed.

4.1 ISAMETHODOLOGY

The methodology for performing the ISA; including hazard analysis, consequence
assessment, and risk assessment are defined in Section 52 of this report

4.2 HAZARD EVALUATIONS, ACCIDENT SEQUENCES, AND
CONSEQUENCE CALCULATIONS

As described in Section 5.2, the ISA Team performed a Process Hazards Analysis
(PHA) for each process defined in Section 3 (U Aluminum and Downblending).
In performing the PHA, the team evaluated all credible system and component
failures based on Piping and Instrunentation Diagram (P&ID) drawings. Each
type of failure was given an accident-sequence-number, and the team then
determined the potential for criticality, chemical, radiological, fire or
environmental consequences assuming no mitigation by passive, active, or
adrinistrative controls. All accident scenarios with potential criticality, chemical,
radiological, fire, or environmental consequences were grouped together by
consequence category for the responsible safety discipline to evaluate (Criticality
Safety, Chemical Safety, Radiological Safety, Fire Safety and Environmental
Safety). The responsible safety discipline then performed detailed consequence
analyses to determine the events that exceed 10 CER 70.61 exposure criteria for
High or Intermediate level events. The consequence exposure criteria are defined
in Section 7 of this report.

4.2.1 Criticality Safety Conseguence Analysis

Criticality Safety accidents are evaluated and documented in Nuclear Criticality
Safety Evaluations (NCSEs). The NCSEs are prepared based on the double
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contingency principle in accordance with NFS procedures and ANSI standards.
The double contingency principle is used to ensure that a criticality will not occur
unless two unlikely, independent, concurrent changes occur in process conditions.
In addition to the double contingency analysis, the NCSEs considered all credible
component failures determined by the What-if hazards analysis. The criticality
scenarios considered credible for the UAI Dissolution and Downblending
processes are summarized in Table 4-9 along with the criticality. risk assessment
results. For all credible criticality scenarios, IROFS are defined and risk-indexed
to ensure that a criticality is highly unlikely as documented in Table 4-9.

4.2.2 Chemical Safety Consequence Analysis (Worker)

Consequence evaluations for employee Chemical Exposures were performed for
the identified what-if scenarios. The consequence evaluations were intended as a
method of identifying potential events which could result in a High or
Intermediate level consequence as defined by 10 CFR 70.61. A high level
consequence is identified in Part 70 as an acute chemical exposure to an
individual from licensed material or hazardous chemicals produced from licensed
material that:

* Could endanger the life of a worker, or
• Could lead to irreversible or other serious, long-lasting health effects to any

individual located outside the controlled area.

Intermediate consequences were defined as events that were not high consequence
events that:

* Could lead to irreversible or other serious, long-lasting health effects to a
worker, or

• Could cause mild transient health effects to any individual located outside the
controlled area.

Various regulatory and industry consensus standards could be utilized for these
consequence limits. Chapter 3 of NUREG-1520, "Standard Review Plan (SRP)
for the Review of a License Application for a Fuel Cycle Facility" lists
Emergency Response Planning Guidelines (ERPGs), Acute Exposure Guideline
Levels (AEGIs), and exposure limits established by the Occupational Safety and
Health Administration (OSHA) to be acceptable. OSHA publishes 8 hour time
weighted Permissible Exposure Limits, NIOSH publishes Immediately Dangerous
to Life and Health (IDLH) limits, and ACGIH publishes 8 hour Threshold Limit
Values and ERPGs. At present, orly a relatively small number of chemicals have
established ERPG levels. As a temporary interim measure, the Department of
Energy (DOE) has published Temporary Emergency Exposure Guidelines
(TEELs), using an established criteria outlined in 'Derivation of Temporary
Emergency Exposure Levels (TEELs)." TEELs are intended to be updated to
reflect new ERPG limits as they are established. The consequence evaluations for
employee Chemical Exposures utilized TEELs as consequence action levels
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where no ERPG level existed or where the TEEL reflects the established ERPG.
Section 7 of this ISA Summary defines the TEEL values used to establish High
and Intermediate levels for BPF chemicals.

Consequences were evaluated using computer modeling or hand calculations, as
appropriate to the scenario. Computer models included CAMEO and ALOHA
models, where applicable. Neither model is appropriate for. inside spills,
calculations close to the spill area, chemical mixtures or chemical solutions.
ALOHA may be used for outside spills where appropriate.

General Assumptions for outside spills modeled by ALOHA include:

* Total loss of contents of-chemical-source;-unless otherwise-stated in scenario
specific informnation. Total loss of contents is considered to be the capacity of
the tank or column. If other volume is used, volume will be supplied by
process description information or by engineering documentation.

* Assume unmitigated spill, no credit taken for dike or building floor area.
* Assume 5 minute exposure to liquid pool consisting of total loss of contents of

source, unless otherwise specified. Vaporization rate was determined by using
vaporization model cited in EPA 560/4-88-002.

* Assume outside wind speed of2.5 miles per hour.
* Assume no credit for operator intervention, procedural spill clean up

instructions, or respiratory protection in initial consequence evaluation.
* Assume outside temperature of 90 degrees F, unless higher operating

temperature is stated in scenario specific information. Assume relative
humidity of 70%.

* Assume vapor pressure and specific gravity as listed in approved reference
(Material Safety Data Sheet, Perry's Chemical Engineers Handbook, or
engineering calculation based on approved reference).

* Assume tank or column size~as indicated on P&IDs unless otherwise specified
by engineering documentation

. Where established TEEL limits are for materials in solid form, and
consequence evaluation is performed for materials in liquid form, scenario
will reflect that established limit is not appropriate.

General Assumptions for outside spills evaluated using hand calculations include:

* Total loss of contents of chemical source, unless otherwise stated in scenario
specific information. Total loss of contents is considered to be the capacity of
the tank or column. -If other volume is used, volume will be supplied by
process description information or by engineering documentation.

* Assume pool size as estimated by the TEMA method taken from ARCHIE
software and referenced in the Handbook of Chemical Hazard Analysis
Procedures, published by the Federal Emergency Management Agency, the
U.S. Department of Transportation, and the U.S. Environmental Protection
Agency.

* Assume unmitigated spill, no credit taken for dike or building floor area.
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* Assume 5 minute exposure to liquid pool consisting of total loss ofc6ntents of
source, unless otherwise specified. Vaporization rate is determined by using
the Vaporization Model cited in EPA 560/4-88-002, Estimating Releases and
Waste Treatment Efficiencies for the Toxic Chemical Release Inventory
Form.

* Assume outside wind speed of 2.5 miles per hour.
* Assume no credit for operator intervention, procedural..spill clean up

instructions, orrespiratoryprotection in initial consequence evaluation.
* Assume outside temperature of 90 degrees F, unless higher operating

temperature is stated in scenario specific information.
* Assume vapor pressure and specific gravity as listed in approved reference

(Material Safety Data Sheet, Perry's Chemical Engineers Handbook, or
engineering calculation based on approved reference).

* Assume tank or column size as indicated on P&IDs unless otherwise specified
by engineering documentation.

* Where established limits are for materials in solid form, and consequence
evaluation is performed for materials in liquid form, scenario write up will
reflect that established limit is not appropriate.

For spill scenarios inside buildings, consequences will be evaluated using hand
calculations. General Assumptions for inside spills include:

* Total loss of contents of chemical source, unless otherwise stated in scenario
specific information. Total loss of contents is considered to be the capacity of
the tank or column. If other volume is used, volume will be supplied by
process description information or by engineering documentation.

* Where columns exist in a bank, are valved together, and are indicated as
normally open on the P&ID, loss of bank contents will be assumed.

* Assume pool size as estimated by the TEMA method taken from ARCHE
software and referenced in the Handbook of Chemical Hazard Analysis
Procedures, published by the Federal Emergency Management Agency, the
U.S. Department of Transportation, and the U.S. Environmental Protection
Agency.

* Assume unmitigated spill, no credit taken for dike or building floor area.
* Assume 5 minute exposure to liquid pool consisting of total loss of contents of

source, unless otherwise specified. Vaporization rate is determined by using
the Vaporization Mode cited in EPA 560/4-88-002, Estimating Releases and
Waste Treatment Efficiencies for the Toxic Chemical Release Inventory
Form.

* Assume inside wind speed of 0.5 miles per hour, otherwise no credit taken for
makeup ventilation, unless otherwise specified (for example, in Nitrogen line
break scenario).

* Assume no credit for operator intervention, procedural spill clean up
instructions, or respiratoty protection in initial consequence evaluation.

* Assume inside temperature of 70 degrees F, unless higher operating
temperature is stated in scenario specific information.
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* Assume vapor pressure and specific gravity as listed in approved reference
(Material Safety Data Sheet, Perry's Chemical Engineers; Handbook, or
engineering calculation based on approved reference).

* Assume building volume as listed on P&IDs or engineering information.
* Assume tank. or column size as indicated on P&IDs unless otherwise specified

(with engineering documentation provided).
* Where established limits are for materials in solid form, and consequence

evaluation is performed for materials in liquid form, scenariowrite up will
reflect that established limit is not appropriate.

Chemical Toxicity (Soluble Uranium)

The accident scenarios for evaluation are provided on tables developed by a
qualified ISA team during a Process Hazard Analysis, as specified in NFS-GH-
55, "Integrated Safety Analysis". Multiple types of consequences can result from
the same event (item number) on the table, therefore the analysis is conducted for
the most severe consequence for each item number. As per NFS-HS-A-6S "ISA
Risk Assessment Program"' the methods used for consequence evaluation are
acceptable if the methods and calculations are consistent with the referenced
approaches, they are scientifically correct as a reasonable estimate, and the use of
generic assumptions and data is reasonably conservative for the types of accidents
analyzed. Upon completion of the analysis, each credible accident scenario is
assigned an unmitigated, uncontrolled consequence severity category based on 10
CFR 70.61 as shown below:

* High Consequence - An acute chemical exposure to an individual from
licensed material or hazardous chemicals produced from licensed material that
could endanger the life of the worker. As per DOE-STD-1136-2000 "Guide
of Good Practices for Occupational Radiological Protection in Uranium
Facilities," an acute intake of > 230 mg soluble uranium results in 50%
lethality Therefore, events that result in 230 mg soluble uranium intake or
greater by the worker are designated as a high consequence.

* Intermediate Consequence - Events that are not high consequence that result
in an acute chemical exposure to an individual from licensed material or
hazardous chemicals produced from licensed material that could lead to
irreversible or other serious, long-lasting health effects to a worker. As per
DOE-STD-1136-2000 "Guide of Good Practices for Occupational
Radiological Protection in Uranium Facilities," an acute intake of 40 mg
soluble uranium is the threshold for permanent renal damage. Therefore,
events that result in 40 mg soluble uranium worker intake or greater, but less
than 230 mg, are designated as an intermediate consequence.

* Low Consequence-Consequences that are not high or intermediate
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The airborne concentration of the event is calculated utilizing the methods
discussed for Occupational Health Physics evaluations. When soluble compounds
of uranium (Class D and Class W) are involved with a scenario, the total worker
soluble uranium intake is estimated using the calculated uranium airborne
concentration, the volume of air inhaled based on reference man inhalation rate of
2E+04 mlrmin as specified by 10 CFR 20, Appendix B, and a five minute
exposure time, divided by the specific activity of the uraniumn isotope. When
several isotopes of soluble uranium are involved, the total intake is the sum of the
intakes for individual isotopes.
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Table 4-1
Chemical Safety Consequence Analysis Summary (Worker)

;:Evaluatlon,. Scenario Evaluated * .̂  Accident Sequence Nufmber(s) H 'igh,.
Number ilntermedlate orI . *. * , ';, ' . ,t. r.,,,S* SConsequence

!_ U Aluminum Dilssolution
I Loss of Tankccontents, potential IUALD (29.77) No Significant

employee exposure to sodium 2UMLD (30.77) Exposure
hydroxide, sodium nitrate, and barium 3WALD (31.77) Expected
oxide (or barium nitrate) In solution 4UALD (32.77)
die to a spill, overflow, line breal,
valve Mlurm, etc.

2 Loss of Dissolver contents Potential IUALD (29.16,9.22 29.27,_29.2) No Significant
exposure to vapors from sodium 2UALD (30.16,3022,3027.30.28) Exposure except
hydroxide, sodium nitrate, and barium 3UALD (31.16,312 3127, 3128) ammonia.
oxide (or barium nitrate) due to sp;i1, 4UALD (32.16.32. 232.27,32.28) Exposure to
overflow, line break, valve failure, usnonis CERIPG-
etc. Potential for exposure to 2.
_ _ mmonin vapors duing dissolution.

3 Loss ofDissolver contents, potential IUALD C2931, 29A5,29.49, 29AS, 29.57,29.59, 29.60) No Significant
exposure to sodium hydroxide, 2UALD (303 t, 30A.5, 30A9, 30A8, 30.57,30.59,30.60) Exposure
sodiumnitrate, and barium oxide (or 3UALD (3131. 31AS,31A9,31A8, 31.57,31.59,31.60) Expected
barium nitrate) due to spill. overflow, 4UALD (3231,32.45, 32A9, 32.48,32.57,32.59,32.60)
line break, valve ftailure, etc. .

4 Release ofsodiun hydroxide, sodium IUALD (29.26,2930,2933,2935.2936, 29.63,29.64,29.65.29.66,29.67,29.68, No Significant
nitrate, Bnd barium oxide (or barium 29.69,29.70,29.71,29.78,29.80) Exposure
nitrate) vapors due to enclosure 2UALD (30.26,3030,3033,30.35,3036,30.63,30.64, 30.65,30.66,30.67.30 68, Expected
falure, breach of dissolver, POG or 30.69,30.70,30.71,30.78.30.80)
WOO line, or adverse chemical 3UALD (31.26,3130,3133,3135,31.36,31.63,31.64, 31.65,31.66,31.67,31.68,
reaction due to Incomnpatablles 31.69,31.70,31.71,31.78,31.S0)

4UALD (32.26,3230,3233,3235,3236,32.63,32.64,32.65,32.66, 32.67.32.68,
32.69,32.70,32.71,32.78,32.80)

S Release ofNitrogen Into Work Ara IUALD (2930) No Significant
due to line break 2UALD (3030) Exposure

3UALD (3130) Expected
4UALDI (3230)
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Evaluation Scenario Evaluated *. t Accident Sequenec Nufibet(s) High,
Number . , . . . * Intermedhate or

Low
Consequenee

6 Employee Injury due to air line break IUALD (2938) Not classified
2UALD (30.38)
3UALD (3138)
_1JALD (3238) . -

_ _ U Aluminum Separation (Sheets I and 2)
. Cenical Vapor due to overheating, IUAIS (33.1,333,33.5,33.7,33.12, 33.13,33.104) Low

failure oWOO or POG integrity, 2UALS (34.1,343,.34 -, 34.7.34.12,34.13,34.100,34.102) No Significant
valve failure, potential exposure to Exposure except
sodium hydroxide, sodium nitrate, nitric acid
and barium oxide (or barium nitrate), 41EEI for
or nitric acid vapor Nitric Acid.

2 Loss of Dissolver contents, potential IUALS (33.10, 33.14,33.16,33.19,33.21, 33.29,3330,33.66,33.69,33.71, 33.74, Low
exposure to vapors from sodium 33.75,33.77,33.S9, 33.90,33.95) No Significant
hydroxide, sodium nitrate, and barium 2UALS (34.10,34.14,34.16,34.19,34.21,3429,3430,34.59. 34.62,34.64,34.67. Exposure except
oxide (or barium nitrate). nitric acid 34.68,34.70,34.82,34.83,34.88) nitric acid
in solution due to a spill, overflow, . *:EEL-2 for
line break, valve failure, etc. _ Nitric Acid.

3 Loss of Centnfuge contents, potential IUALS (3324) No Significant
exposure to sodium hydroxide, 2UALS (3424) Exposure
sodium nitrate, and barium oxide (or Expected
barium nitrate) due to spill, overflow,
line break, valve failure, etc.

4 Loss of Dissolver contents, potential IUALS (33.27,33.28,33.108) No Significant
exposure to sodiumnhydroxide, 2UAIS (3427,34.28,34.106) Exposure
sodium nitrate, and barium oxide (or Expected
balilu nitrate) due to spill, overflow,
line break valve failue, etc.

5 Loss of Column contents, potential IUALS (3333,33.34,33.35,3336,3337,33.39.33.41, 33A2,33.43,33A5,33A6, No Siorificant
exposure to sodiumhydroxlde, 33.47,33A8, 33.49,33.50, 33.51, 33.107,33.109) , Exposure
sodium nitrate, and barium oxide (or 2UALS (34.33,3434,3335,3436.3437,3439.34.41, 34A2,34A3, 34AS. 34A6, Expected
barilumnntrare) due to spill, overflow. 34A7,34338,34.49,34.50, 34.51,34.105,34.107)

.___* _ line break, valve failuM etc. _ _

_
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II

#Evaluation Scenarto-Evaluated *iAeddintSequence Numberfs). _ -:*. *>.. * '. nigh,
Number .. .., * :. . .,rnterrnedlAteor

* *-.* *' *-e..~*S L0W.
.''Consequebee

6 Loss of contents, Bulk Nitric Acid IUALS (33.55,33.98) High
Tank, 67%, capacitylslons, 2UALS (34.52.34.91)
potential exposure to nitric acid due to
a spill, overflow, line break, valve
failure, etc.

7 Loss of Colum eontents, Nitric Acid, IUALS (33.54,33.56,33.60,33.61,33.64) Low
67%, due to a spil, overflow, line 2UALS (34.53,34.54,34.57,34.58,34.93.34.94)
break, valve failure, etc.

8 Release of Nitrogen into Work Am IUALS (33.77) No Significant
due to a linebreak 2UALS (34.70) Exposure
I _ _ _ _ _ __expe d

U Aluminum Dissolution Caustic Discard Columns, Bank A and B
Loss of Column contents, potential IUALC (353, 35.9, 35.12, 35.13,35.14, 35.16,35.19, 35.20, 35.21, 35.25, 3534, 35.37. No Significant
exposure to sodium hydroxide, 35.41, 35.42,35.44,35.AS) Exposure
sodium nitrate, and barium oxide (or 2UALC (363, 36.9,36.12,36.13,36.14,36.16, 36.19,36.20,36.21,36.25,36.34,3637, expected
barium nitrate) due to spill, overflow, 36.41, 36A2, 36.44,36.4S)

_ line break, valve failure, et. .
2 Loss of Column contents due to IUALC (35.7,35.8.3536) No Significunt

overflow or valve failure, potential 2UALC (36.7,36.8,3636) Exposure
e tposure o vapors from sodium expected
hydroxide, sodium nitrate, and barium
oxide (orbarium nitrate) _

3 Release of Natrogen into Work Area IUALC (35.13) No Significant
due to a linebreaik 2UALC (36.13) Exposure

__ , expected

4 Employee Injury due to are line break IUALC (3533) Not classified
2UALC (3633)

U Aluminum Dissolution Aecountablity Columns ______

I LOSS of Coluinn contents, potential UALAC (373,37.6,37.9,37.10,37.11,37.13,37.16,37.17,37.18,37.38,3739, 37.4, Low
exposure to nitric acid due to a spill, 37.42,37A6) <TEEL 1
.overlow, line break, valve failure,

. ~~etc.-..
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Evaluation Scenario Evaluited .Xeldent Sequence Numbtr(s) Hi' * r^. High,
:Number , ' :. . Intermediateor

*r.M- ~ Low
= , ,. . ._ _Consequenee

2 Loss ofColumn eontents fromrP&D uIAC (37.5,37.28,37.29) Low
F0411 Da*ntdF0410D,potential EL-1
exposure to nitric acid due to spill or
line break, etc.

3 Release of Nitrogen Into Work Area UALAC (37.10) Low
due to a line break <MEL-

4 Release of Nitric Acid Vapors Into UALAC (3733) Low
Work Area due to an enclosure failure <TEEIA

5 Release of Nitric Acid Vapors into UALAC (3736) Low
Work Area due to a plug ofthe POO (rEEL-I

6 Release of Nitric Acid Vapors into UALAC (3737) Low
Work Area due to a breech of the <MEL-I

Causti Make-up and Storage Tankcs Located Outside Building 333
Loss ofContenits, Sodium Hydroxide CMST (38.1, 38.25,3838,3S30) No Significant
Bulk Tauni, capacitym gallons, Exposure
30%1* solution, through Tank Failure Expected
Valve Failure, Overflow (bounding) _

2 Loss of Contents,Tank IK02 CMST (3.6,38.8,38.9,38.14, 38.15,3S.16.38.17,38.1, 38.19, 3831,3832,3833, No Significant
(Sodium Hydroxide, Barium Oxide or 3834) Exposure
BariumNitrate), throuoTank Expected
Fallure, Valve Failure, Overflow
(bounding)

3 Loss of Contents, Bulk Tanker Truck, CMST (38.26, 38.28,3838) No Significant
Sodium Nitrate, 45% solution, though ExposuIc
Tank Failure, Valve Fallure. Expected
Overflow(bounding) ___

4 Loss of ContentsTank lK01, CMST (383,38.5,38.7,38.9,38.14, 3S.15, 38.16,38.17, 38.18,3 8.19,3831,3832, No Significant
SodiumNitrate, 45% solution, 3833,3834) Exposure
through Tank Fralure, Valve Failure, Expected
Overwow (bounding) *_.

S Loss of Contents, 5S pound bag of CMST(38.24) Not calculated.
Barium Oxide or DariumNitrate

_ migdui annual addition to Tanlk IKO1
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-Evaluation' .ScenarloEvaluated . ' : .- Aeiddnt'Sequeneembtr(s*'.?L ;. High," *
Number . : ; . - .lntermediale or:,

.. . X.* ................... ___. ___ __ _... _ ___ _ .i b ~ :5 t .... r, .. Cornse uenee
DowrnblendinC

I Loss of Cntents, HEU Mix/Mcasurc UD1 (5.1, 53) Low
Col=,, ._ rEEL1

2 Loss of Contents, Colunus UDD (5.5,5.S, S.13, 5.14,5.16. S.1, 5.20,5.22,5.24,S.26,5S28,530,5.32, 534,.5A4, Low
SA.46,5.146,5.147) CEEL-l

3 Loss of Contents, Dissolution Tank UDB (5.52) Low
4D04, _TEEL-l

4 Loss of Contents, Tank 4C02, UDB (5.54,.57) Low
<EELA

5 Loss ofContents, Tank4C01, UDB (5.5.5.78,5.80,5.88,5.91,5S93,5.97,5.100,5.101,5.103, 5.116,5.120,5.129, Low
5.138,5.139,5.142,5.143) <TEL-1

6 Loss of Contents, Dissolution Tank UDD (5.5.122,5.126,5.12S,5.132,5.144,5.145) Low
4D04, <_EEl

_IEU MxltMeasure Columns
Loss of contents, Colunms, to UMM (S.1,S3.1.5, S .10, S.12,8.16,8.17, 8.19, 8.20,8.22,8.23,S.26, S32) Low
tnockout column from overflow or <TEEL1
spil to floor,

2 Loss of contents, Columns, to SX UMM (1., 1.5) Low
Staging Columns to knockout <rEEL-1
colun.,

3 Loss of contents, Columns, from U UMM (8.15) Low
Metal input line, ,<TEl1

4 Loss otfeontents, Columns from SX UMM (S. 15) Low
I nput line, _EEL I

5 Nitrogen Supply line breaks, Nitrogen UMM (8.16) , Low
reesse into work area. I_____E-lA

_ Natural Dissolution
I Loss of Contnts, U03 Dnrm, UND (6.1,62,63,6.9,6.10,6.11,6.12,6.18,6.20,6.21,6.25,6.26, 6.32) Addressed in HP

eapadity oG tnmds gross weigh, f calculations
assume spill inside WE area..

2 Loss of Contents, Hopper 4D02, UND (6.22,6.23,635) Addressed in HP
assume spDIl inde W_ at". c_ _. calculations

3 Loss of Contents, Bulk Nitric Add UND (639,6.41,6.43) High for
Ttnl4 67%,. capacity o _ N allons. employee
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t.Evalunton * * ISceffarlo Ealnuated : .. :-'.- . . * "-, .-Aeedent Sequente Number(s) . , * * . . igh,
Numberq ' .ntermediateor,Number L. ....... .. ... J..- ... 7.. . ,A~ons ence...

4 Loss orContents, DI water, resulting UND (6A6,6.158,6.165,6.172,6.173) Less than TEELI
in overflow ofTank4DO4, _

5 Loss of Contents, TankX4DW4, anmmc UND (6.59, 6.60, 6.62, 6.64, 6.66, 6.69, 6.71, 6.72, 6.80, 6.81, 6.84, 6.93, 6.95, 6.100, Less tian TEEL-I
spill Inside LEU ara. 6.101,6.102,6.104,6.108.6.110.6.176.6.177,6.179.6.1S4,6.186. 6.188.6.189,6.190,

6.193,6.199,6.211, 6.212,6221, 6225, 6.227,6.228, 6.229, 6.235, 6.236,6.237, 6.238,
6.241,6.242.6.243)

6 Loss of Contents, Tank 4DO4, assunic UND (6.63) No significant
spill Inside LEU area. Assume ritric employee
acid, 67%, added before water, exposure expected

_ assumne loss of nitric acid.
7 Vapor Loss fromrTank4D04. UND (6.6S,6.187,6.1tS,6.196,6.224,6226, 6.233,6.240,6.246,6.256) Less than

I Scenario 4 and 5
___ UN Transfer _

1 Loss of contents. UN TankTrailer, UNT (73.7.39.7A40,7.65) Less thanTEEL-I
Assume outside spilL.

2 LosS of contents, Tank 401, Assume UNT(7.5,7.12, 7.13. 7.17, 7.19,7.20, 7.22, 7.45. 7.51) Less than TEEL.
spM In LEU area.

3 Loss of contents, Tank 4E01, Assume UNT (7.25,7.35,7.51) Less than TEEL-4
spill at BLEU complex storage tank

4 Loss of contents, Tank 4E01, Assume UNT (7.26,737,773S, 7A1, 7A2, 7.43.7A4,7.46,77A7) Lcss than TEEL-I
outside spill.

5 Loss of contents, Tsnk4COl, Assune UNT (7.8) Less than TEELI.
outside spdIll

6 Loss ofventilation or containment for UNTr(722. 7.23,724,7.53,7.54,7.56,7.61) Less thanTEEL-1
vaporfromTauk4E0l. Assume
_vapor release in WT aea __ _

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _U tilities _ _ _ _ _

Cooling Water line breaks, Cooling UTD (40.1) No significant
waterspill into ork are exPosure expected

2 No Cooling Water to Downstream UID (402,404) Evaluated in
Process Areas. . idividua1 Process

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Areas

3 Nitrogen Supply line breaks, Nitrogen UID (40.9) ALess a TEELa
release into work area. _
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%Evaluation SeenirloEvaluxted .i. . ,;, . AdcldehtSequefic Nunmber's)52 * $ -. t - High,.l >_h
.Nutnlir ~* ~ , ~ * . - -'.~.4. ~ FL ~ 4,-C1hteftmedlAte bre'j~

A..
.___ .. ,.1 * - 4. ,,*,-* * * . - i* $S ¶.'4...;;;* ;.SConme~tnenee

4 NoNitrgen to DownstrmProcess UY (40.12,40.16) Evaluated m
Areas. Individual Process

_ _ Areas
5 Nitnc Acid line breaks, Nitric Acid UTD (40.17) High for

_ pil into work area employee
6 No Nitric Acid to Downstream U1V (40.20) Evaluated in

Process Areas. Individual Process
._ Ares

7 Plant Air line breaks Plant Air UTD (40.25) nBa
release into work area.

B No Plant Air to Downstream Process UID (40.28,4032 Evaluated in
Aras. Individual Process

I_ ____ Areas
_________ ____ _Chemical Toxicity-Soluble Uranium

1 Free-faUSpill UMM(8.5, 8.10, 8.12 8.19) Low
BE UN solution
SX Area dilution volume
(SXFC 93, 9.5,9.9, 9.11, 9.25 927)

2 Spill (Free-fall and Puncture) UDI (5.1,5 3,5.5, 5.S, 5.13, 5.14, 5.16, 5.18, 5.20 522, 5.24, 5.26, 5.28 .530 532, Low
HE UN solution 5.34, 5.44 5A6), UMM (S.1,S33,.15, 8.16, 8.17, 8.20. 22 8.23, 8.26).IUALS 33.95,
SXAm adilution volume 2UALS 34.88, UALAC (373,37.5,37.6,37.9.37.10,37.11,37.13,37.16,37.17,37.18,
(UMM .17) 37.28.37.29,3733,3738, 37A2, 37A6)

3 Catastrophic Rupture/Resuspension UDB 5.146, UMM 3.32, UAIAC 37.39 Low
HE UNSolution
Main Bldg Area dilution volume
_(UMM 832)

4 Employee exposure IUALS (33.1 333,33.5,33.7,33.12,33.13, 33.104), IUALS (34.1 343 ,34.5,34.7, Low
simunering HE UN solution 34.12,34.13,34.102)
Main Bldg Area dilution volume
(IUMD 1.48, 1.50, 1.111, 1.113,
1.114 1.116, 1.120,1.134,1.135) .
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I

Evaluation Scenario Evaluated Accident Sequence Number(s) .. - r; * . 1 High,. .

-Number . . * . : . Intennedlate 6r
1-. . Low

. . . Consequlenee

- Spill from ENCLOS.3A18 drain IUALS (33.10,33.14,33.16,33.19,33.62,33.66,33.69,33.71,33.74,33.75,33.77, 'NA
40L simnmering HEU Soln (Class Y) 33.89,33.90). 2UALS (34.10,34.14,34.16,34.19,34.55,34.59.34.62,34.64,34.67,
Main Bldg Area dilution volume 34.68,34.70,34.82,34.83)
IUMD (1.19, 1U, 1.47,1.53,1.56,1.59,
1.79 1.S0 l.S2, 1.86l.S7.1.106 .1.107,
1.109.1.124,1.128,1.136. 1.147,1.148,

.1SO, 1.152,1.156.1.15B. 161) _ _
9 Employee Exposure UNI (7.54) Intermediate

POO line breach while filling Note. Source
Natural UN tanker material as per
WN7.54) S86001

I1 Spiln (puncture vs. free-fall) UDB (5.78,5.83, 5.84,5.91,5.93,5.94, 5.97, 5.100,5.101, 5.103), UNT (7.5,7.8,7.12, Low
LE UN solution 7.13,7.17, 7.19,7.20,7.38,7.45, 7.50)
LEU Area dilution volume
(UNe 7.13)

12 Free-fall Spill UDB (5.55,5.S0,5.88,5.116,5.120,5.129), UND (6.199,6.243) LOW
LE UN
srnreringNatural UN
Natural UN
LlEU Area dilution volume
(DB 5.116)

13 Spill (Free-fail and puncture) UDB (5.52, 5.54,5.57,5.122, 5.126, 5.128,5.132,5.144,5.145), UND (6.39, 6A1,6.46, Low
sirnnering NUN 6.62,6.66, 6.69,6.71,6.72, 6.80. 6.81, 6.93, 6.95, 6.100,6.101, 6.102, 6.104, 6.108,
IEU Area dilution vobime 6.176 6.177, 6.179, 6.184, 6.186, 6.188, 6.190, 6.193,6.196,6.211, 6.212,6.221, 6.227,
MUND 6.62) 6.228,6229, 6.235,6.236,6.237,6.238,6.241, 6.242).,UNT (7.31,7.37,7Ai,7A2,7A.5,

7.46,7.47,7.61) ____.
15 RupturelResuspenslon UND (6.59,6.60,6.225) Intermediate

simmering NUN Note: Source
LEU Area dilution volume material as per
tUN_.D 625) .f SIS600

15A Rupture/Resuspensron UDB 5.140, UND 6.84 . Low
simmeringNlUN
LEU Area dilution volume
(UDB 5.140) _____
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sEyniuation * ScenirioEvaluated .J *AeIdentSequence umbef(s),- *-.. rs<.; * Eilgh, .

;.MNumber- . .. - . -m I.: .ttredlite or.

,, .. ,, , :t ,.^ ^, @ . . * . ; a. 4e.e.¢!,9,: I f Consegfientelets

16 Employee exposure UDB (5.139.5.141,5.142,5.143) LOW
LE UNUN
LEU Area dilution volume
_ UDB S.142)

17 Drum Lift Hydraulic System Fails UND ('6.1, *6.2, '6.3, 6.10, 6.11, 06.12, 6.18, *6.20, 6.21, 6.26,6.32) LOW
LEU Area dilution volume
UND 6.20,621)

is Spill (Freerall and puncture) lJNT (739,7A0, 7.44) Low
Natural UN
Outside dilution volume
(UNT7.39) .__

19 Enployee exposure IUALC 35.42 2UALC 36A2 NA
Caustic Waste Solution
Main Bldg Area dilution volume
(IUALC 3SA2)

20 Free fall spill romn 4.5 meters UVD (-6.22 6.23, 635) Low
_Ibs fatral UO powder
LEU Are dilution volume
(UND *6.22. 623 *6.35)

21 Employee exposure UDB 5.147, UMM 833, UALAC (3736,3737,37.40) Low
HE UN Solution
Main Bldg Area dilution volume
(UMM 8.33) __

22 Employee exposure UND (6.68 6.158,6 165,6.172,6.173, 6.187,6.224,6.226,6.233,6.240,6.256) LOW
simmeig NUN
LEU Area dilution volume
(UND 6.68 6.158 6.165,6.172,
6.173.6.187.6.224,6226)

23 Excessive Exothenmic Rx UNDt (6.27,630, '632,6.63,6.64) L OW
Natural UN
LWEU Ar dilution volume

._PM (UND *6.27,630 '6.32 6.63 6.64) - .

_ _ _
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Evaluation Scenario Evaluated ... . Accident Sequence Number(s), S. > s ' j High, s
. Number . .' ;. .ntermedlate or

4 ~'~J ~Low -
. , .. * *.- *.'.: . _ *. . r; .; Consegnence

24 Resuspenion (P0O plug) UND (6.25. 6.246) Low
.NaturaI UO, powder

LEU Area dilution volume
(UND 6.25)

25 Employce exposure UNT (7.23, 7.24, 7.56) Low
LE UN Solution
LEU Area Dilution Volume
(UN723,7.24.7.56)

26 Catastrophic RupturetResuspension UDB 5.138, UNT 7.22 Intermediate
LE UN
LEU Area dilution volume
_ _ 7.22)

27 Spill (Free-fall and Puncture) Urr (725,7.35,7.51) Low
LE UN Solution
at BLEU Complex
(UNT 7.25,7.35,7.51)

28 Rupture/Resuspenslon UNr (73, 7.53, 7.65) Intermediate
NU. Note: Sounce
Outside dilution volume material as per
(U` 73' 7 53) S86001

30 Fire ofNatural UN Tanker UNr 7.43 Low
(UNT 7.43)

39 Spill (Free-Fall and Puncture) UTD (4026,4028,40.32) Low
RaflinatelCondensate/HU Solution
plus Fire orSolvent
SX Area dilution volume
(IPX 102)

40 Spill (Free-fall and Puncture) IUALC (353,35.8,35.9,35.12,35.13,35.14,35.16,35.19,3520. 35.21,3534,3537, INA
gallons Caustic Waste Solution 35.44,35.48), 2UALC (363,36.8,36.9,36.12,36.13,36.14,36.16,36.19,36.20, 3621.

Discard Dik Rooi dilution volume 36.34,3637,36.44, 36A8)
rlusin Caustic Waste Solution
Main Bldg Area dilution volume
(CD 2724,27.42)
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Evluation ScenarloEvalunted *. AddentSebeneeNumbU(s),:. . ' *7 :t,-'. HIgh,
Number ; . * ,:.*. ; ,Intermedlateor

. .,. .9 1;:. - ;$ 'r Low
_____ _- *. . . . . . . ..... .* # >.onsesncnee...

41 Ctastropbc Ruptureilesuspension IUALC35.41, 2UALC36 41 NA
_ Caustic Waste Solution

Maun Bldg Area dilution volume
(IUALC 35.41)

49 Loss of Cooling Waterto Plant Low
Processes resulting In Exposure at UTD (40.1,40.2, 40.4)
Source Points (MID 40.4)

50 Employee exposure UND (6.110,6.189), IUALD 29A6,2UALD 30.46, 3UALD 3146,4UALD 32A6, Low
_ al Cooling Water Pit IUALS 33.11, 2UALS 34.11
46.3 fP dilution volume
(tUMD 1.54)

51 Loss of Nitrogen to Plant Processes UTD (40.9,40.12,40.16) Low
resulting In UAM, Hydrogen Explosion

___ _ TD 40.9, 40.12, 40.16)
52 Spill (Free-fall and puncture) 1UALD *29.16,29.22,29.27, -29.31, '2933, '2935,29.60,. 29.77),2UALD '30.16, 'NA

aurunering U-Al Dissolver Soln plus 3022, 3027, 3 031, '3033, *3035, 30.60, 30.77),3UALD ('31.16,31.22,31.27,
Caustic Waste Soln bound by 31.3 1, '31.33, *31.35,31.60,31.77), 4UALD 132.16,3222, 32.27, '32.31, '32.33,
Evaluation f# 40 *3235, 32.60., 32.77), IUALS (3321, *33.24, 33.27, 33.28, 33.29, 3330,3333, 3334,
Main Bldg Area dilution volume 3335, 3336, 3337,3339,33.41,33.42, 33A.3, 33.45, 33A6, 33A7,33.48, 33A9, 33.50,
(IUALS 33.21) 3351, 33.107,33.10S,33.109, 33.l1 l), 2UALS (3421, *34i24.34.27,34.28,34i9,

34.30,3433,3434,3435,34.36,3437,34.39,34A 1, 34A2, 34A3,34AS., 34.46,34.47,
34.48,34.49,34.50,34.51,34.105,34.106,34.107,34.109), IUALC (35.7,35.25,3536),
2UALC (36.7,36.25,3636), CMST ('38.16, '38.17, *38.18, *38.19, *38.20, *3831,
'38.32. *3833, *3834, *3836)

53 Exploston from Vented HI into POO I UAWD (29.23,2925, 29126.2930,29A5. 29.48, 29A9,29.57,29.59,29.66,29.70, LOW
U-AI 29.7829.80), 2UALD (30.23,30.25,30.26,3030.34A5,30A4,30.A9,30.57,30-59,
U-Al Dissolver Solution 30.66,30.70,30.78,30.80).3UALD (31.23 31.25,31.26.3130,31IA5,31.4S, 31A9,
Main Bldg Area dilution volume 31.57,31.59,31.66,31.70,31.78, 31.80),4UALD (32.23,32.25,32.26,3230,32.45,
(IUALD 29A5,29.48,29A9,29.57, 32.48,32.49,32.57,32.59,32.66,32.70,32.78,32.80)
29.59,29.66.29.70) _ :

5 Employee exposure IUALD ('29.63, *29.64,29.68), 2UALD ('30.63, '30.64, 30.68), 3UALD ('31.63, 'NA
U-Al '31.64, 231.68), 4UALD ('32.63, '32.64, '32.68)
inumering U.AI dissolver soln

Main Bldg Amea dilution volume
(lUALD 29.68)
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'NA: Chemical toxicityneglected. As perDOE-STD-1136-2000 page 2-29, for ClassY materials radiological hazards are limiting
for enrichments > 0.82%, therefore scenario not evaluated for chemical toxicity.

ExplosionJFire: Likelihood deemed not credible by Fie Protection Safety Evaluation, therefore not included as part of scenario:
UND (6.1,6.2,63,6.5,6.6,6.7,6.8,6.9,6.10,6.11, 6.12,6.18,6.20,6.21, 622,6.23, 635), UND (6.27,6.29,632), IUALD (29.16,
29.31,29.33,29.35,29.63,29.64,29.68),2UALD (30.16,30.31,30.33,30.35,30.63,30.64,30.68),3UALD (31.16,31.31,31.33,
31.35,31.63,31.64.31.68),4UALD (32.16,32.31,32.33,32.35,32.63,32.64,32.68), UALS 33.24, IUALS 34.24, CMST (38.16,
38.17,38.18,38.19,38.20,38.31,38.32,38.33,38.34,38.36)

BPF Consequence Evaluation (occupational) not performed:

* Enviromnental release of contamination. No safetyconcrn from an occupational standpoinL [UTb (40.49,40.50,40.52,40.56)]
* Potential loss of H202 to plant processes. No safety concern from an occupational uranium chemical toxicity standpoint.

[MYD (40.41,40A4,40.48)] i

. I
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4.2.3 Radiological Safety Conseguence Analvsis (Worker)

The accident scenarios for evaluation are provided on tables developed by a
qualified ISA team during a Process Hazard Analysis, as specified in NFS-GH-
55, 'Integrated Safety Analysis". Multiple types of consequences can result from
the same event (item number) on the table, therefore the analysisjs conducted for
the most severe consequence for each item number. As per NFS-HS-A-68 "ISA
Risk Assessment Program", the methods used for consequence evaluation are
acceptable if the methods and calculations are consistent with.the referenced
approaches, they are scientifically correct as a reasonable estimate, and the use of

- - -generic assumptions and data is reasonably conservative for the types of accidents
analyzed. Upon completion of the analysis, each credible accident scenario is
assigned an unmitigated, uncontrolled consequence severity category based on 10
CFR 70.61 as shown below:

* High Consequence - An accident resulting in an acute worker TEDE of 100
rem or greater

* Intermediate Consequence - An accident resulting in an acute worker TEDE
of greater than or equal to 25 rem but less than 100 rem

* Low Consequence - Consequences that are not high or intermediate

The following is a generalized summary of the methodology utilized for the BPF
Occupational Health Physics Consequence Analysis:

For uranium processing, the dose from the inhalation pathway will dominate the
Total Effective Dose Equivalent (TEDE). A potential airborne release of
radioactive material can occur in the BPF process if one of the following types of
stress is imposed: thermal stress, explosive release (i.e., pressurized venting
effects, shock effects, blast effects), free-fall spills and aerodynamic entrainment
and resuspension. The Material at Risk (MAR) is the material(s) specific to the
scenario that could potentially be affected by the event. The average radionuclide
concentrations for the BPF Process Materials are assigned as specified in the ISA
Source Term Data and Radioactive Effluent Estimatesfor the TVA Project (HEA-
21, 21T-02-0300, BPG-02-011). The uranium concentration of each
SNMlrecycled by-product material is conservatively assumed as the upper
operating limit as per NFS' NRC Materials License SNM-124 or -30% above the
value documented in the ISA Source Term Data and Radioactive Effluent
Estimates for the TVA Project (HEA-21, 21T-02-0300, BPG-02-011). The
Engineering Mass Balance value is assumed for the uranium concentration of
source material. The chemical form of the MAR determines the solubility and
consequent transportability in body fluids. 10 CFR 20 classifies all materials into
three inhalation classes according to its rate of clearance from the pulmonary
region of the lung; Class D (e.g., uranyl nitrate solution) is most transportable
(pulmonary removal half-time of days), Class W (e.g., natural UO3 powder) is
only moderately transportable (lung retention time in weeks) and Class Y (e.g.,
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U3Os powder) is the least transportable (removal half-time of years). For
determining accident sequences, the Damage Ratio (DR) is the worst-case
fraction of the MAR that is impacted by the specific event under consideration.
The Airborne Release Fraction (AR;) is the fraction of the release (MAR x DR)
that is made airborne as a consequence due to the type(s) and level(s) of stress
imposed by the event. Release fractions are utilized as per DOE Handbook 3010
94 "Airborne Release Fractions/Rates and Respirable Fractioril for Nonreactor
Nuclear Facilities" and NUREGICR-64I0 "Nuclear Fuel Cycle Facility Accident
Analysis Handbook." The Respirable Fraction (RE) is the fraction of the airborne
release (MIAR x DR x ARE) that is composed of material (< 10 micrometers
aerodynamic equivalent diameter) that can be transported to and taken into the

- deep lung of the receptor. The options available for assigning the RE are as
follows: assume the RF as measured for the corresponding ARF, assume the
maximum RE based on actual particle size distribution or assume the most
conservative value of 1.0. The resultant airborne concentration is calculated
utilizing a dilution factor (i.e., building volume). The worker dose for each event
is estimated by determining the Derived Air Concentration - hour (DAC-hour) for
the mixture with a maximum two-hour worker stay time per scenario and
applying a dose equivalent of 5 rem per 2000 hours.

Although the primary hazard to personnel from uranium processing is from
internal exposure, exposure to direct radiation produced by the decay of uranium
daughter products and recycled by-product isotopes contributes to the Total
Effective Dose Equivalent (IDE). Modeling with MicroShield Version 5 was
used to estimate exposure from gamma radiation using the proposed source term
contained in conservative geometry. Given a maximum two-hour worker stay
time per scenario, the resultant deep-dose equivalent is considered an insignificant
contribution to an intermediate (25 rem < TEDE < 100 rem) or high (TEDE > 100
rem) consequence determination.

4.2.3.1 UAI Dissolution Process (Radiological Consequences)

The following is a summary of the assumptions utilized for the Uranium
Aluminum Alloy Dissolution Occupational Health Physics Consequence
Analysis:

Internal Exposure:

A potential airborne release of radioactive material can occur in the Uranium
Aluminum Alloy Dissolution process if one of the following types of stress is
imposed:

* Thermal stress
* Explosive release (i.e., pressurized venting effects, shock effects)
* Free-fall spills
* Aerodynamic entrainment and resuspension
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The Materials at Risk (MAR) in the Uranium Aluminum Alloy Dissolution
process are:

400 gUlL HE UN Solution (Class D)

* Assumed as concentrated heavy metal solution with concentration - 30%
above mass balance value stated in NFS Engineering Project Definition

16 gUlL UAI CentrifugeFeed (Class Y)

- - 0.05 gU/L Caustic Waste Soiution (Class Y)

* Assumed as aqueous solution with concentration at maximum administrative
limit identified by NCSE

UAI per Dissolver (Class Y)

The following assumptions are utilized to determine the Damage Ratio (DR):

Thermal stress

Conservatively assumed UAI Dissolution Solution at 1600F (simmering) upon
release

Explosive release (i.e., pressurized venting effects, shock effects)

* Conservatively assumed entire contents of component impacted by the
specific event under consideration is released.

* For explosion scenarios, assumed structural/equipment effected as provided
by the Fire Protection Specialist.

Free-fall spills

* Conservatively assumed entire contents of component impacted by the
specific event under consideration is released.

* Assumed maximum potential spill height as provided by the NFS Project
Engineer if < 5 meters or assumed 5 meters to be the maximum applicable
spill height. As referenced on page 3-83 of NUREG/CR-6410 ("Nuclear Fuel
Cycle Facility Accident Analysis Handbook." March 1998), beyond 5 meters
many factors, such as the surface tension, viscosity, etc., may influence the
coherence of the slug.

Aerodynamic entrainment and resuspension

* Conservatively assumed entire contents of component impacted by the
specific event under consideration is available.
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The following assumptions are used to determine the dilution factor.

Estimated Building Volume that contains the Uranium Aluminum Alloy
Dissolution process as provided by the NFS Project Engineer 04/29/02:

Estimated dilution volume for worker exposed to source term resuspended into
void space of tank as follows: -

* Total volume of the tank assumed as provided byNES Project Engineer. Void
space assumed to be total tank volume minus tank liquid volume.

The following assumptions are used to deterrine the duration of the
release/exposure:

* Conservatively assumed worker exposed for half of 4-hour shift
* For an explosion, conservatively assumed duration of explosion is 5 minutes

and non-seriously injured (ambulatory) personnel evacuate scene of explosion
within 15 minutes. It is recognized that higher exposures are possible if
personnel are seriously injured (non-ambulatory), which is a fimction of the
physical (not radiological) effects of the blast, the consequences for which arc
addressed by the Industrial Safety evaluations.

* Conservatively assumed maximum time doors open to the cooling water pit
(chemical additions/sampling), is 15 minutes per half of 4-hour shift.

External Exposure:

Although the primary hazard to personnel from uranium processing is from
internal exposure, exposure to direct radiation produced by the decay of uranium
daughter products and recycled by-product isotopes contributes to the Total
Effective Dose Equivalent (TEDE). Modeling with MicroShield Version 5 was
used to estimate exposure from gamma radiation using the proposed UAl source
term contained in columns (i.e., conservative geometry) and UAI ingots contained
in storage rockets. From the results, the deep-dose equivalent was conservatively
assumed to be 50 mremn/hour due to the columns and 55 mrem/hour due to the
High Security Storage Area UA1 ingot storage rockets for each accident scenario.
Given a maximum two-hour worker stay time per scenario, the resultant external
dose is considered an insignificant contribution to an intermediate (25 rem <
TEDE < 100 rem) or high (MEDE > 100 rem) consequence determination.

42.3.2 Downblending Process (Radiological Consequences)

The following is a summary of the assumptions utilized for the Downblending
Occupational Health Physics Consequence Analysis:
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Internal Exposure:

A potential airborne release of radioactive material can occur in the
Downblending process if one of the following types of stress is imposed:

* Thermal stress
* Explosive release (i.e., pressurized venting effects)
* Free-fall spills
* Aerodynamic entrainment and resuspension

The Materials at Risk (MAR) in the Downblending process are:

400 gUlL HE UN Solution (Class D)

* Assumed as concentrated heavy metal solution with concentration - 30%
above mass balance value stated inNFS Engineering Project Definition

235 gUlL I UN Solution (Class D)

* Assumed as concentrated heavy metal solution with upper operating limit as
per Special Nuclear Material License SNM-124, Section 6.5.5, page 10.

400 gUIL Natural UN Solution (Class D)

* Assumed as concentrated heavy metal solution with concentration as per NFS
Engineering Project Definition Mass Balance

Natural U03 Powder (Class W)

* Based on information from Cameco, the manufacturer, bulk powder density is
4.2 glml and <1% particles are 44 microns or less, therefore conservatively
assumed RF of 0.01.

The following assumptions are utilized to determine the Damage Ratio (DR):

Thernal stress

* Conservatively assumed entire contents of Tank4D04 of Natural UN at 160cF
(simmering) upon release.

* For excessive exothermic reaction scenarios, assumed fraction of liquid that
flashes to vapor (F,) calculated as per page B-39 of NUREG/CR-6410
("Nuclear Fuel Cycle Facility Accident Analysis Handbook." March 1998),
using the formula F-Cpl(TI-Tb)lHL

* For fire scenarios, assumed structural/equipment effected as provided by the
Fire Protection Specialist.
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Explosive release (i.e., pressurized venting effects)

* Conservatively assumed entire contents of component impacted by the
specific event under consideration is released.

* For puncture scenarios, assumed volume released based on calculating liquid
release through a 3.25nmn diameter hole by Bernoulli's formula: Q=cAop[2(p-
p,,)/p + 2gh]Js

Free-fall spills

* Conservatively assumed entire contents of component impacted by the
specific event under consideration is released.

* Assumed maximum potential spill height as provided by the NFS Project
Engineer if < 5 meters or assumed 5 meters to be the maximum applicable
spill height. As referenced on page 3-83 ofNUREG/CR-6410 (NuclearFuel
Cycle Facility Accident Analysis Handbook." March 1998), beyond 5 meters
many factors, such as the surface tension, viscosity, etc., may influence the
coherence of the slug.

Aerodynamic entrainment and resuspension

* Conservatively assumed entire contents of component impacted by the
specific event under consideration is available.

The following assumptions are used to determine the dilution factor:

Estimated Building Volume that contains the Downblending process as provided
by the NFS Project Engineer 04/29/02

Estimated dilution volume for outdoor liquid releases as follows:

* The total potential area of the liquid spill is estimated using the following
formula used by the Federal Emergency Management Agency's (FEMA)
document titled Handbook of Chemical Hazard Analysis Procedures.

log (A)= 0.492 log (M) + 1.617 where
A Pool size in square feet
M Pounds of chemical spilled

* Conservatively assumed worker exposed to 6 ft height to calculate dilution
volume of the spill

Estimated dilution volume for worker exposed to source term resuspended into
void space of tank as follows:

* Total volume of the tank assumed as provided byNFS Project Engineer. Void
space assumed to be total tank volume minus tank liquid volume.
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The following assumptions are used to determine the duration of the
release/exposure:

* Conservatively assumed worker exposed for half of 4-hour shift
* For a catastrophic rupture, conservatively assumed requires 10 minutes to.

empty component with worker exposed to resuspension of material for
remaining half of 4-hour shift

* For fire scenanos, assumed burn time as provided by thF Fire Protection
Specialist with worker exposed to resuspension of material for remaining half
of 4-hour shift

* Conservatively assumed maximum time doors open to the cooling water pit
(chemical additions/sampling), is 15 minutes per half of 4-hour shift.

External Exposure:

Although the primary hazard to personnel from uranium processing is from
internal exposure, exposure to direct radiation produced by the decay of uranium
daughter products and recycled by-product isotopes contributes to the Total
Effective Dose Equivalent (TEDE). Modeling with MicroShield Version 5 was
used to estimate exposure from gamma radiation using the proposed HEU source
term contained in columns (i.e., conservative geometry). From the results, the
deep-dose equivalent was conservatively assumed to be 50 mrem/hour for each
accident scenario. Modeling with MicroShield Version 5 was used to estimate
exposure from gamma radiation using the proposed LEU source term contained in
a~gallon tank (i.e., conservative geometry). From the results, the deep-dose
equivalent was conservatively assumed to be 5 mremlhour for each accident
scenario. Given a maximum two-hour worker stay time per scenario, the resultant
external dose is considered an insignificant contribution to an intermediate (25
rem <TEDE < 100 rem) or high (TEDE> 100 rem) consequence determination.
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Table 4-2
Radiologicnl Safety Consequence Analysis Summary (Worker)

oEVauatlon* " 4'ScenarioEvaluited r.'.y i ... ,.. 83":=CiIlatlon'b6tindsAccIdentSeiuenceNdmberts) , . ,. M*
. Number . e. - _ .a.4;i - . .. . - * ... 9 .r'.'. 'lnteznediaeo'

. . .Consenuencet
I Free-fall Spill Us.MM (83S. 8.10, S.12, 8.19) - LOW

HE UN solution
SX Area dilution volume

. e(SXFC 93.9 5.9 9.9 II.9.13,925. 927)
2 Spill (Fres-fall and Puncture) UDB (5.1, 53,5.5.5.8,5.13, 5.14, 5.16, 5.18, 5.20, 522, 524, 526, 5.28, 5.30, 5.32, LoW

HE UN solution 534,5.44, 5A6), UMM (8.1. 83, 8.15, 8.16, 8.17, 8.20, .22,8.23,8.26), IUAIS 33.95,
SX Area dilution volume 2UALS 34.88.UAIAC(373,37.5,37.6,37.9,37.10,37.11,37.13,37.16,37.17,37.18,
(UMM 8.17) 37.28,37.29,3733,3738,37.42, 37A6)

3 Catastrophic Rupturelesuspcnsion UDB (5.146) UMM (32) UALAC (37.39) Low
HE UN Sohition
Main Bldg Area dilution volume
(MM 8.32)

4 _ Employe exposure IUALS (33.1,333,33.5,33.7,33.12,33.13,33.104), IUALS (34.1,343,34.5,34.7, Low
40L simmering HE UN solution 34.12,34.13,34.102)
Main Bldg Area dilution volume
(IUMD IA8, 1.50, 1.11 1, 1.1 13,
1.114, 1.116, 2.120. 1.134, 1.135) _

8 Spill from ENCLOS-3A18 drain lUALS (33.10,33.14,33.16,33.19,33.62,33.66,33.69,33.71,33.74,33.75, 33.77, Low
simmering HEU Soln (Class Y) 33.39, 33.90), 2UALS (34.10,34.14,34.16,34.19,3455, 34.59,34.62, 34.64,34.67,
Main Bldg Area dilution volume 34.68,34.70,34.82,34.83)
IUMD (1.19,1 44, IA7, 153 1.56,1.59,
1.79,1I t,1I.32,1.t6,1I.t7, 1iO06, 1.107,
1.109, 1.124,I.2t, 1.136, 1.147, 1.14t,
1.150,1152, 1.156, 1.15. 1.161)

9 Employee Exposure UNI (7.54) LDW
POO line breach while flling.
Natural UN taker

'_____ (UNT7.54) *_i
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nvalatlon- SetnarloEvaluated - r:-. . -- 'Caleulatlon,bounds.Aeeldent Seqnence rinlier(s). High,
., * . .flnternedtetOr,

. .- . *.. . w- r . ' . . __.., .. * ._. l .*IConsequeke.

_ 1 Spill (puncture vs. free-fall) UD (S.78, 5.83,5.84,5.91,5S93,5.94, 5.97, .100,5.101,5.IQ3), UNT(7 S. 7.8. 7.12, Low
gallons £E UN solution 7.13, 7.17,7.19, 7.20, 738, 7A.5,7.50)
LEU Area dilution volume

__ __ (UNr7.13)
12 Freee-all Spill UDB (5.55,5.80,5.88,5.116,5.120,S.129), UND (6.199,6.243) Low

LEUN
shmering Natural UN
Natural UN
IEU Area dilution volume
_DB 5.116)

1 3 Spill (Free-fall andpuncture) UDB (5.52,5.54,5.57,5.122,5.126,5.128,,5.132,5.144,5.145), UND (6.39,6.41, 6.46, Low
simeringNUN 6.62, 6.66,6.69,6.71, 6.72, 6.0,6.81,6.93,6-95,6.100,6.101,6.102,6.104,6.108,
LEU Area dilutionvolume 6.176, 6.177, 6.179, 6.184, 6.186,6.188 6.190,6.193, 6.196, 6.211, 6.212, 6.221, 6.227,
(UND 6.62) 6.228,6.229,6.235,6.236,6.237,6.238 6.241, 6.242),UNT (7.31,7.37,7AI, 7A2,7.45,

7A6,7.47,7.61)
15 RaptureuResuspenslon UDB 5.140, UND (6.59,6.60,6.84,6.225) LoW

sintnering NUN
LEU Area dilution volume
(UND 6=225)

16 Employee exposure UDB (5.139,5.141,5.142,5.143) Low
LEUNINN
LEU Area dilution volume
I(IDB 5.142)

17 Drum LflHydraulic SystemFails UND ('6.1, 062, 063, *6.10, *6.11, *6.12, *6.18, *6.20, 6.21,6.26, 6.32) Low
LEU Area dilution volume
(UND 6.20,6.21)

18 Spill (Free-fall and punctue) UNT (7.39,7.40,47.4) Low
Natural UN
Outside dilution volume
(UNT 7.39) *.

19 Employee exposure IUALC (35A2). 2UALC 36.42 Low
Caustic Waste Solution
Main Bldg Area dilution volume
(IUALC 35A2) _ . *

I1
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:AEvalu HitMl SceniroEvniuat1%"-J: : ,CalctlatlonboundiAceldentSequenHNfnbertts) t High;x -.

., NizmWer: , . , ,¢ 4 _ - .'-ntermedlateor;
.*~ Low

. *______ .. * *.! . *, F , * - ; ;* . , ,, '. . : ...... * :- z L ... , Consequenee ..

20 Free fail spill from 4.5 meters UND ('62Z, '6.23, '635) Low
_Is natural U03 powder
LEU Area dilution volume
(D 6'.22, 6.23, '635)

21 Employee exposure UDD (5.147), VMM (833), UALAC (3736,3737,37A0), PS 45.100 Low
HE ULN Solution
Main Bldg Area dilution volume
(UM 8.33)

22 Employee exposure UND (6.68,6.15S,6.165, 6.172, 6.173, 6.187, 6.224, 6.226,6.233, 6240, 6.256) Low
simmeringNUN
LEU Area dilution volume
(UND 6.68, 6.158 .6.165,6.172,
6.173, 6.137,6.224.6.226)

23 Excessive Exoternic Rx UND ('6.27, 630, *632, 6.63, 6.64) Low
Natural UN
LEU Area dilution volume
(UND '6.27,6.30, '6.32,6.63,6.64)

24 Resuspension (POO plug) UND (6.25,6 246) Low
lbs. Natural 1Oj powder

LEU Area dilution volume
(UND 6.25)

25 Employee exposure UNr (7.23,724,7.56) Low
LE UN Solution
LEU Ara Dilution Volume
(UNT7.23, 7.24.7.56)

26 Catastrophic RupturelResuspension UDB 5.138, UNT 7.22 Low
LE UN
LEU Area dilution volume
(NT7.22) t

27 Spill (Free fall and Punchre) UNT (7.25,735,7.51) Low
IE UN Solution
at BLEV Complex
(UNT7.25, 7.3S, 7.51) __'__

1
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. Evaluation, . Scenario Evaluated'. - * .. CalculationbotindsAccidentSequencebumber s)i'. - * 14 High,
VolYnber' . . *** :. *'j ~*' .lntermedluteaor

. *- . :. -:. *. . .- ...... - . .,Consgluence
28 Rupure/Resuspension UNT (73, 7.53, 7.65) LOW

NUN
Outside dilution volune
(UNT 73,7.53)

30 Fire of Natural UN Tankcr UNT7.43 Low
M(NT 7.43)

39 Spill (Free-fall and Puncture) U1D (40.26,40.28,4032) Low
Nfafmate/Condensate/UEU Solution

plus Fire of Solvcnt
SX Area dilution volurne
(IPX 10.2)

40 Spill (Free-fall and Puncture) lUALC(353, 35.8,35.9,35.12,35.13, 35.14,35.16.35.19,35.20,35.21, 35.34, 3537, Low
M gaIlons Caustic Waste Solution 35.U4,35A8), 2UAJ.C(36.3, 36.8,36.9,36.12,36.13,36.14,36.16,36.19,36.20,36.21,

Discard Dike Room dilution volume 36.34,3637,36.44,36AS)
Plus Caustic Waste Solution
Main Bldg Area dilution volume
(CD 27.24,27.42)

41 Catastrophic Rupture/Resuslfnsion IUALC35AI, 2UALC36.41 Low
Caustic Waste Soluton

M Bldg Area dilution volurne
_(UALC 35.41)

49 Loss of Cooling Water to Plant UTD (40.1,40.2,40A. 40.6) LoW
Processes resulting In Exposure at
Source Points MTD 40 4)

50 Employee exposure IUALD (29.46), 2UALD (30.46), 3UALD (31.46), 4UALD (32A6), IUALS (33.11), Low
1000 gal Cooling Water Pit 2UALS (34.11)
463 ft' dilution volumne
(IUMD 1.54)

51 Loss ofNitogen to Plant Processes UID (40.9,40.12,40.16) Low
resulting in UAI. Hydrogen
Explosion (U1D 40.9.40.12.40.16)

*� 1
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rEValuation ScenarloEvalnated X . 'Csculat1on~boundsAcddentSequeneeNumber(s),. 8 . * t. mih,
Number V- * * s J- :'r- %%.l a, . * 'ftermedhtec'r

: ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ .. -, . i o

52 Spill (Free-fall and puncture) IUALD (-29.16.2922,2927, *2931, '2933, *293S, 29.60,29.77). 2UALD (*30.16, Low
simmeringU.AI Dissolver Soln plus 30.22,30.27, 30.31, *30.33, *30.35,30.60, *30.63, '30.64), 3UALD (t31.16.31.22,
Caustic Waste Soln bound by 31.27, '3131, *3133, *3135,31.60,30.77), 4UALD (-32.16,3222, 32.27,032.31,
Evaluation # 40 *3233, *32.35, 32.60.32.77), IUAtS (33.21, *33.24,33.27, 33.28,33.29,33.30,3333.
Main Bldg Area dilution volume 3334,3335,3336,3337,3339,33A1, 33 42,33A3,33AS. 33A6, 33A7,33A8, 33.49,
(IUALS 33.21) 33.50,33.51, 33.107,33.108,33.109, 33.111),2UALS (3421, ' 34 24 t34.2 7, 3428,

3429,3430,3433,3434,34.35,34.36,3437, 3439,34.41, 34.42,34A3,.34A5.34A6,
34.47,34A.8, 34A9,34.50,34.51, 34.105,34.106,34.107, 34.109), IUALC (35.7,35.25,
3536), 2UALC (36.7,36.2S, 3636), CMSI ('38.16, *38.17, *38.18, '38.19, *38.20,
'38.31, *38.32, '3833, *3834, *3836)

53 Explosion from Vented H2 into POG IUALD (29.23,29.25,2926,29.30,29.45,29A8.29.49,29.57. 29.59,29.66,29.70, LOW
U-A1 29.78, 29.80), 2UALD (30.23,30.25,30.26,3030.30.4S, 30A8 30.49,30.57,30.59,
U-AlDissolverSoludon 30.66,30.70,30.78,30.80), 3UALD (3123,31.25, 3126,3130,31A5,31.48,31A9,
Main Bldg Area dilution vohime 31 7, 31.59,31.66,31.70,31.78,31.80), 4UALD (3223,32.25,3226,3230,32A5,
(IUALD 29.45,29A8, 29A9,29.57, 32.48,32.49,32.57,32.S9,32.66,32.70,32.78,32.80)
29.59,29.66,29.70) _ _

55 Employee exposure IUALD ('29.63. 29.64,29.68), 2UALD ('30.63, '30.68. '30.68), 3UALD ('31.63, Low
U-AI *31.64, '31.68), 4UALD (*32.63, '32.68, '32.68),PV (443,44.5,44.17,44.18,4421,
simimenng U-Al dissolver soln 4423)
Main Bldg Area dilution volume
(IUALD 29.68) _

'Explosion/Fire: Likelihood deemed not credible by Fire Protection Safety Evaluation, therefore not included as part of scenario: UND (6.1, 62,63,6.5,6.6,
6.7.6.8,6.9,6.10,6.11.6.12.6.18,6.20,621,622,6.23,6.35), UND (6.27,6.29,632), IUALD (29.8,29.14,29.16,2931,2933,2935,
29.63,29.64,29.68,29.73), 2UALD (30.8,30.14,30.16,3031,3033,3035,30.63,30.64,30.68,30.73), 3UALD (31.8.31.14,31.16,3131,
3133,3135,31.63,31.64.31.68,31.73), 4UALD(32.8,32.14,32.16,3231,3233,3235,32.63,32.64,32.68,32.731 IVALS33.24,
IUALS 3424,.CMST (38.16,38.17,38.18,38.19,3820,3831, 3832,3833,3834,3836)

Consequence Evaluation (WoTknr) not performed. !

Environmental release of contamination. No safety concern from an occupational stndpolnt. [UID (40.49, 40.50,402, 40.6)1

* Potential loss ofH202 toplantprocesses. No safetyconcern fimnan occupational health physies standpoint. (U=D (40.41,40r44,40.48)] . 1
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4.2A Fire Sarfet Conseguence Analysis

Fire hazards for the BPF were evaluated through the Fire Hazards Analysis (FHA)
(Reference 10), and through an unmitigated fire or explosion damage assessment
for specific What-If scenarios from the PHA. The hazards and controls
determined through the FHA for the UAI Dissolution and Downblending
processes are summarized in the Fire Hazard Sections of Sectipm.3 (3.12A and
3.2.2.4). Each process in Section 3 identifies Fire and Explosion hazards, along
with the required controls, as determined by the FHA. For the What-If scenarios
identified by the PHA process, unmitigated fire and explosion damage
assessments were performed to provide baseline conditions to determine
radiological-and chemical-exposures. Once the baseline fire and explosion
damage conditions were defined, separate consequence evaluations were
performed to determine chemical, radiological, and environmental consequences.
The methodology and results of the chemical, radiological, and environmental
consequence analyses are reported in the appropriate consequence section. These
fire scenarios were also evaluated in the Nuclear Criticality Safety Evaluations
(NCSEs).

The attached Fire Safety Consequence Analysis Summary Table identifies the fire
and explosion scenarios that were evaluated based on the What-If accident
sequences from the PHA. As indicated in the table, for credible fire or explosion
scenarios the exposure consequences are determined by the other safety
disciplines (chemical, radiological, and environmental) and reported in the
appropriate consequence sunmary tables.
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Table 4-3
_________ Fi]lre and Explosion Conseguencc AnalaIs Summar _______

. lEVsli5n-f * 'Wihterynedilae ornein6or SeeirioEvauated * | *ecldiuitSequeneeNunber(s5 * V *.
_ _ 7Consequene;

I Potential exploslon from vented IUALD-29.16 Not Credible
hydrogen Into POO
Potential for loss of inert atmosphere IUALD-29.23, 29.25,29.26,2930,29.78 and 29.80 See Safety
resulting in a potential explosion Ditciplines

Evaluations

3 Potential explosion IUALD-2933 Not Credible
4 Potential explosion from vented IUALD-29A5, 29.48,29A9,29.57,29.59, 29.66 and 29.70 See Safety

hydrogen into P00; Potential Disciplines
explosion due to hydrogen buildup Evaluations
during dissolution

5 Potential explosion from vented IUAW-2931, 29.35,29.63,29.64, and 29.68 Not Credible
hydrogen into roonm Potential
explosion due to hydrogen build-up
during dissolution; Potential for loss
of inert atmosphere resulting In a
potential explosion.

6 Potential explosion from vented 2UALD 30.16 Not Credible
hydrogen Into PO _O

7 Potential for loss of inert atmosphere IUALD-30.23, 3025,30.26,30.30,30.78 and 30.80 See Safety
resulting in a potential explosion Disciplines

Evaluations
8 Potential explosion lUALD-30.33 * Not Credible
9 Potential explosion from vented IUALD-30.45, 30AS, 30.49,30.57,30.59,30.66 and 30.70 See Safety

hydrogen into P00; Potential Disciplines
explosion due to hydrogen buildup Evaluations
during dissolution .

. .1
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Evlution: Scenario Evaluated Accident Sequence nmber(s) -, inermed*e dr
.1uni * , nc ,lumer s coLannc

10 Potential explosion from vented 2UAXD-303 1,3035,30.63.30 64, and 30.68 Not Credible
hydrogen into room; rotentisl
explosion due to hydrogen build-up
during dissolution; Potential for loss
of inert atmosphere resultdng in a
potential explosion.

II Potential explosion from vented 3UALD-3 1.16 Not Credible
hydrogen into POo

12 Potential for loss of inert atmosphere IUALD-3123, 31.25,3126,31.30.31.78 and 31.10 See Safety
Tesulting In a potentidaVxploslon Disciplines
I _ _ _Evaluations

13 Potential explosion IUALD-3133 Not Credible
14 Potential explosion fromvented IUALD-3IA5, 31.48 .31A9,31.57,31.59,31.66 and 31.70 See Safety

hydrogen Into P00; Potential . Disciplines
explosion due to hydrogen buildup Evaluations
during dissolution _

15 Potential explosion front vented 3UALD-31.31.3135, 31.63,31.64. and 31.68 Not Credible
hydrogen Into room; Potential
explosion due to hydrogen build-up
during dissolution; Potential for loss
ofinert atmosphere resulting In a
potential explosion.

16 Potential explosion from vented 4UALD 32.16 Not Credible
_hydrogen into PO0

17 Potential for loss of Inert atnosphere IUALD-32.23, 32.25,32.26,32.30, 32.78 and 32.80 See Safety
resulting in a potential explosion Disciplines

Evaluations
18 Potential explosion IUALD-32.33 Not Credible
19 Potential explosion from vented IUALD-32.45, 32.48.32.49,32.57,32.59,32.66 and 32.70 See Safety

hydrogen into POO; Potential Disciplines
explosion due to hydrogen buildup Evaluations

._________ during dissolution ___ ___ _
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_ -High,
Evaluaioln Scenarlo .'* Acaidenf tQ~na'mrr~).-.. rntennediate or.

frm g~*5 * * -. .ConmujtiencC.

20 Potential explosion firm vented 4UALD-3231, 32.35,32.63,32.64. and 32.6S Not Credible
hydrogen Into roorn; Potential
explosion due to hWdrogen build-up
during dissolution; Potential for loss
of inert atrosphere resulting In a
potential explosion.

21 Potential fire due to pyrophoric dry IUALS-33.24 Not Credible
U02 fioriation in centrifuge

2Z Potential fire due to pyrophoric dry 2UALS-34.24 Not Credible
UO formation In centrihue.

23 Potential explosion from vented CMST-38.16, 38.17,38.1S,38.19,3831, 3832, 3833 and 3834 Not Credible
hydrogen into POO3

_ Downblending
I Potential dust explosion hazard UND-6.1, 6.2,6.3,6.5,6.6,6.7,6.8,6.9, 6.10. 6.11, 6.12, 6.18,620.b, 6.21b.622, 6.23 Not credible

and 635
2 Potential fire UND-6.20i.a and 6.21a See Safety

Disciplines
Evaluation

3 Potential oxide fire UND-6.27, 6.29 and 632 Not Credible
4 Potential for fire to spread to other UND-7A3 See Safety

strctures Disciplines
Evaluation

Utilities
1 No identified scenarios reqturing UTD NIA

evaluation

0

I

. 1
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4.2. Environmental Safetv Consequence Analvsis

The BPF environmental safety consequences are divided into two sections:
Environmental Chemical Safety and Environmental Radiological Safety. The
following environmental chemical and radiological analyses determine exposure
to the public from credible UAI Dissolution and Downblending accident scenarios
in the BPF. .

4.2.5.1 EnvIroumental Chemical Safety Consequence Analysis

A Process Hazards Analysis was performed on the BPF in accordance with NFS-.
-GH-55 (Integrated Safety Analysis) by an ISA team. The analysis identified the
hazards associated with each area of the BPF by using the "hat-If-Table"
methodology. The chemical and radiological hazards were evaluated to identify
credible accident sequences resulting from a single upset event and the control
needed to prevent or limit their occurrence or mitigate their potential
consequence. A quantitative estimate of the potential consequences resulting
from each accident was analyzed. Each credible accident scenario was assigned
an unmitigated, uncontrolled consequence severity category based on 10 CFR
70.61 as follows:

* High Consequence -An individual at the Controlled Area boundary receiving
a concentration in excess of the ERPG-2 Limit;

* Intermediate Consequence - An individual at the Controlled Area boundary
receiving a concentration greater than the ERPG-1 Limit, but less than or
equal to the ERPG-2 Limit; and

* Low Consequence - An individual at the Controlled Area boundary receiving
a concentration less than or equal to the ERPG-l Limit.

The risks associated with each intermediate or high consequence accident were
evaluated in accordance with NFS-HS-A-68 (ISA Risk Assessment Progra).
Risk assessments were performed to determine the engineered controls and
administrative controls or both that are necessary to reduce the likelihood of the
accident event.

Consequence Analysis Methodology

Emergency Response Planning Guidelines (ERPG), published by the American
Industrial Hygiene Association (AIHA) were used to estimate the concentration
ranges above which acute exposure would be expected to lead to adverse heath
effects (ERPG-1 and ERPG-2). ERPG-1 and ERPG-2 action levels are applicable
to individuals outside the control area boundary. Where ERPG limits were not
available Temporary Emergency Exposure Guidelines (TEEL), published by the
DOE Emergency Management Advisory Committee's Subcommittee on
Consequence Assessment and Protective Actions (SCAPA) were used. TEEL-l
and TEEL-2 limits are applicable to individuals outside the control area boundary.
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Chemical environmental consequences were evaluated using the Arial Locations
of Hazardous Atmosphere (ALOHA) model (windows version 5.23). ALOHA is
an air dispersion modeling program designed to predict the rate at which chemical
vapors escape into the atmosphere and disperses. The ALOHA model uses-a
Gaussian dispersion model to estimate plume concentration when the source
strength is known or estimated. The puddle model option was used to estimate
the consequence associated with pure chemicals. The direct model option was
used to estimate the consequences of chemicals that are less than 100%
concentration. When using the direct model option, a general vapor generation
model (Estimating Releases and Waste Treatment Efficiencies for Toxic
Chemical Release Inventory Form, EPA 560 4-88-002, 1218 was used. to
estimate the vaporization rate of dilute chemical mixtures.

The spill duration of one (1) hour is used by ALOHA, which is assumed to
correspond to the ERPG limit for a one (1) hour exposure. The volume of the
bounding spill was calculated assuming an average spill depth of 0.0328 ft. for
outdoor spills (NTREG-6410, B.2.2, page B-24) and 0.3332 ft (Threshold on
north and west doors inside Building for indoor spills.

The source terms were defined by the physical properties of each chemical
considered and the concentrations defined by the process specific information.
Material Safety Data Sheets (MSDS), Perry's Chemical and Engineering
Handbook, CRC Handbook of Chemical and Physical Properties, and the TEEL
Database were used in defining the physical properties used in consequence
analysis. Maximum emission values from the request for an air pollution
construction permit were used to evaluate failures of the process scrubber and
ventilation system. In all cases, ALOHA was used to model vapor dispersion.

This approach allows for consideration of chemical vapor pressure changes due to
lower chemical concentrations and results in chemical specific bounding spill
volumes for each ERPG or TEEL level. Accident sequences were grouped as
appropriate according to maximum spill volume and chemical concentration.

4.2.5.1.1 UAI Dissolution Process (Environmental Chemical Consequences)

Potential chemical airborne releases can occur from the following type of
accidents:

* Mechanical Stress
* Thermal Stress
* Explosive and Energetic Events
* Human Error
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The consequence of the above accident events is a release of chemical material
inside Buildingft Chemical material released inside the dissolution process
area in excess of the dissolution area containment volume will be released to the
outside environment. These chemical vapors provide the pathway for acute or
chronic chemical exposure to individuals at the control area boundary.

The following chemicals are used in the dissolution process area;.

* Nitric Acid (67%)
* Hydrogen Peroxide
* Sodium Hydroxide
* Sodium Nitrate
* Barium Nitrate
* Sodium Carbonate (5%/c)
* Ammonia
* Nitric Oxide

The consequence of releasing the above chemicals outside of containment was
evaluated to determine the extent of exposure to individuals at the control area
boundary. Consequence assessments were performed on these chemical releases
using the ALOHA model, vapor generation model, and a bounding spill depth
calculation. The assumptions and methodology used in these assessments are
identified in Table 4-6 (Environmental Safety Chemical Assumptions for
Scenario Development). The quantitative results of the chemical assessments
were used to estimate the concentration ranges above which acute exposure would
be expected to lead to adverse health effects (ERPG and TEEL limits) at the
control area boundary.

The risk associated with each intermediate and high consequence event related to
the release of these chemicals was evaluated. The margin of safety necessary to
reduce exposure to individuals at the control area boundary to below the ERPG
and/or TEEL limits is provided by engineered controls, administrative controls, or
both dependent upon the extent necessary. The following general controls have
been identified for the dissolution area:

* Materials of construction
* Process Interlocks
* Dike containment
* Scrubber
* Procedures and Training

The measures applied to a particular engineered or administrative control or
control system will be commensurate with the risk reduction attributed to the
control or control system.
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4.2-51.2 Downblending Process (Environmental Chemical Consequences)

Potential chemical airborne releases can occur from the following type of
accidents:

* Mechanical Stress
* Thermal Stress
* Explosive and Energetic Events
* Human Error

The consequence of the above accident events is a release of chemical material
inside Building_ Chemical material released inside the downblending area in
excess of the downblending area containment volume will be released to the
outside environment. These chemical vapors provide the pathway for acute or
chronic chemical exposure to individuals at the control area boundary.

The following chemicals are used in the downblending process:

* Nitric Acid (67%)
* Uranyl Nitrate

The consequence of releasing the above chemicals outside of containment was
evaluated to determine the extent of exposure to individuals at the control area
boundary. Consequence assessments were performed on these chemical releases
using the ALOHA model, vapor generation model, and a bounding spill depth
calculation. [ITe assumptions and methodology used in these assessments are
identified in Table 4-6 (Environmental Safety Chemical Assumptions for
Scenario Development)]. The quantitative results of the chemical assessments
were used to estimate the concentration ranges above which acute exposure would
be expected to lead to adverse health effects (ERPG and TEEL limits) at the
control area boundary.

The risk associated with each intermediate and high consequence event related to
the release of these chemicals was evaluated. The margin of safety necessary to
reduce exposure to individuals at the control area boundary to below the ERPG
and/or TEEL limits is provided by engineered controls, administrative controls, or
both dependent upon the extent necessary. The following general controls have
been identified for the downblending area:

* Materials of construction
* Process Interlocks
* Dike containment
* Scrubber
* Procedures and Training
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The measures applied to a particular engineered or administrative control or
control system will be commensurate with the risk reduction attributed to the
control or control system.

4.2.5.13 Bulk Chemical Storage (Environmental Chemical Consequences)

Potential chemical airbrome releases can occur from the following tpe of
accidents:

* Mechanical Stress
* Thermal Stress
* Explosive and Energetic Events
* Human Error

The consequence of the above accident events is a release of chemicals to the
outside environment. The release of bulk chemicals outside of containment
provides the pathway for acute or chronic chemical exposure to individuals at the
control area boundary.

The following chemicals are used in the BPF area and are stored in bulk quantities
at the Bulk Chemical Tank Farm:

x Nitric Acid (67%)
* Normal paraffin hydrocarbon (Norpar)
* Trybutyl Phosphate (IBP)
* SodiumrHydroxide
* Hydrogen Peroxide

The consequence of releasing the above chemicals outside of containment was
evaluated to determine the extent of exposure to individuals at the control area
boundary. Consequence assessments were performed on these chemical releases
using the ALOHA model, vapor generation model, and a bounding spill depth
calculation. The assumptions and methodology used in these assessments are
identified in Table 4-6 (Environmental Safety Chemical Assumptions for
Scenario Development). The quantitative results of the chemical assessments
were used to estimate the concentration ranges above which acute exposure would
be expected to lead to adverse health effects (ERPG and TEEL limits) at the
control area boundary.

The risk associated with each intermediate and high consequence event related to
the release of these chemicals was evaluated. The margin of safety necessary to
reduce exposure to individuals at the control area boundary to below the ERPG
and/or TEEL limits is provided by engineered controls, administrative controls, or
both dependent upon the extent necessary. The following general controls have
been identified for the storage of bulk chemicals:
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* Materials of construction
* Dike containment
* Procedures and Training

The measures applied to a particular engineered or administrative control or
control system will be commensurate with the risk reduction attiruted to the
control or control system.
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Table 4.4
Environmental Chemical Safety (nseguence Bounding Table_______

Scenario Scenario Evaluated Applies to hounding Volumes High, Intermediate
Number or Low

- I_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Consequence
I Spi of Nitric Acid (67'h) Outdoor Spill er spills potentially 15;-ons flitters) LoW

[outdoors] flowing out of a building 175 A fromn
the control area boundary

2 Spill of Nitric Acid (67%X.) Outdoor Spill or spills potentially galons liters) but less than or equal to Intermediate
(outdoors] fowing out ofa building 175 ft from gallons liters)

the control e tbosmdary
3 Spill of Nitric Acid (67%) Outdoor Spill ot spills potentialy gallons liters) High

[outdoors] flowing out of a building 175 ft from
hde control area boundary

4 Spill of Nitric Acid Solutions i3ounds any nitric acid g]on ions 1wten) for Dissolution Low
[indoors) spilled inside BuidiniMith AMe inside )

vaporreleased tizrough the air alons it s)forthe
exhaust stack M703 (not flowingut ownblendln Area
ofbufrdin ft SXAr

S Uranyl Nitrate (outdoors] Outdoor Spill or spills potentially 0gallous _litcrs) LOW
flowing out ofa building 175 ft from
the control tsea boundry -

6 Urnyl iitte (outdoors] Outdoor Spill or spills potentially : gallons _iters) but less thn or equal to Intermediatc
flowing out ofa building 175 n from alolors t ters)
the control area boundary _

7 Uranyl Nitrate (outdoors] Outdoor Spill or spills potentially >m galtons _iten) High
flowing out of a building 175 ft from
the control area boundary

8 Overflow Uranyl Nltrate One hour overflow assuinga sal of gallons wliten) of Nitric Acid solution Low
(outdoors] the spill is outside of bulldIng diluted witlpgallons iiters) DI water

(175 f from control area bomdarv) released outdoo. _ __
9 Uranyl Nitrate [outdoors] Outdoor Spill or spills potentially _ lions _ iters) or less of a nitric Low

flowing out of i buiding 175 ft from acid solution
the control area boundary __a

10 Failure to add Hydrogen Peride U-metal dissolution procss failure Process Specfic Scenrio (Not evaluated as a Low
(Nitic Oxide vapor release) to add hydrogen peroxide with bounding scenario)
I _ _ _ potential release of nitric oxide
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Scenario Scenario Evaluated Applies to Bounding Volumes Elgh, Intermediate
Number orLow

Conseqtuence
I Hydrogen Peroxide Spill Hydrogen Peroxide spill in Bulding Wgallons iters) or less Low

[indoors] W (oinomplex) of less than
the Identified amount with vapor
released through the air exhaust
stack 0703 at 175 ft from control
area boundsty (No consideration
taken for concentration)

12 Sodiurn Hydroxide, Sodium Spills of all sodiun hydroxide Notbounded Low
Nitate DariumrNitrate Solution (caustic) solutions
(Caustie) , SodiumCaoonate
Solution Spills ioutdoorsl

13 Amona Vapor Release Ammoniareleasc oiCOMPlex 21.7 lbshr or less Low
(outdoors] process ospilPs of amonia

enerating vapors released at ground
ievel 175 fect from control area

14 Nitric Oxide Vapor Release Failure of Air Pollution Control Bounding for all Nitric Oxide Vapor Release Low
[undoors] equipment foriCorplex and Inside btnilding_

filures of process containment
devices (WOO, POO. Glove Boxes,
ect) Inside Building 333 (DPF)
relesed tdough Room Air Vent
Stack #704

1S Nitric Acd Solution [outdoors] Outdoor Spill or spills potentially ellions liters) or Iess of a ntric Low
flowing out of a building 175 ft from acid solution
the control area boundary

16 Nitric Acid Solution [outdoors] Outdoor Spill or spills potentially greater than lions ( rsl) and less Intermediate
flowing out of a building 175 ft from than or equal Tto gallons (iters)
the control area boundary oa rnitric acid solation

17 NitncAcid Solution [outdoors] Outdoor Spillor spills potentially grater than _ gallons _it tens) of a High
flowing out of a building 175 II from nitric acid solution
the control area boundary

18 Nitric Acid (67%) overflow with BFTrityDissolverOverflow Process Specific Scenario (Not evaluated as a Low
water foutdoorsl _ounding scenario) _ . 1
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Scenario Scenarlo Evaluated Applies to Bonrding Volumes High, Intermedbate
Number or Lew

I -I Conteguerec
19 Norpar12 spill poutdoorsn Outdoor Spill or spills potentially _U onitern) or less of Norpar- Low

flowing out otbuildin fl7S t 12
from the control arca boundar_

20 P'bitzyl Phosphate (TBP) spill OutdoorSpil or spills pottily lons lters) or less of 100 LOW
[indoors] f7owing out o5ldgI7S ft from TsP 17S feet from the control areaboundary
I _ _ _ e control area boundtry

21 iybutyl Phospbate (TMP) Spil Outdoor spill at Bulk Chemical WgaUoM_ iters) LOW
(outdoors Bulk Chenical Tank Tank Farmn 100 % TBP175 IL from
Fai,] the control ares boundbuy

22 Tybuyl Phosphate (TBP) Spill Outdoor spill at Bulk Chemical asbut lU thai Intermediate
(outdoor Bulk Chemical Tank Tank Farm, 100% TBP175 . from a lons fliter)

anml the control area boundsry
23 Trybutyl Phosphate (TBP) Spill Outdoor spill at Bulk Chemnial aa _ tm) High

[outdoors Bulk Chemical Tank Tank Farm, 100 % TBP17S ft from
FamnI the control area boundary

24 Hydrogen Peroxide (Hi2Oj Spill Outdoor spill at Bulk Chemical alons iters) Low
(outdoors Bulk Chemical Tank Tnk Parm,175 ft from the control
Farm) ara bondary

25 Hydrogen Peroxide (H202) Spill Outdoor spill at Bulk Chemical allonsinliters), but less thaWrN Intermediate
(outdoors Bulk Chemical Tank Tank Fam 175 ft from the cotrol paIns Wt rs)
Farm) area boundary

26 Hydrogen Peroxide (H102) Spill Outdoor spill at Bulk Chemical 1 o ansloters) High
(outdoors Bulk Chemical Tan TankFarm,17S n. &romthe control
Farm) s boundary

27 UAI glovebox enclosure En ental safety chemical Process specific scenario High
explosion consequences of'a BPF specific

explosion scenario evaluated by Fire
Protection Safety

2S UAI failure to purge explosion Bnv nbt safety chemical Process specific scenario LOW
consequciees of a BP? specific
explosiort tcenario evaluated by Fure
Protee on sarety

29 DI water overflow of tank in BPF process specific scenario for P s specific scenario High
Downblending Area [outdoors Dowublendin Area of Building _ _.
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Table 4-5
Environmental Chemncal Safety Consequence Analysis Summary

(Note: Refer to the previous table for details on each evaluation number)

,*va1Uut1Of| Scenarilodute . *Eva "t : -rNumlet' nter .ediste or'Nine Low' -mbts) ~' .~

Z p.. ~ . . Consequence
I U-NA DIssolutlon (Baseline)

4 Spill of Nitrlc Acid Soluboms IUALS (33.10,33.11, 33.14.33.16,33.19, 3321, 3329,33.54,33.55,33.56,33.60, LOW
bnoors] 33.61, 33.62,33.64,33.66, 33.69, 33.71, 33.74, 33.75, 33.77,33.89,33.90, 33.95,33.98,

33.107.33.108,33.109)
2UAIS (34.10,34.14, 34.16,34.19, 34.21, 34.29, 34.52,34.53, 3454, 34.55, 3457,
3459. 34.62, 34.64,34.67, 34.68, 34.70, 34.82, 34.83, 34.88, 34.91, 34.93, 34.94,
34.106, 34.107, 34.109)
UALAC (373,37.S,37.6,37.9,37.10,37.11,37.13,37.16,37.17,37.18,37.28,37.29,
37.38,37.39,37.42,37.46)

8 OverflowvUrmyl Nitrate (Outdoors] IUAIS (33.10,33.14,33.16,33.19,33.21, 33.29) Low
2UALS (34.10,34.14, 34.16,34.19,34.21, 34.29,34.55)
UALAC (37.3)

1

-
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3~ .~ *I termedfile dr~.
Scenario Evaluated ; :. . , . ; ; *

.,_________ _ . ., -. .j: ;.-'s.. '~, .-. - .. .(.n.k.~.,-.. ..x... 9g'2ig_.-#- , - .Consequene-

12 Sodium Hydroxide, Sodium Nitrate, JUALD (29.16,2922,29.23,29.5,29.26.29.27,29.30,29.31.29.33,2935,29. Low
Barium Nitrate Solution (Caustic) 29AS,29.49,29.57,2959,29.60,29.63,29.64.29.66.29.68,29.70.29.77,29.78,29.80)
Spill tOutdoors] 2UALD (30.16,3022,30.23,3025,30.26,30.27,30.28,3030,3031,30.33,3035,

30.45,30A.8,30A9,30.57,30.59,30.60,3063,30.64,30.66.30.68,30.70,30.77,30.78,
30.80)
3WALD (31.16,31231.23,3125,31.26,31.27,31.28,31.30,3131,3133,3135,
31.4,31.48,31A9,31.57,31.59,31.60,31.63,31.64,31.66.31.68,31.70,31.77,31.78,
31.80)
4UALD (32.16.32.2A32.23,32.25,32.26,32.27,3228,32.30,3231,32.33,3235,
32.45,32.48,32.49,32.57,32.59,32.60,32.63,32.64,32.66.32.68,32.70,32.77,32.78,
32.80)
WUALS (33.24,33.27,33.28,3330,3333,3334,3335,3336,3337,3339,33.41,
33.42,33A3,33.45,33.46,33.47,33A8, 33.49,33.50,33.51)
2UALS (34.24,3427,34.28,3430,3433,3434,3435,3436,3437,3439,34.41,
34.42,34.43,34.45,34A6,34.47,34A8,34.49,34.50,34.51)
IUALC (353,35.7,35.8,359,35.12,35.13,35.14,35.16,35.19,35.20,35.21,35.25,
35.29,35.34,3536,3537,35A1,3S5A2,35.44,35A8)
2UALC (363,36.7,36.8,36.9,36.12,36.13,36.14,36.16,36.19,3620,36.21, 3625,
3634.3C36,3637,36.41, 36A2,36.44,36.48)
CMST (38.1,383,38-5,38.7,38.6,38.8, 38.9,38.14,38.15,38.16,38.17,38.18,38.19
38.20,38.24, 38.2S,38.26,38.28,3830,38.31.3832,3833,38.34,3836,3839)

13 Amnonit Vapor Release [outdoors] IUALD (29.63,29.64,29.66,29.68,29.70) Low
2UAID (30.63,30.64,30.66,30.68,30.70)
3UAD (31.63,31.64,31.66,31.68,31.70)

_4UA (32.63,32.64,32.66,32.68,32.70)
14 Nitric Oxide VaporRelease IUA1S (33.1,333,33.5,33.7,33.12,33.13,33.14,33.104) Low

2UAS (34.1, 343,343,34.7,34.12,34.13,34.14,34.103) _

21 UAI Glovebox enclosure explosion WUALD (29A5,29.8,29.49,29.57,29.59,29.66,29.70) High
2UALD (30.45,30.48,30.49,30.57,30.59,30.66,30.70)
3UALD (3A5,31.48,31.49,31.7,31.59,31.66,31.70)
4UALD (32A5,32A48,32.49.32.57,3259,32.66,32.70) *

*28 UAI failure to purge explosion IUALD (29.23,29.25,26.26,2630,29.78,29.80) Low
2UALD (30.23,30.23,30.26,3030,30.78,30.90)
3UALD(31.23,31.25,31.26,3130,31.78,31.80)
3UALD (32.23,32.23,32.26,3230,32.78,32.80) _
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' . I * !- 1 I., Nk* n '1hterinedlate or,*_: . ;lo Eva. atmd AWr-. '.... ... ...... - - 1 ' n . *~Nurnbir See v b " -I
.,ci~b 9 _ _~ ____

3 Spill of 67% Nitric Acid tOutdoors] UND (6.39..6A3) High
4 Spill of Nitric Acid Solutions UND (6AI,6.59, 6.60, 6.62,6.63, 6.66,6.69, 6.71, 6.72, 6.80, 6.81, 6.84,6.93, 6.95, LOW

[Indoors) 6.100,6.101, 6.102,6.104,6.108, 6.176,6.177,6.179,6.184,6.186, 6.188,6.190,6.196,
6.199,6211,6212,6.221,622S, 6.227,6.228,6229, 6.23S, 6.236,6.237,6.23B, 6241,
6.242 6.243)
UMM (8.1,8.3,8.5,8.10,8.12,8.15,8*.16, 8.17,8.19,8.20,8.22,8.23,8.26,8.32)
lUDB (5.1, 5.3,5.5,5.13,5.14, S34, S.44,5.46,5S55, S.57)

14 Nitne Oxide Vapor Release UND (6.68, 6.110, 6.15S,6.165, 6.172,6.173,6.187, 6.193, 6.196,6.224, 6225, 6.226, Low
6.233, 6240,6.246,6.256)
UDB (S.138, S.139, S.140, S.141, 5.142,5.143,5.147)
UNT (722,7.23,7.24,7.53,7.54,7.56)
UMM (832,8.33)

15 Spill of Nitric Acid Solution UDD (5.52,5.78_5.80_5.83_5.84,5.88,5.9lS.93,5.94, 57,5.100.5.101,5.103,5.116, Low
[outdoor] 5.120,5.122,5.126,5.128,5.129,5.132,5.138,5.140, 5.144,5.145,5.146)

UNI (7.3,7.5,7.8,7.12, 7.13,7.17,7.19,7.20,7.22,7.25,731,7.35,7.37,738,739,
_7A0, 7A1,7.42,7A3,7.44,7.45,77A6,7A7,7.50,7.51, 7.52,7.53,7.61,7.65)

29 Dl water overflow oftank In UND (6A6) High
Downblending Arem [outdoors]

__ Utillites (Baseline)
3 Spill of Nitric Acid (67%) Joutdoor51 UID (40.17) High
10 Failure to add Hydrogen Peroxide UTD (40.44,40A8) LOW

_____(Nitric Oxide vapor release)
11 Hydrogen Peroxide Spill [Outdoors] UTD (40A 1) LOW
14 Nitric Oxide Vapor Release UID (40.1,40.2 40A,40.6,40A9,40.50,40.52,40.56) . Low

_____________ ____________DPF External Events_ _ _ _ _ _ _

3 Spill of Nitric Acid (670h) louldoorsi XE(46.7) High
12 Sodium Hydroxide, SodiumNitrate, XE(46.7) LoW

BariumNitrite Solution (Caustic) ,
. Spill [Outdoorsl .

'19 Norpar-12 spill XE(46.7) LOW
21 Tributyl Phosphate (MBP) spill XE(46.7) n Low

__ [outdo Bulk Cemical Tank Farmnl .
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Table 4-6
Environmental Safety Chemical Assumptions for Scenario Development

Parnmetcr Input Units Notes and Assumptions
Value

Conversion Constants
WeightorWater 8.34 lbslgallon
Gsilons/ 7.48 plAl?

Temperature Or use a higher temperature value as asppop iate (Le,
Max Bulk Chemical Temp 86 F 30.OC a caien temperature of 90C)
Max Outdoor Temp. 95 F 35.0C
IndoorTemp. (controlled env.) 70 Ps 21.1C

Wind
Outdoor Wind Speed 2.50 mph Consistent with 1 mns at2 meters used by HP and 23
Height of Measurement (outdoorwind) 10.00 meters mph wed byIS
Indoor Wind Speed 0.50 mph Consistent with 03 mph used by IS
Height of Measurement (indoor wind) zeters Not a factor when using the Vapor Model
Stability Class * Default value chosenbyALOHA Model

Note: The Min. wind speed accepted by ALOHA it l ni/s at 10 mrters high

Distance to nearest Controlled Area Doundary (outside controlled
Fromwest side of Bulding _W 175 A West to Protected Ae Fence
From Main Stck #416 500 West to Protected Aa Fence
Frcm BulldingO air exhaust stock #703 175 ft West to Protected Area Fence
From Buiidingtydrosen vent stack #704 175 ft West to Protected Amea Fence
From Bulk Chemical Tank Farm 175 ft East to Protected Area Fence

Stack Information
Air Exhaist Stack (#f703)

StackTemperature 78.0 F 25.6C Supporting docuinentathon for Air Permit Application
StackHeight 5825 ft 17.75m Supporting documentation for Ar Permit Application
StackDiameter 2.80 A 0.853m Supporting docuinentation.for Air Permit Application
Stack Exit Velocity 1,824.00 fthnin 20.7mph Supporting documentatlon forAr.PftmitAroligibon
Distance to Nearest Property Line 175.00 ft Stack Is located at the West end ofDufldingw

Main Stack (#416)
StsekTemperature 80 F 26.7C Supporting documentation forArPernnit Application
Sti Helpght n108 f 33m Supporting documentation forAlrPennit Application
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Parameter Input Unlts Notes and Assumptions

StsackDiameter 5 ft 1.5m Supportingdocumntation forArrPennditApplication
Stack Exit Velocity 2,850.00 fthni 32.4mph Supporting documentation for AirPermit Application
Distance to Nearest Property Line 500 ft

Hydrogen Vent (#704)
Stack Temperature 65.0 F 18.3C Supporting documentation for Air Penrmit Application
StackHelght 46.5 A 14.2m Supporting documentation forAir Permit Application
StekDlameter 1.14 ft 0.35m Supporting documentatlon forAlrPermit Application
Stack Exit Velocity 1,974.00 tniln 22.4mph Supporting documentation forAirPermit Application
Distance to Nearest Property Line 175 ft Assume stack Is located at the West end of Bunlding

Didg.2stImated Volume e-mail from (.0. Pasbal4/29102
Downblending 981.00 ft
Dissolution 3 181.00 ft

Nitric Add Vapor Pressure Table Derived by 1D. Thompson, dated 5/29/02 from
published data in Perry's Chemical Engineering
Handbook

Material Sarety Data Sheets Nitric Acid, Annonixa, Barium Nitrate, and Uranyl
Nitrate

Exposure Guidelines
ERPG Emergency Response Planning Guidelines (ERPG),

published by lhe Ameicatn Industrial Hygiene
Association (AlIA) as estinates of concentration
ranges above which acute exposure would be
exected to lead to adverse health effects (EMPG.1
&ERPO.2). ERPG.1 & ERPG-2 actio;1evels are
applicable to persons outside the control area
boundary.

TEEL Temporary Emergency Exposre LiIts (iELs),
published by the DOE Emergency Management
Advisory Committee'S Subcommittee on
Consequenee Assessment and Protective Action
(SCAPA). TEL aind TEEL-2 are action limits
applicable to persons outside the control ae

-.-_:__._.___.___ boundurv when ERPG values are not defined.

. 1
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Parmmeter Input Units Notes and Assumptions
Vndue

ALOHA Model Area Location of Hazardous Atmospheres, Version
523

Spill Duration Onehourspm duration is used byALOHA. one
hour spill duration is assumed to correspond to the

MRrO limits for oree hour exposure.
Puddle Calculations Models evporation from a puddle formed on the

ground and that Is not chdgnf In ara Models
100%pure ckemicaL

Default LOC ERPO
TLV.TWA ERPG.2
IDL ERPG-2

Direct Calculations Model nses the Gaussian dispersion model to estmte
plume concetation when the source strength Is
known or estimated. It allows for estimation of
chemicals that are less than 100% concentration.

Vapor Model Estimrating Releases & Waste lT tment Effidencies
for the Toxic Chemical Release Inventory Formn EPA
560 4-8S- 12187_

Spill Cnlculatlions
Volune of Spill. f-(Ar=e olSpll. ft)(Spil Depth. (1)
Volume orseill. galW(rea orSpal. nXDepzh orsfnL Sl (74 pfl__)

I

I

_ _ _
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4.2.5.2 Environmental Radiological Safety Consequence Analysis

This section describes how the environmental-radiological safety consequence
evaluations were performed in determining potential public exposure from the
UAI and Downblending processes.

Generic Assumptions, Input Parameters, & Calculations

The enviro mental-radiological consequence assessments evaluated the scenarios
against four of the criteria listed in 10 CFR 70.61 that define intermediate and
high consequences. The first two criteria (paragraph Ob)(2) and paragraph (c)(2)
criteria) involve the TEDE to an individual outside the controlled area boundary,
where a high consequence event has a TEDE 2 25 rem and an intermediate
consequence event has a TEDE that is ?- 5 rem and < 25 rem. The second criteria
(paragraph (c)(3)) involves a 24-hour averaged release of radioactive material
outside the restricted area in concentrations exceeding 5,000 times the values of
Table 2 of'Appendix B to 10 CFR 20, which is also referred to as the Appendix B
criteria in this document. Exceeding the Appendix B criteria results in an
intermediate consequence level. The third criteria (paragraph(b)(3)) involves a
soluble uranium intake of > 30 mg for an individual outside the controlled area
boundary resulting in a high consequence.

Each environmental-radiological scenario was evaluated against the multiple
criteria, and in some cases, multiple pathways, to determine a single
comprehensive consequence level for the scenario. The highest consequence
level associated with the multiple evaluation criteria was chosen as the bounding
consequence level for a scenario. When multiple pathways existed, the TEDEs
and the soluble uranium intakes were summed for all pathways and compared to
the evaluation criteria, even though the locations of the maximally exposed offsite
receptors may have been dramatically different. When the sums of these
parameters do not result in an intermediate or high consequence level, the
scenario is conservatively determined to have a low consequence level. When the
sum of either the TEDE or the soluble uranium intake parameters is the sole
criteria that indicates that the consequence level is intermediate or high, the
individual pathways would have needed to be evaluated more closely. There
were no scenarios for the BPF that required a closer evaluation. The highest
environmental-radiological consequence levels were only intermediate, and the
Appendix B criteria for the liquid migrating offsite was always the initial trigger
for the intermediate consequences.

There were four common scenarios for the BPF that generic consequence
evaluation spreadsheets were created for. In each of these generic spreadsheets,
there are nurnerous input parameters that can be specified to evaluate a specific or
generic consequence scenario. The four common consequence scenarios
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included: indoor radioactive liquid spills, outdoor radioactive liquid spills,
radioactive material dispersions, and unmitigated gaseous effluent releases.

Typically, the generic scenarios were used to establish bounding calculations for a
type of consequence scenario. Types of consequence scenarios were usually
based on parameters such as material type, chemical form, and physical state.
When bounding calculations were used for the consequence..eyaluations, the
bounding scenarios were not specific to a consequence scenario listed in the PHA
tables. Each of the items in the PHA tables with a potential radiological
consequence was then grouped under the appropriate .bounding scenario
evaluation. The grouping was based on the worst case consequence listed for a
given item in-the PHA tables.

Generic air dispersion calculations were performed for a number of arborne
release scenarios. Two atmospheric dispersion computer models were used for
these evaluations, HotSpot Version 8.03 and CAP88-PC Version 2.0. The
HotSpot computer model was used for release scenarios with a duration of 24
hours or less. When release durations exceed 24 hours, the HotSpot manual
suggests using other models for long-term durations, such as the CAP88-PC
computer model. As a result of this recommendation, the CAPES-PC model was
used in conjunction with an adjustment factor for release scenarios with a duration
greater than 24 hours and less than 1 year. Using CAP88-PC in conjunction with
an adjustment factor is consistent with NPS procedures for estimating offsite
doses. NFS routinely uses an adjustment factor with CAP88-PC to estimate doses
for release periods that are less than I year in duration (e.g., quarterly dose
assessments, semiannual dose assessments).

Calculations were performed for the following atmospheric dispersion scenarios:
1) releases from the 703 Stack, 2) releases from the BPF roof, 3) ground level
point source releases near the BPF, and 4) releases from outdoor area sources near
the BPS. All of these calculations-were performed for 1 Ci quantities of a given
radionuclide to establish a unit dose conversion factor for a specific radionuclide
and a specific atmospheric dispersion scenario. These calculations also
determined the atmospheric dispersion factors, which are mostly dependent on the
physical form of the radionuclide.

Radionuclide concentrations were obtained from the document titled ISA Source
Term Data and Radioactive Effluent Estiniatesfor the TVA Projec (NS, 2002).

Doses were calculated for the radionuclides that accounted for at least 90% of the
total dose associated with an airborne or liquid release. The major dose
contributing radionuclides were determined from the release estimates provided in
the document titled ISA Source Term Data and Radioactive Effluent Estimatesfor
the TVA Project (NFS, 2002). The doses associated with Pathway 3 for the
radioactive liquid spills were typically calculated for all radionuclides involved,
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because each potential radionuclide's impact on the sum-of-firctions (SOP)
calculation was not known prior to the SOF calculation.

The inhalation rate used for dose calculations was 2.OE+04 m/min, which was
obtainea from 10 CFR 20, Appendix B. A radionuclide's most conservative
solubility class was used for the dose calculations. However, the most appropriate
solubility class for a uranium compound was used for the soluble uranium intake
calculations. Scenarios where a mixture of uranium compounds was present, the
worst case solubility class was typically used, unless one compound dominated
the mixture. Table 4-7 provides a summary of the uranium compounds included
in these evaluations and their corresponding solubility classes.

Table 4-7
Summary of Uranium Compounds

CChemical Solubility
_________ Name Formula Class

uranium metal U Y
uranium dioxide U02  W
uranium trioxide U03  D
uranium oxide U308 W
uranyl nitrate U02(NO3)2 D
uranium/aluminum UAI Y

Indoor Radioactive Liould SpIll Scenarios

There are three major pathways that contribute to the performance criteria for
large spill scenarios. Pathway 1 is an inhalation pathway that involves the spilled
radioactive liquid inside Building which becomes airborne and is released
outside the controlled area. Pathway 1 includes the initial suspension from the
spill event and any subsequent suspension from the resulting contamination,
which may occur until the building is decontaminated. Pathway 2 is another
inhalation pathway that involves the spilled radioactive liquid that manages to
migrate outside the building Pathway 2 only accounts for the subsequent
suspension from the resulting outdoor contamination, which may occur until the
area is decontaminated. Pathway 3 is an ingestion pathway that involves the
spilled radioactive liquid that migrates outside the controlled area boundary and
into a surface water stream. Pathway 3 determines the consequence level for the
Appendix B criteria at the restricted area boundary, where as, the consequence
levels for the offsite TEDE and soluble uranium intake criteria are determined at
the nearest point of water usage.

The properties of water (density, viscosity) were generically used for all non-
radioactive liquids involved in a spill, because the non-radioactive liquids were
eitherwater or mostly consisted of water.
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Overfills of a radioactive source term with a non-radioactive liquid were limited
to 5,000 gallons (18,913 L). This overfill is equivalent to a 13.9-hour overfill at 6
gal/min for a Ma-in diameter liquid line. A 5,000-gallon overfill was determined to
be bounding by the licensing specialist, for a scenario that does not require any
human intervention to end the event.

The BPF was divided into separate areas for the liquid spill.evaluations. The
maximum spill heights were limited to S m (16.4 f) to be consistent with the
Health Physics consequence evaluations. The event duration for the indoor
portion of a spill was limited to 24 hours after the event is stopped. A 24-hour
decontamination period was deemed reasonable because of the incentives to get

- -the facility back on-line.-Decontamination in this section means decontaminating
the spill area to a point where it can no longer contribute to doses andfor exposure
outside the controlled area boundazy. The event duration for any outdoor portion
of a spill was limited to 90 days. A period of 90 days was used because outdoor
spills typically require much more time to decontaminate and decontamination
should be able to be completed within 90 days.

Indoor spills utilized a combination of two airborne release fractions (ARFs), to
account for the two release mechanisms. Airborne releases from an indoor spill
can be generated from two mechanisms, the initial spill and the subsequent
suspension until decontamination.

A runoff coefficient was used to estimate how much of an outdoor liquid spill
could run into the stormwater system and offsite. The U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency's publication titled Toxic Chemical Release Inventory
Reporting Forms and Instructions (EPA, 2001) was used as the reference for the
runoff coefficients. The areas immediately outside of the BPF and downstream of
the building are mostly asphalt, roughly surfaced concrete, and crushed stone.
The average runoff coefficient for asphaltic terrain, 0.825, was used for these
cvaluations,-becausc it was representative of the most typical terrain a spill would
flow over.

Liquid spills that occur at or near the BPF will eventually runoff into NFS'
stormwater drainage system. The stornwater for the NFS site drains into Banner
Spring Branch (BSB), where any stormwater or spill would be diluted by the BSB
flow prior to leaving the Controlled Area.

Liquid spills that are large enough to reach NFS' stormwater drainage system can
travel offsite by draining into BSB, then into Martin Creek, then into North Indian
Creek and into the Nolichucky River. The Nolichucky River's flow rate was
used for calculating the potential radionuclide concentrations in the Nolichucky
River forPathway 3, and the subsequent doses and soluble uranium intakes.

Pathway 3 uses an ingestion rate to calculate doses and intakes. The ingestion
rate used for the radioactive liquid spill scenarios was 2.0 IWday, which is
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equivalent to the ingestion rate of 7.3E+05 mi/yr provided in 10 CFR 20,
Appendix B. This pathway also uses the values in 10 CFR 20, Appendix B, Table
2, Column 2 to estimate the potential doses for the ingestion intake pathway,
because these values ae based on a 50 rnremlyr TEDE when ingested
continuously over the course of a year.

The screening model provided by NCRP Report 123 (NCRP, L996a and NCRP,
1996b) was not used for these calculations because the NCRP model -was not
designed to handle the transport and dispersion of a contaminant through multiple
tributaries. In addition, the NCRP model only uses the stream flow-rate at the
point of discharge for its dilution calculations rather than the flow rate at the
nearest point of water usage, which even for a -single stream scenario is very
conservative. As previously stated, the BPF's spill scenarios involve the transort
and dispersion of the contaminants through four waterways before reaching the
nearest point of water usage. The initial waterway that the contaminants would
enter has an insignificant flow rate compared to the subsequent waterways. In
these calculations, the potential spills were diluted with Nolichucky River's flow
rate instead of the flow rate from the first waterway the contaminants enter (i.e.,
Banner Spring Branch). It was assumed that complete mixing of the
contaminants with the Nolichucky River water occurs prior to reaching the
nearest point of water usage. This assumption was based on the fact that the
contaminants are initially discharged into a relatively small waterway that
progressively increases in size as each waterway drains into a larger waterway.
The assumption was also based on the fact that these waterways have many
twists, bends, and obstructions that would also facilitate complete mixing.
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Tnble4-8
Environmental Rndiologicnl Safety Consequence Analysis SummaMy

Evaluation Scenario Evaluated Accident Sequence Numberts) Intermedigte orNumber I Law
- jConsequence

UA1, Dliolatlo_ _

Indoor HE UN Solution Spill IUALS (33.1,333.3,33.5,33.7,33.11,33.12,33.13,33.14,33.16,33.62,33.66, 33.69, Low
Scenario: 33.71,33.74,33.75,33.77,33.89,33.90, 33.95,33.104,33.106,33.t09)
involving A L Igpl)HE 2UALS (34.1,343,34.5,34.7,34.11,34.12,34.13,34.14,34.16, 34.55,34.59,34.62,
UN solution 34.64,34.67,34.68,34.70,34.82, 34.83,34.88,34.102,34.103)

UAIAC (37.5.37.6,37.9,37.10,37.11,37.13, 37.16,37.17,37.18, 37.28, 37.29, 3733,
, ________ 3736,3737.3739,37A0, 37A2.,37A6)

2 Indoor HE UN Solution Water IUALS (33.10,33.19,33.29) LoW
Overfill Spill Scenario: involving an 2UALS (34.10,34.19,34.29)
unhimited source otHE UN solution UALAC (373,3738)
and Si L1ltl)oftnon.

_ radioactive liquid __.
3 Indoor HE VAI, Dissolver Solution lUALD (29.22,29.27,2931', 29.33, 2935, 29A6,29.60,29.63: 29.64', 29.68') LoW

S 11 Scenario: Involving _.. 2UALD (3022,30.27,3031, 3033', 3035' 30.46,30.60,30.63', 30.64', 30.68')
gsl) HE U solution 3UALD (3122, 31.27,313 1, 3133', 3135:3 31.46, 31.60,31.63.31.64' 31.68')

4UALD (32.22,32.27,3231' 32.33, 3235 32.46,32.60,32.63 32.64' 32.68')
IUALS (33.24' 33.27,33.28.3330 .33.107,33.109,33.1 11)
2UALS (34.24, 34.27,34.28,3430,34.105,)

_ CMST(38.20,3836)
4 Indoor HE UAL, Dissolver Solution MUALD (29.16)' Low

Water Overfill Spill Scenario: 2UALD (30.16)'
Involving an unlimited source of HE 3UALD (31.16)'
Uxolution*ntAS L aQ) 4UALD (32.16)'
of non-radioactive liquid IUALS (33.21)

2UALS (34.21) 1
_CST (38.16.38.17,38.18,38.19. 3831,3832,33833,38.34)

. . . . 1
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High,

Evaluation Scenario Evaluated Accident Sequence Number(s) wIn or
NumberLa

Consenuence
5 IndoorCaustic Discard Solution Spill IUALS (3333,3334,3335, 3336,3337,3339,33AI.,33.42,33.43,33AS, 33.46, Low

Scenario: inolving SL 33.47,33.48,33A9,33.50, 33.51)
_ al) caustic discard solution 2UALS (3433,3434,3435,3436,3437,3439,34AI., 34.42,34A3,34AS, 34A6,

34A7,34A8,34A9,34.50,34.51)
IUALC (35.7, 35.8,39, 35.12, 35.13,35.14,35.16,35.19,35.20,35.21,35.2S, 3536,
3537,35AI,35.A2,35A4,35AS)
2UALC(36.7, 36.S,36.9,36.12,36.13,36.14,36.16,36.19,36.20,36.21, 36.25, 3636,
36.37,36.41,36.40, 36.44,36.4S)

6 Indoor Caustic Discard Solution IUALC (353, 3534) Low
Water Overfill spiln Scenario: 2UALC (363,3634)
involving an unlinited source of
caustic discard solution and AM
L_ tal) of non-radioactive

______liquid __________ __________________________
7 HI Explosion Scenario: JUALD (29.23, 29.25, 29.26,2930) Low

Involving S<mgal) orU 2U1ALT (3023, 30.25,3026,3030)
solutions 3UALD 3123, 31.2, 31.26,3130)

4UALD (32.23,32.25,32.26,32.30)
8 HI Explosion Scenario: IUALD (29.45,29.48 29A9,29.57,29.59,29.66,29.70) Intermediate

involving s_ g dal) of U 2tALD (30.45, 30AS, 30A9,30.57,30.59,30.66,30.70)
solutions 3UALD (31A5, 31AS, 31.49,31.57,31.59,31.66,31.70)

4UALD (32.45, 32.48, 32.49,32.57,32.59,32.66,32.70) _
_ Downblendln_

IndoorLE UN Solution Spill UD3 (5.55,5.94,5.120,S.139,5.141,5.142,5.143) Low
Scenario: UND (6.199)
involving sL anl) LE UN UNT (7.20,7.23, 724.7.50, 7.61) *

2 Indoor LE UN Solution Spill UDB (5.78,5.83,5.84,5.91, 5.93,5.97,5.100, 5.101, 5.103,5.138) Intermediate
Scenario: UN (7.8,7.12,7.13,7.17,7.19,7.22)
involving AML fgal) to S
__L___L ILEUN

3 Indoor LE UN Solution Water None LoW
O arnfill Spin Scenario: Involving S

_1JUN 5source term
andL ~gal)of non-

__ __ __ _ radioactive Diquid -__ __ _ _ __ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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I

Evaluation Scenario Evaluated Aeddent Sequenee Number~s) Intermediate or
Iqumber Low

Consequence
4 IndoorLE UN Soluion Water UDS (5.80,5.85,5.88,5.116.5.129) Intermediate

Overfill Spill Scenario: Involving nn UNT (7.5, 7A5)
unlinmited LE UN source term and
_L _ gal) of non-

radioactive liquid
5 Outdoor LE UN Solution Spill Noe Low

Scenario:
________ involving g m n Dal LE UN __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

6 Outdoor LE UN Solution Spill UNT (738) Intermediate
Scenaio:
inMolvingS >L >Id) toS

7 Indoor NaL UN Solution Spill UDB (5.52,5.54,5.57,5.122,5.126, 5.128,5.140,5.143,5.144) LoW
Scenario: UND (6.27, 6.41, 6.59, 6.60,6.62,6.63,6.64,6.66,6.68,6.69,6.71,6.72, 6.80,6.81,
involv ing S _L M I) Nat. 6.84, 693.6.95,6.t00,6.101, 6.102. 6.104. 6.108, 6.110,6.158, 6.165, 6.172, 6.173,
UN 6.176,6.177,6.179, 6.14, 6.186,6.187, 6.188, 6.189,6.190,6.193,6.196.6211,6.212,

6.221,6.224,6225, 6.226,6.227, 622, 6.229,6.233,6.235,6236, 6.237,623S, 6.240,
6241,6.242,6.243,6256)

8 Indoor Nat. UN Solution Water UND (6.39,6A6, 6.190) Low
Overfill Spi"l Scenario: involving S
_ L gal) natural UN
source term and _ L _ al)
of nonradioactrve liquid

9 Outdoor Nat. UN Solution Spill UDB (5.132) LoW
Scenario: UNT (7.3,731,737,7.40,7.41,7.42,7.4S. 7A6,7.47,7.53,7.S4, 7.56)
Involving AM L i alD
natural UN

10 Outdoor Nat. UN Solution Spill UNT (739,7.44,7.65) Intermediate
Scenario: s
ftjovin g gal) to S

11 Indoor HE UN Solution Spill UDB (5.1,53,5.5,5.13,5S34, 5A4,5.46,5.146,5.147) Low
Scenario: UMM (8.1, 83, 8 5.8.10,8.15,8.16,8.17,8.19,8.20,.822, 823, .26,832, 833)
involving 5_L .M al) HE
UN
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Evaluation Scenr io Evaluated Aceldent Sequence Number(s) Intermediate or
Number LOW

12 Indoor HE UN Solution Water UD3 (5.8.5.14, 5.16,5.18,520,522,5.24,5265.28,530,532) Low
Overfill Spill Scenario: Involving an UMM (.12)
urnimited HE UN source term and
_ L _ pl) of non-

_ _ _ _ _ _ ~radioactive liquid_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

13 U0h Dispersion (Spill) Scenario: UNID (6.1,62,63,6.5,6.66.7,6 8,6.9,6.10,6.11,6.12 6.18,622,6.23, 6.25,626, Low
Involving gW b 4 1c) of 629,630.632, 635, 6246)'
UOx .

14 U03 Dispersion (Spill &c Fire) UND (620,621) Low
Scenario:
involving s11 jR gk) of
UO)

15 Nat UN Solution Spil/Fire Scenario: UNT (7A3) LoW
mvolving S_ L _ gal Nat
UN

See Noteb LEUN Solution Spill Scenariolhat UNT(725 735,7.51)
Occurs at the BLEU Conplex
Involving S L LE) LE

__ ,UN
Notes:

a - nTe potential fire *ntdor explosion scernos for these rms Ihave been deemed not credible by the Fire Protection Consequence Evaluation nm these dispersion
mechanism were not included in the scenario evaluations.

b - MTis scenario is bounded by the environmental consequence analyses performed for the Urmnyl Nitrate Storage Bmiding's ISA, which will be located at the
proposed BLEU Complex Site. All of the environmental consequences for the Urtany Nitrate Storage Building were determined to be a low consequence

U tilities
_ Cooling Water Supply Fail Off UTD(40., 402,40.4) LOW

Scenario: ___________________________________________

2 Nitrogen SupplyFail Off Scenario: UID(40.9, 40.12,40.16) Low

3 Hydrogen Peroxide SupplyFail Off UTD(40A1, 40.4, 40A8) None
S i_ &nrio:

4 Plant Air Supply Fail Off Scenario: UID(4026 40.28 4032) LoW
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42.6 External Event Consequences

This section addresses potential BPF accidents initiated by natural phenomena or
other significant hazards external to BPF operations. Natural phenomena events
include consideration of earthquakes, tornadoes, wind and storm conditions,
floods, and lightning strikes. Other external hazards include consideration of
nearby transportation, business, or site initiators including: CSX Transportation
Railroad, Carolina Avenue vehicle traffic, airport traffic, Studsvik Processing
Facility, and Bulk Chemical Storage.

Earthquake

The NFS Site is in the Blue Ridge physiographic province of northeastern
Tennessee. The area topography consists of a series of alternating valleys and
ridges that have a northeast-southeast trend, with NFS in a valley. The
topography of the valley is the result of stream erosion of softer shales and
limestones. The bedrock strata in the valley is consolidated.

NFS is located in the moderately active Appalachian Tectonic Belt with a Seismic
Zone 2 designation, indicating moderate damage corresponding to Intensity VII
on the Modified Mercalli scale (Figure 1-6). There is no evidence of capable
faults in the immediate area of`NFS.

In 2001, Performance Technologies, Inc. (PT]) conducted a seismic analysis of
the NFS Site, in accordance with Condition S-28 of NRC License SNM-124.
This analysis determined that there is no evidence of geologically recent fault
displacements that would be associated with capable faults in the NFS Site or
surrounding region. For the l.E3 annual probability of exceedance (1000 year
return period), the analysis determined horizontal component of ground motion at
the NFS Site for a safe shutdown earthquake is a peak ground acceleration of 0.06
gravity. The vertical acceleration is two thirds of the horizontal or 0.04 gravity.

The main BPF structure and internal components are being built to meet the
requirements of ASCE 7-98 (Minimum Design Load for Buildings and Other
Structures, American Society of Civil Engineers, 2000), per the requirements of
the Standard Building Code (1999 Edition of Southern Building Code Congress
International). The ASCE 7-98 seismic design loads are based on an earthquake
with a significantly higher return period than that evaluated by the PTI report
(2,475 year return period), and significantly higher maximum short period
acceleration (021 g maximum in PTn report compared to 031 g maximum for
ASCE 7-98). Considering the low seismic activity rating for the Erwin area, and
stringent seismic design requirements for the BPF, an earthquake would not be
expected to result in significant consequences compared to 10 CFR 70.61 levels.
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Winds and Storms

Severe storm conditions are rare in the Erwin region, which is east of the typical
area for tornado activity, south of most blizzard conditions, and too far inland to
be affected by hurricane wind conditions. A maximum sustained wind of 50 mph
in the regional area occurred in 1951, and a peak wind gust of 86 mph was
reported in 1995.

Tornadoes

The only tornado reported in Unicoi County in the last 50 years occurred July 10,
- -1980. According to NOAA event data, no deaths occurred and only 12 injuries

were reported. According to the Johnson Ciy Press, high winds caused damage
in the north side of Erwin, and in the Limestone Cove area northwest of Unicoi.
These areas are more open than the NES Site, which is in a fairly narrow valley.

The adjacent Tennessee counties of Washington and Carter reported two
tornadoes each in the last 50 years, which is also very infrequent. For Unicol
County this data indicates a probability of 2 tornadoes per 100 years (I E-2 per
year over 186 sq. miles), or 2.5 E-6 per year for a tornado striking the NFS
Controlled Area (0.047 sq. miles).

Considering the low probability of a tornado striking the NFS Site, of tornadoes
developing in the Unicoi County area, and even lower probability of a tornado
developing at the NFS Site, a damaging tornado is not considered a significant
concern for site operations. In the unlikely event that a tornado did occur on site,
protective actions would be implemented in accordance with the NFS Emergency
Plan.

L1khtnins

NFS performed a lightning risk analysis for the facilities near the BPF in
accordance with the Lightning Protection Code (NFPA 780) and determined that
the area was at a moderate to severe risk of being damaged by lightning. This
ranldng is fourth out of five levels with 'severe' being the highest (fifth level).
NFS will provide lightning protection in accordance with NFPA 780 for the BPF,
therefore, lightning strikes would not be a significant concern for BPF operations.

Flood

The NFS Site is not within the 100-year flood plain of the Nolichucky River
(Evaluation of 100-year Flood Plain Data recommended per Section 3.43.2 of
NUREG 1520). As shown in Figure 1-5, the northern portion of the site is within
the 100-year flood plain of Martin Creek. Figure 1-5 shows that the north wall of
Building 333 (BPF) is on the outside boundary of the 100-year flood plain or
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Martin Creek, therefore, the BPF would not be directly impacted by a l00-year
flood.

Because the site is fairly level, the depth of flooding over areas at an elevation
below 1640 feet above sea level for the facilities in the northern section of the site
would be 1 to 2 feet (Dewberry & Davis, Martin Creek lood Plain, 1997). This
level of flooding could cause a loss of power, or loss of the vidious utility and
auxiliary systems supporting BPF operations. However, loss of power or loss of
BPF support systems have been evaluated and determined not to rsult in
significant worker or public consequences. Therefore, a 100-year flood would not
have significant consequences for BPF operations.

CSX Transportation Railroad Yard

The CSX Transportation railroad yard starts approximately one-half mile south of
the NFS Site and extends several miles north into the main yard in downtown
Erwin. The main line expands to 7 sets of tracks, as it passes by NFS, and
eventually into approximately 30 lines at the main terminal in downtown Erwin.
The function of the yard is mainly to provide for inspection, maintenance, and
repair of rail cars. None of the tracks pass straight through the yard, and the trains
all stop for crew change or yard operations. The speed in the yard is controlled to
less than 10 mph.

The closest track to the NFS Controlled Area is approximately 10 feet from the
outer fence line of the Controlled Area. The BPF is approximately 120 feet from
the outer fence line. Due to the low speeds, any derailments that occur only affect
an area within 1 or 2 feet of the track (W.F. Spears, CSX Transportation Terminal
Manager). Considering the low speed of the trains in the yard, and the significant
distance to the BPF, the CSX Transportation railroad yard is not considered to be
a significant concern for BPF operations.

Also, in a recent study performed by Arthur D. Little on derailment impacts it was
determined that the average lateral distance traveled by a railcar traveling 25 mph
is 55 feet, and 73 feet if traveling 55 mph. Considering that the BPF is
significantly beyond these distances (-130 feet) and trains in the yard are
traveling at much lower speeds (< 10 mph), it is considered highly unlikely that a
derailed railcar could impact the BPF.

Due to the various types of hazardous materials carried by the Tailroad, in addition
to railroad engine refueling operations, there is a potential for the NFS Site to be
impacted by fire, explosion or hazardous chemical releases from the railroad yard.
The potential fire and explosion scenarios from the railroad are addressed in the
FHA for the BPF, and would be bounded by the on-site fire and explosion hazards
already analyzed. In the event that a fire, explosion, or hazardous chemical
release occuired, protective actions (e g., evacuation or shelter) would be initiated
in accordance with the NFS Emergency Plan.
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Carolina Avenue

Carolina Avenue runs parallel to the east property boundary of the NFS Site.
There is only one access point to th^ site from Carolina Avenue. The vehicle
traffic on Carolina Avenue has not been specifically evaluated, however, the road
is approximately 300 feet from the site Controlled Area. Pqnsidering this
distance, and the site boundazy security fencing installed next to the road, vehicles
on Carolina Avenue would not be a significant concern for site operations.

Local and Regional Airnorts

The Tri-Cities Regional Aixport is located approximately 40 miles north of NFS
near the town of Gray, which is centrally located between the three major cities of
Kingsport, Bristol, and Jobnson City. The airport consists of an 8,000-foot
primary east-west runway and a 4,447-foot secondary north-south runway. The
flight patterns for arliners arriving and departing from the runways do not cross
over the NFS Site. Considering the relatively small size of the airport, and
significant distance from NFS, the air traffic from this aixport does not represent a
significant concern for the NFS Site.

Other local airports are operated in Johnson City and Elizabethton, however, these
are small operations and are located at least 25 miles from NFS. The flight
patterns to these airports are not a concern for site or BPF operations.

Studsvik Processing Facility

The Studsvik Processing Facility (SPF), owned by Studsvik, LW, is a state
licensed low level radioactive waste processing facility located approximately
1,200 feet southwest of the NFS Controlled Area. The SPF processes low level
contaminated ion exchange resins from secondary coolant operations at nuclear
power plant facilities. The total average inventory of radioactivity during 2001
was approximately W uries, with the following radionuclides providing
significant contributions (Ad%) to the inventory. Co , Co60, Mn54, Fe55, Cs, ,
CS137 and No.

A failure of engineering controls at Studsvik could potentially lead to a release of
radiological materials to the air. However, because of its source term, the facility
constitutes a low hazard facility, which State of Tennessee regulations exempt
from having an Emergency Plan. In the event that a radiological release should
occur, Studsvik would notify NFS of appropriate protective actions to take.
Additional response measures by NFS, which may include the activation of its
Emergency Response Organization, would be initiated in accordance with the
NFS Emergency Plan (Chapter S of License SNM-l24).
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Bulk Chemical Storage

NFS bulk chemical storage supplies are listed in Table 2-1 of Section 2. These
chemicals were evaluated based on unmitigated 10 CFR 70.6f chemical exposure
levels further defined in Section 7 of this report. lhe unmitigated volumes of
hydrogen peroxide and nitric acid supplies were determined to exceed the
chemical exposure levels defined by 10 CFR 70.61. The bulk chemical storage
areas are currently protected by dikes sufficient to hold the stored volumes. With
these dikes in place, the 10 CFR 70.61 levels will not be exceeded for a worst
case failure of the storage tanks. Therefore, these dikes have been added to the
BPF list of IROFS in Section 6, and management measures will be applied to
ensure they are inspected-42nd maintained (see Section 4.4 Management
Measures).

4.3 RISKASSESSMENT

This section provides justification for determining that Intermediate and High
consequence events, as identified in Section 42, are Unlikely or Highly Unlikely
as required by 10 CFR 70.61. For each unmitigated intermediate or high
consequence event identified in Section 42, engineered or administrative safety
controls are defined to ensure that the likelihood of the postulated events is very
low (unlikely or highly unlikely). The methodology for detennining that events
are unlikely or bighly unlikely is defined in Section 52.3, Risk Categorization.
Additional risk assessment methodology for criticality safety scenarios is
documented in the process NCSEs. The results of the Risk Assessment for the
UAl Dissolution and Downblending processes in the BPF are documented in the
following tables.
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Table 4-9
Critleality Safety Risk Index Table

Llkellhoodt

Enabling Events Uncontrolled! Ctrgoy Ctelery Index
IContrnoled

VAL DISSOLUTMON _

Bacidlowv.l Valve Failure or Rosnnunt DRAD4-iLO2, Unc:T-.3 Unc-2 3 6
System Fa1lure COLUMN4GO3

Fiq- *1 OvmrfnowUne, ConT- -9 Con- I 3 3
Pr? ure Lou in Nitrogen or

System COLUMNM3E01
Frq ' -11 OverflowLLine

Opemtor fals to deect Frq-4
overflow and correct Situauon

Frq--1 PSL.7NOI or
PV-7N01
Fro-.2

Elackflow-2 Pump Daphragm leaks DRiAIN. L02, UncT--3 Unc - 2 3 6
Frq o .I/ or

Pressure Loss In Pnt Afr COLUMN-3130I ConT--9 Con- I 23 3
System OverflowUne
FIq-.l/ Frq-i

Operator fails to detect
overflow an correct itntion PSL.7A01 or

Frq -' PV.7A0i

Backllow-3 Condemner, dernmster, or valve COLUMN-3E0 Urnc T-3 Unc- 2 3 6
Failure Overflow Line

Frq--i/ Frq-4 ConTw-ll Con- I 3 3
Pressure Loss In Nltric AMd

System
Faq--Il DA.IES2

Operator flls to desect Or
oevflo0 annd rorrect nu-ton BA- PF52

F__ _._.1 FF4 * __ ._ :

1
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Ukellhood
Accident Sequence Initialing Events/ IROFS Failure IndexT Ukellthod Conseq. Nisk

Enabllng Events Uncontrelled/ Catecer Catexery Index
. Controlled

Backllow-4 Valve, Pump, Flow-meta, or DRAIN-IL02, Unc T - -3 Unc-2 3 6
Rosermount Failure COLUMN-6M03

Frq - .11 Overflow Line, ConT--9 Con - I 3 3
Pressure Loss In Di Water or

Sync" COLUMN-3E01
Frq '--11 Overflow LUne

Operetor fils to deect Frq-*4
everflow and correct station

Frq - .1 PSL-7P01 or

__________ __ _ _ Fa - -2
Backilow-5 Flow-meter Fraihe COLUMN-6G03 Unc T- .2 Une3 3

Frq-.I Overfilow Une 9
Opentorfails to detect Frq.-4 ConT--8 Conr - 3

overflow and correct situation 3
Frq -- l HV.IK03,HV-IK04,

HV.IKOS,HV-IK06.
HV-IK07, HV-IKOJ,

HV-I K09, of
HV-IKI0
Frq -- 2 _

Spill-I Cooling water systeM valve, DRAFN-IL02, UncT--I Unc-3 3 9
demniiter, pump, flow-meter, COLUMN4003
condenser, healer. nitrogen Overflow Lne, ConT--S Con I 3 3

supply, or Rosemount failure or
FPq - -0 COLUMN-3E01

Operator Ni2s to deect spill Overflow ljne
and eorrect situation Frq-4

FFq - .1
BPF2I

Fnt - .2

DPF-2
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _F ai- -I Ia - -

SpdlI-2A ValM dssolver, enclosire, DPF-I UncT--1 Unc-3 . 3 9
process line. enltrilfge, Frq - *2

colufnf, pump, flonw- er. ConT -*5 Con - I * 3 3
condenser ordemlster ffinues DPF-2

Prq-.1/ Frq - .2

1 *

_ . _
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_Lkelihood
AeddentSequence Initialing EventsJ IROFS Failure IndexT L Ukelihood Coseq. tisk

Enabling Events Uncontrolledl Cateptoy Category Inde"
Controlled

Spill-2B Valv, dissolver, enclosre. OPIF-1 UncT--2 Unc-3 3 9
Process line, centrifuse, Frq - -2

column, pfl now-metw, ConT-.6 Con - I 3 3
condenser, or demister falures DlF-3

Frq-.l/ Frq a -2
Container It In vicintyot
leidnS llmle material

_ _ Fll _____

Enclosure-I Condensertubes bil DRAIN-1A09. UncT-4 Unc -I 3 3
Frq-.21 DRAIN-ltO9,

Dlssolver lid left open DRMN C09. ConT--I2 Con - I 3 3
Ffq--l or

Operator fti to detect DRAIN-I D09
overflow and correct sntuatsn Frq - .4

Frq - 1
DRAMN.IAIO
DRMATN-IB.10
DFLAMNMCO,

or
DRAIN-IDIC

Fm -. 4
Enciosure-2A See IROFS ENCLOS-IA06/ UnCT-.2 Unc-3 3 9

SCALEIA09g
ENcLOS-l106r ConT-A4 Con- I 3 3
SCALB-IA09.

!NCLOS-IC06,
SCALE-Ic9,

or ENCLOS.ID06/
SCALAIc9

Frq - .2
Dur-O

DUA-l
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _F rq w -2 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

. 1
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likelihood
Acddent Sequenet Initialing Events/ 11o3S Failure Inde" T Ukelhnod Conseq. PMsk

Ensbling Evernts Uncontrolledl Cat epry Catetory Ind ex
Controlled

Enbosmir121 See IROFS BUA.I UncT-.2 Unc - 33
Frq - .2
Dur 0 ConT--4 Cen-I 3 3

ENCLOS.IA06O
SCALE4AO9,

ENCLOS-lB06/
SCALE-1A09,

ENCLOS-lC0GI
SCALEtCO9.

orENCLOS ID061
SCALE-IC09

Enclosure-3 Opentor rt sto detecturanlim OPF48 UncT--I Unc-3 3 P
ental container from shipping Frq -- 2

inronation ConT--9 Con- I 3 3
Frq--1 ENCLOS.IA0W/

SCALBIAO9,
ENCLOSII3OG

ENCLOS-IC06I
SCALS.1CO9. or
ENCLOS-ID061
SCALE-1C09

Frq -.2

DUA-l
Frq - .2

DLIA.2

1
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Uketlhood
Aeddent Sequence InItisting Events) IROFS Failure Index T Ukdllhood Conseq. Risk

Enabling Events Uncontrolled! Catem Caterry Index
Controlled

CooilngWaterSupply.I Dissotver Column Overflows DIUUN-IL02, UncT-.2 Unc -3 3 9
Frq.01 COWMNL3E01

Opctr Irals lo detect Overlow line UNE. CenT-4 Con - I 3 3
overflow nd correct stuation or COLUMN4003

Frq-w1I Overnlow Lne
Pressure Los In Cooling Water Frq - .4

Supplymeturn line
Frq - .1 CONDEN-IAo4,

CONDEN-1104,
CONDEN-lC04,
CONDEN.ID04,
CONDEN-IE12,

orCONDEN-IF12

Centeifuge-l Unniunm uods ex the otor CENTRI-lE01 UncT-.l Unc3- 3 9
and enter the unfavorable DRAIN , CIINTI,-

zeometryregionofthe IFOI DRAIN 1, ConT--II Con ! 3 3
Centrifuge CENTRI-IE04
Frq--l DRAMN lor

CEN'-I. 04
DRAIN I
Fiq - *4

CENTRI-IE01
DRAIN 2. CERMU

IFOI DRAIN 2
CEN I.- E04

DRAIN 2. or
CE ld-IF04

DRAIN 2
Fsq - .4

.UA-3
Frq - -2 . -

*1'
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Ukelilhoed
Accdlent Sequence Initiating Eventst IROFS Failure Index T Likellbood Ccnteq. RIlk

Entbilng Events Unentrolled! Categry Cateory Index
Controlled

Filler Enclosurel Valve leak occurs spilimg DRAIN-1J09 UncT-.1 Unc3- 3 9
rianium solution into the filter Frq w .4

enclosure ConT-.9 Con - I 3 3
FrqO DRAIN-IIIO

Frq a.4
Operator fUds to detect and

correct de Valve leak
Frq _I _
_ _ _ _ _BLENDING PROCESS AREA

4.1.1.1 Valve leak, level tm.rntet FT.4D09, UncT-*1 Unc3- 3 9
High Volume in theStagms Columns failure HV-4010A.

HV.4810D ConT--S Con - I 3 3
Frq - -2

FM -. I
REUDI I,

HV4BIOA,
HV-4BIOD

Frq .2 _
4.1.12 Deusitytranmstter fatlure, DT44D06, UncT-.2 Unc -3 3 9

High Cone. In the Staging Columns mn3pling error HV14D10A,
r-q010- ConT-4t Con -1 3 3

FFq - *2
Frm - -2

FT41109,
HV.4B10A.
HV4DIOD

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Fre - .2_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

4.1.13 SVnilng enor DDD-I UncT-i. Unc-3 3 9
High Enridunent In the Staging Frq - .1 Frq - .2

Columns ConT--S Con-.I 3 3
RE-4D 1,

HV4BI0A,
HV-4D100 t

I_ _ Fro -- *

'1
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IUkeilhood
AelfdoetSequesice Initiating Events IROPS Pallore lnder T Likellihood Conleqt. flhki

Enabling Events Uncontrefled! Caftery CneOMM Index
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ C ontrolled _ _ _ _ _ _

4.1.1 4 Lrvel checek eror, link leal LS-4DIA. UiicT--2 Unc-339
Too little Blendstock In MMenTank Fit - -2 HV.4B10A.

HV.4BlOB ConT..4 Con -I 3 3
hq- .2

LS-4COID,
HV.4DIOA,
HV.41310B

41.1.5 Ortottmsto efoll LS.4C0I,HV-4B31 UncT-.4 Unc- 1 3 -3

Blend is Double Battched Stasgi Colmnnns lFrq - .2
Fiq -. 2 EAI, ConT--4 Con - 3 3

Operator falls to Terfy hClem HV.4D10A,
Tank Emp~ty HV.4DtOB

Fro-2 Fm.-2 ____

... 6See MOFS BDB.2 UncT--2 UnC-3 3 9
Evaporation In Blend Tank Frq - .2

w-2 ConT--if Con-I1 3 3

9DB-S
Fmq - .2
Dur-.2__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

4.1.1.7 See IROFS BDB-4 UncT--2 Une-3 3 9
Precipitation (it Blend Tank Frq- -2

Dur -.2 ConT-.S Con - 3 3

Dur .2
421Vjklve falluire,i~ne pluflpd. COLUMN-3E01 UncT--I Vpnc,3 3 P

Column overflow opematorrails to detect Overflow Une
Frq. F --4 CbnT--8 Con' I1 3 3

BPF-l

FDPPa.2

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _F ig - - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

I1
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Uklcetbood
AccldentSequence InIllsting ventf IROFS Fan.ure Index T LUkellhood Coneeq. Rlsk

Enstilnt Events Uncontrolled! Catecory Cateory Indce
.__ _ _ _ __ Contrned

4.12.2 Colun or me failure BPF-1 UncT-*1 Unc-3 3 9
Column rpdl (Operator Interventon) Frq - .1 Frq - .2

ConT-S5 Con-l 3 3
BPF-2

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _Frq - .2 _ _ _

4.123 Column or line faslure BPF-. UncT-.2 Unc-3 3 9
Colunn spil (Contlnur in vcniey) Frq - *1 Frq - 2

ConT.-6 Con- I 3 3
Container In vcinity BPT-3

__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _Fnl-1 Frq -. 2 _ _ _ _

4.W13 Valvefailure COLUMN-301 UncT-.3 Une-2 3 O
lackflow to Dl water Frq - -1 OverflowUne

- Frq - .4 ConT--9 Con 1 I 3 3
Pressure Loss In Di Water

Syst1m PSLr7DOI/PV.7D01
Frq .1 Frq -- 2

Operator fals to detect
overtlow and coret

4.132 Valve faiure orRosenmount COLUMN-3E01 UncT--3 Unc-2 3 6
Oseknlow to Nitrogen System FATune Overflow Llne

Frq a -1 Frq--4 ConT-9 Con -I ' 3 3

Pressure Loss In Nitrogen PSLt7NOIIPV.7N01
System Frq - .2
Frq-.1

Operator fais to detect
overflow and torrct

Fr %_.I

- -i-

.1
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AccidentSequcrte InItlting Events! IROFS Fallee IndexT Ukelihood Conseq. Risk
Enablng Events Unontretled Category Cateory Index

__ _ Controlled

4.133 Pmp dtphrani leakcs COLUMN3E01 Unc TF o3 Unc-2 3 6
BtkIflowtoPlantAfr Fn * .1 Overflow Line

Frq w .4 ConT--9 Con-1 3 3
Pressure los ln plant *Ir

nystem PSL.7A01/PV-7A01
Frq - -1 Frq - .2

Operator fuls to detect nd
correct

F - 1
4.14.1 SeeIROFS DDD.2 UneT-.2 Une-3 3 9

Evaporation re Hold Tank Frq - -2
Dur - .2 ConT-.4 Cn - I 3 3

BDB 3
Frq - .2
Dur- .2

4.1A.2 SeelROFS DDBA4 UncT.-2 Unc-3 3 9
Precipitaton in Hold Tank Frq - .2

Dur--2 ConT-8 con-I 3 3

Frq - .2
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _D ur ...2 _ _ _ _

,1I
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Table 4-10
Chemical Safety Risk Assessment

Item What If-? Controls (Derente In Cau se M-tttve I M-t-lvt _
I Depth) preven1'ti0flltve rHeut, nt

MOySmndIROrS bRffA t e. 9I failure L 0r hig t

IE ROF LaqnI V7OI s5Hmne~r- U
Mh cornemzeneve

blotIon 3c loNsturAl Dieeetdulow __________________3UND639 alve H`V-4D04A fails o n nfor .1 .2 .2 tn -1 3 3 9

f l(0fo)1 5 I 3 3

Mechantl 0 .- 2 .2 O 3 3 9
_OFS alve PL.4D25 fails to 1 3 3 3

faflure manually close uMo level ecincldui-.4 .7 3 3
lmLG-4DO4 hie level. I________

URO6S 4 lityw lve HV.ImD rails Hunan enor .2 .2 -2 3 3 9
fallure ovelh upon tiic acid echankal dut- * _4 1 3 3

- tumi dflivery aflue- - -

UND6AI 2IowTot&alizrFT.4DO4A wMr1n error .12 .2 -1 3
rails (low slow) __ _ __ _ _ _ __ _ __ _ _3 3

ecdiancal 0 -2 2 I0  3 3 9
__aure *4 I 3 3

UNDA3 3Ndincacidsupplylinebreslks umanerror .1 -2 -2 -I 3 3 9
__ _ _ _ _ _ _ 5 t 3 3

ecfizanlcal .1 3 .2 .1 3 3 9
____ G-6 1 3 3
elpc accident *1 -3 .2 fU.1 3 3 9

--- -- - l >- 1 '3113
Evaluatton 6. 1 U-AlumInum Sep.ration __ _ _ __ _ _ _ ___3___ _ _ __ _ _ _3__ _ _

IULAW333 Nlrlcacidsupplylinebrealcs emnero .1 J2 -2 '1 '
falueI ____ .21 13 13

- Fi~chnlcal .1 l l 1 41 1

1- .2 3 3 - 9____3______ ei 2 9 3
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Item What tIf? Centrols (Defense In buse Mitigative I Mitiative_
Deph Preventive Preve tive

M07SSoF nd]FROFS mROsandn[OFs El M I E' a
Dept)failurews f allure

IROFS Systen Is not dcpresurized iuman error .2 .2 -*2 3 3 9
ailure when mtric acdi is not durO Mg 4 3 3

. . required. Firt_
IROFS iulk chemical checks a not eumn inor -2 13 _ *2 3 3 9
aIlure Prormed ___v3 _ _ 1 3 3

IROFS Outside bulk chemical lines echanlcal .3 .2 -3 2 3 6
alure an not stainless steel piping ilure dur0 *5 1 3 3

ith welded connectlons. _

IROFS Motorled vehicle n1Pact -2 12 3 3 9
fall . cur es and training tail Wient dur-4 -7 1 3 3

o1reentI opeator impact
dent. _ __ __ __

OFS Spill cleanup emergency Ct *1 -2 _ 1 3 3 9
Rlaure ponse program Is not abic cicdeut dui-I .4 1 3 3

o respond or cannot
neurlize the spill to the
bounding ciposure or
volume acceptance criteria. , _ _________

emical Toxicity
Intertnedlafe
enarlo 26, Rupture LEUN Tank
JDBS.iSi OG Une Plugs (Drend Foreign material .2 W3A 2 3 2 6

Trkide ofstphon bred) nlrnc -B.S| 1 2 2
UNT7.22 lneplugs Ioreignmatenal .2 _i-3 NtA[ . 2 3 2 6

1 linetu U atr 1 2 2
Senario 15D Rupture U Nrttrsl ssolution Tank

UND6.9 MIXER-4DOSfalsoff umian aerror 1 -3 I /A -1 3 2 6
: -l41 1 2 12I echanical 0 3 |NA TM °3i 22

UND66O MOXER4DOSbreaks itmaneror m 1 | -3 NIA Mi -1 3 2
haft /blade I - I - I ____I1 2 __2_!
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Table 4-11
Rndiologlenl Safety Risk Assessment - Workcr

Iten Whbt If-? Controls (Defete In Calme Mltiptlve I Mltlgathw__
Depth) preentive Prevnotive

IROFS~ondIROFS IMOFSoandIROVS .. t, PIi.
failure faildre t2 -

oIntermtedlateor hIg1hrodlologleml eonvegiaencewere ldetiitfled In Sectlon 4I.2

I
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Table 4-12
Environmental Chemical isk Assessment

item What If-? Controts (Defense In Cause _ Mltiltive I Ml1:*p1vw
Dopth) - I I retlve _re"Itt' er_

faurure .i3re 3

MA__ ! WJD0 hlrh f.

eennin inuinvlm jceamuse durOaiv I MlII 3 3J

arle3 Sp 1 ot'67% Nl1trieAdd nitl DL __ _ __ _ _ 1

UND6.39 ViMe HVc4DI4A fals mm r _ .1 3 3 9

cm -o 1 3 3
_dent __ 2 3 _ 3 3

IROFS failure Volvee 'Lo-4125 falls to error .2 -3 .1 3 3 9
manuallyclosed olevel *nd dur-2 .; 1 3 3

IROFS fallure iEU Area Dike fails to R3 -mn er1 .3 2 3 6
rntzn solution volurne Adur-0 1 3

UND.43 Nitictacidltine breaks i.nf rrr . 2 .3 Sr.1 3 3 9
___ .9 .6 I 3 3

IRuecharrilal _1 -2 -3 .1 3 3 9
.eure -6 I 3 3

Ipc -2 .3 -I 3 3 9
accident__ _ _ _ _ _ _ 6 1 3 3

MOVS faluare Maintenance is nt~e HU. ro 2 .3* 2 3 3 9
prormed corr.tly and dur-2 IN 7 1 3 3

ROFS failure LEU Area Dike fails to Hua rrr- 42 .A 3 12 36
________ tri tolutlon volurne I _ __ _ __ _ __ _ _ __ ___ __ _ __ _* 5 1 3 3

RFS faluare lityvalvelFHV-71301D Mehrcl-2 -3 .2 3 3 9
fail to close upon nitric hiutdur-I . 1 3 3
id volume ddiehry. b n pt

accident
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item W.hit It? Controls (Defense In Cause Mlti ative I Mblgtt_ t_
eph ! Preventive pleventive .Depth) IROITSandilROFS IROFSisandinOFS ; C a

I.. . A.

IOFS rallart LEU Aea Dike rails to _ectanical -3 -2 -3 2 3 6
ctin solution volume lure dur-0 -5 1 3 3

mat

Utilities Nitric Add Line limreck abide lLD _ _ - - _
UtD40.179 Nitric acid lne breaks _mnerror 1 -2 -2 -1 3 3 9

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _-5' I 33 3.
Mechmmecl .1 -2 3 I _ 3 3
nflure __ -6 1 3 3

mpaet .1 .2 _1 .1 3 3 _
_ cient _ r 4 1 3 3

OFS failure Maintenance is not Humn error -2 d2 .2 3 3 9
perforntd correctly and det-2 .6 I 3 3
woik acceptance critena

_ _ _ _ _ a s_ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

IOFS fallure System is rot depressun2ed erxr d -2 -2 3 3 9
when nttric add s not dur-0 .4 1 3 3
eu2red . S

IROFS failure Bulk chenmcal checks are Hunmn ea70r -2 -3 3 -2 3 3
_ _ o_ tperforned __ -_3 _ _ 3 3

ROFS failure Outside bulk chemical lines Hunun error -3 .2 -3 2 3 6
are not stainless steel piping du-O -5 1 3 3.
with welded connections III ________

OFS aillure Motorized vehick mpad -2 *1 ? 2 3 3 9
proetres and training rail Icdent duro- . .7 1 3 3

toPrevet operator impact
_ _ c_ dent -

IROFS faIlure SpI cleanup emergency impact 1 .1 3 39
r ne prograt Is flot ccident dur-I t -4 1 3 3
ble to respond or cannot

neutralize the spill to the
boundig exposure or
Volume acCepanCe Criteria. ____'_ __
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Item What I1_? Conths (Dterense In ause Mltigattve I Mlttgatlv_
Depth) _evei tle Preventive

epth) MOyS,$ndlROFS IROFS,2ftdIROFS !

Ei E. . _ _ _

Searia2 DWatetrOverflow of ank I DownblendlngArea ____ _______ i

UND6 46 Valve HV4D04B fails iumt enor 41 1 -3 _ _ 3 3 9
pen _ _ __ *S I 3 3

echanical 0 *1 -3 _ 0 3 3 9
nIue 3t .4 1 3 3

IROFS failure Vave PLA4D26 fails to _uan Mr *1 3 _ .1 3 3 9
aualy close upon level eeCanieal dur-4 'k)F4 1 3 3

I"_ re LG04 high level. __ iure | __;______
IROPS flr LEU Ara Dke falls to uman enror _3 -1 .3 2 3 6

tanim solution volurne eehanical dw-0 .4 1 3 3

aesria S.llydrn Exploslon
IUIALD2941 CondenserCONDEN.1A04 iechanieal .1 .2 -2 |U 1| 3 3 9

lealM(waterlntosslle W ailure C .5 1 3 3
solution) 1a1_1_1_1_1_1_1_1_1_1_1

ROFSrAllure sGAnlyzerIA06tfilsto iuninerror -2 .2 .2 3 3 9
etect hydrmen Aechanlcal dur 0 .4 1 3 3

, A biure I I _II 1 s. _ 1 1 1
IROFS failur Valve HV-IKOEdoesnot Hmaunn eror I2 -2 .2 3 3 9

hut and purge valvesW. | teenical|| dur-3 1i-7 1 3 3
IAOIAVIB do not open f1ilure

Won shutdown or
BLOWER 601 1. _______________

tROFS failure Valve IHV-iK06 tal1s to Hunan efror -2 -2 -2 3 3 9
hut and purge valves HV. Mechanieal dur-I * 4 I 3 3

IAOIAtD fail to open Ilure
ponGasAnalyerTA06

__ __ _ ydrofen detection. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _

nROFSfrllur ValvcHV-lKDG docsnot 1lumaneorIr -2 1 2 XVIII -2 3 3 1
ut ndpurge valves HV. |echanical du-| 3 | * -7 1 3 3

IAOlA/lDdonotopen ailure
hutdown or

LOW ER 601 1. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

ILUALD29.48 Denister DEMWiSTAGS |orelgn . .2 .2 t.2|313|
- als plugged I 3_ 3_ainine - I
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Item What IL-? ontrols (Detense In Case Mitiative I Mlttivvd_ _
eptb) r I eremtlve re ven ve

MOFSsandJROFS 1ftOMS~ndlfROF3
failure failure

IUALD29.49 Valve DA-1A41 fails opMn erunroer .1 *2 .2 .1 3 3 9
-__ .5 1 3 3

M et ni 0 2 *2 3 3
-Hilure -4 1 3 3

IIUALD2°.57 Valve DA^1A31 tails closed eor *I .2 *2 -1 3 3 9r S L 3 3
Neclinicu 0 .2 .2 0 3 3 9
-rot _ _ ___ .4 1 3 3

IUALD29.59 aVd DA-1A26 fails closed unun cnar .1 .2 -2 - 3 3 9
:SI *5 3 3

KMnKad 0 .2 -2 0 3 3 9
_ _Iars ____ _.;" 4 1 3 3

IUALD29.66 WOOPOO lineplugs -orcsn *2 -2 -2 .2 3 3 9
kIutedalin line . - 3 3

J UALD29.70 POO line plugs Ferd .2 -2 .2 -2 3 3 9
I _ ertal In line _6 _3_3_ 3 I_ 3 3

2UALD30.45 Condenser CONDIN-11D04 Mcchzical *1 -2 .2 -1 3 3 p
leasks (watter mlo miss5U kilurci -5 J 3 3

_solution)

MOtS faltur Gas Analyer IB06 fails to unn a..r _ *2 .2 .2 3 3 9
etect hydrogen. ccdiawcal dur-0 -4 1 3 3

mRoS failre Valve HV-lKOS does not enun error -2 -2 23 3 9
hut and purge vives RV. tech al dur-3 . -7 I 3 3
ilBOlAnltidonotopen iiute
Upf shutdown or
SLOWER 6011. _ - -_

IRors failure Vale HV-IKOS fails to unu error .2 .2 3 3 9
S and purg vial HV- MVch.nleal dur-4 . 1 3 3
1BO]AlIl fail to open upon laure
Gas AnalyZer I1D06
hydrgen detection. _ . _,_______
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Item that It-? Controls (Derense In Cause Mltptive I Mltigative/
Dtl)Preventive Prerefltive. . _ ,2 m~rndMOn......P E,*a5rcstS LtiDM IOFS, and IROFS ERF~nm~

failure fa~lure

IROFS fallure Valve HV-lKOS does not Hunan error -2 .2 . -2 3 3 9
saut and purge valves HV- Medhnic1 dur-3 *7 1 3 3
IDOW1IB do not open ailure
uon shutdown of
DLOWER 6011. _ _a_ _ _ _

2UALD30.48 DermsterlDEMIST-IB05 Porelgn -2 *2 -2 _ 2 3 3 9
flsPI __ erl In line _ _ ___ _ _ *6 1 3 3

2UALD30.49 Vdlve BA IB41 falls open Hutn aror _ *2 *2 !1 1 3 3 9
_ 5 1 3 3

- -ka -2 -2 O 3 3 9
___4_ _ __ _3 3.

2UALD3O.57 alveDA-iB31 tallslosed Haneror .1 2 .2 -1 3 3 9
_5 I 3 3

Mechanleal 0 2 -2 0 3 3 9
__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ore __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ 4 1 3 3

2UALD3059 *lveDA-ID26fadlsclosed iuans error .1 -2 *2 -1 3 3 9
.S I 3 3

4echluical 0 *2 *2 _ 3 3 3
Vaium 1 -4 1 3 _3

2UAID30 66 WOGPOG line plugp oregn *2 *2 .2 -2 3 3 9.
mtlIn lIne -6 1 3 3'

2UALD)30 70OG line plugs _ Fri mim -2 -2 .2 _o *2 3 3 9
- I - - 6 1 3 3

3UALD31 45 CondenserCONDEN-IC04 echianical .j .2 -2 _ -1 3 3 9
leaks (water Into tissre raiure 4 .5 I 3 3

solution) _ _ ___ ___ 3
IROPS fallure as Analyzer IC06 fils t oan enror .2 52 5 .2 3 3 9

e.ect hydrogen. [Ceanical d _ _ 3 3
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tern What ir.? :ontrkls (Defense In Cluse Mltitl et ' Mltwtvte_
Depth) P 1reventjve Preventive

Z IROFSandiROFS IROFS~andJROFS ..

x ,allre failure Z 2-~~~~~~~ . £ X *: .." ,>,Uj ;a2 , Do

IROFS faVlure AleHV-1K04 does not iurnn error .2 -2 .2 3 3 9
shut and purge valves HV Mechlnical dur-3 - 7 I 3 3
ICOIA1lD do not open ailure
up shutdown of

__ __ 8LOWER 6GI . __ _ _ _____ _ _

ROtS faflure Valve HV-1K04 frils to _mn el.or .2 .2 .2 3 3 9
shut and purge vales HV- dechonlal du2-4 Y 3 1 3 3
ICOIAIB fail to openupon f lure
GasAnalyzer 1C06
hd__ ome deteetion. __ ______

IROFS faTure VateHV.IICO4 doem not _ maun emr -2 -2 .2 3 3 9
hut and purge Ives V- Vech"anleal dur-3 -7 1 3 3

IC0IA11Idonotopen allure
upon shutdowniof
BLOWERSGUI!. _ _ _

3UALD3I3 Dister DEMIST.I COS hoe ign -2 .2 .2 .2 3 3 9
- rrsls plugmed _lateiali n line __5_6 I 3 3

3UALD31A9 V31rcDAtC;41 Ils open urrmn error *2 .2 .2 .1 3 3 9
_ _____-S 1. 3 3

qechanleul O 2 4 _ 3 3 9
- V2__ _ _ _ _ lure __ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ 1 - 4 t 3 3

3UALD31.57 alve BA-1C31 falls closed Hunn enor _ -2 .2 _2 3 3 9
-t 5 1 3 3

0 ech nical O 2 .2 0 3 3 9
-_4_Ilure a 1 3 3

3UALD31.S9 Ca-1e CA-26 fails closed urnun error .1 .2 .2 r I 3 3 9
_ __ _ .5 1 3 3

eclhinleal 0 .2 4 MN 0 3 3 9
a -W 4 3. -

3UALD31 66 oGprO line plup vorcis --2 .2 *2 .; .2 3 3 9
- I _l__ _line_ _6 1 3 3

3UALD3.70 Oline plus Porelgn -2 .2 .2 .2 3 3 9
I_ naterl Il n line I_ _L .6_1_1_3__ 3
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item What Ir-? Cntrols (Derense In Cst Mlttitlve I MltIpIlvd_
epth) 11 Pr ente preventive

failre failureA

4UALD3245 CondnserCONDEN-ID04 cehanlcal .1 -2 .2 .1 3 3 9
leaks (wate Into flissie ailure -5 1 3 3

_soluhon) I _ _______

IROFS filure 3as Analyzer ID06 faMls to cuniar -2 -2 -2 3 3 9
etect hydrogen. chnl dur-O .4 1 3 3

_ _ fglure _ _ _ _ _ _

tROFS faillure Valve HV-l K03 does not _ unun rrOr -2 .2 _ 2 3 3 9
shut and purgme vle HV. tchanle l dur-3 -7 1 3 3
IDOIA/Ifdonotopen allure
ulm shutdown of
BLOWER 6011. _

tROFS Ailure aHV.1K03 fails to Houn aror _2 .2 ; .23 3_
hutamd purge wives HV- Mechanical du - 4 1 3 3
IDOIAD fill to open leite

uGa Analyzer ID06
___ _ detection.

IROFS failur aive HV.1K03 does not cmun nur -2 -2 2 3 3 9
ueand purse wlves HV- Mlcal dur-3 -7 1 3 3
IDOIAMlBdonotopen ailure

Pon shutdow" of
BLOWER6GI1. _ _ __ ____

4UALD32.48 IrinsterDEMIST.ID05 orp .2 -2 -2 -2 3 3 9
tils plugged ral In line _ .6 - 3 3

4UAID32 49 Val DA.lD4I fans open Human cot .1 -2 -2 _ -1 3 3 9
_ _ 0 .§ S I 3 3

-[_ _ _ _ _ Ceslal 0 __I__ -2 .2 0 3 3 9
_ _ _ _ _ _ l__ -2_ _ _4 1_ 33

4UALD32.57 aive BA-I D31 fAis closed unv eror .1 -2 .2 _ 1 3 3 9

_ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ l 1kechanlal 0 *2 ,*2 A 0 3 3 9
._ >lure _ _ .-4 I 3 3

4UALD32.S9 ValveBA-ID26rtllsclosed Hnonenror _ -2 ,.2 - 3 .3 9

0 ~ls -2 -2 vi 0 3 I3 9
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Table 4-13
Environmental Radiological Risk Assessmcnt

Depth) j Prenttte Preventive S | .]2j

Irkb ConCnttenot
Iterinedlte Consequenees

2enrlo 2,lndoor LEUN Solutlen Sim Setnadlo
UDB5.78 MI) C03 ishaft or uman error .1 -3 NWA _ -I 3 2 6

blode breaks _ M.4 1 2 2

UDD5.83 izcuze LOe-,C01 leaks Human t rero -1 3 NMA _ 3 2 6

Mechanical 1 -3 WIA JIM -I 3 2 6
allure _ M 4 1 2 2
ilct accident 0 -3 NIA 0 3 2 6

__ __ _ __ __ _ _ __ _ __ _ __ _ _ __ __ _ __ ~.3 2 2 4

UDBS54 ANK-4001 leaUkes ouan enror .1 -3 NA .1 3 2 6
break __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ 4 1 2 2

Mechancal .1 -3 NWA S 'I 3 2 6

Impct accident .1 -3 WA _ 1 3 2 6
_ _ _ _ __ _ _, .4 1 2 2

UDDS 91 Valve PL-4C29 fails open Humn error 1 43 NIA _ . 3 2 6
__ _ _ __ _ _ 4 1 2 2

Mechanlcal 0 3 4 VIA 7 0 3 2 6
- _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ raflure - _ _ _ __ _ _ .3 2 2 4

UDBS.93 Valve DA-4C30 fails open oman error .1 -3 IWA .4 3 2 6
* _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 4 I 2 2

tecbnical O -3 WA 0M 3 2 6
_flnure - _3 _ 2 2 4
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Item Vhat Ilf? Contrals (Dtefseeln Ceuse | Mltlgttlvel Mltilgav_
Depth) I prevetive Pre'rentive

E _F IOsandMOFS m1107S2And MOFS I- I E_ :1 S LI
-~ failure failure 04 1 ip

UDB5.97 ANK4COI tecycle ine lunun errot .1 -3 N/A *1 3 2 6
brisleaks _ _ _4 I 2 2

echdmlea .1 -3 NWA .'I 3 2 6
ailure _W .4 I 2 2
nipct acckdent -1 .3 MA M *1 3 2 6

M .4 1 2 2
UDBS.100 FlexiinePE-4CO24CO3 H = error .1 .3 NIA *1 3 2 6

taest or breaks _ _ - 1- 2 2
eehanical 1 t3tA .1 3 2 6

allure _ _ .4 1 2 2
mnpect acident _1 .3 VA _ I.4 3 2 6

-M-g i.~4 1 2 2
UDB5.101 VaiveHV.4EOIA Il5s error .1 .3 NtA .1 3 2 6

open _-4 1 2 2
echanical 0 -3 N-A 3 2 6
tirlure _ _ _ .3 2 2 4

UDD5.103 dye V lvLC34 rails open -unn errt *1 .3 WA 3.1 3 2 6
-C .4 1 2 2

echanical 0 -3 NWA _ O 3 2 6
-aiture _ - -3 2 2 4

UDDS.13 PW LUne Plugs (Blend Ioreign materil .2 *3 NWA --2 3 2 6
Tank side rtaiphon break) m line - - .S ± 2 2

UN17.S Valve HV.4EODl falls uramn error .1 .3 NWA .1 3 2 6
pen _ - 1_ .4 I 2 2

echanital 0 .3 WA t 0 3 2 6
f ature ._ __ -3 2 2 4

UNf7.12 Level TanmimerLT-tEM01 error J1 .3 IA -1 3 2 6
faluislow : _ .4 1 2 2

iecanlcal 0 -3 .NA ! 0 3 2 6
n llure _ _ -3 2 *2 4

UN17.13 Tmnk4EOl leakstitrek Hsurna error .1 *3 .NA CM3 _ 1 3 2 6
__ __ __ _ __ __ __ __ __.4 I 2 2

Mechanleal .1 *3 NtA . 3 2 6
f-_ilure - -4 1 2 2
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I

Item What ILC_ Controls (Detense In Cause - Mitigtive t Mitiptivel
Depth) tz Preventive Trrewrithve ~ t ,. ~ i

s IOFS and IROPS lROFSaxndfm MFS i tg E ,I U
~ l~tfailure o2 -C 0

- - -." F- - . -

mp ctaccident 1 -3 NJA MM1 3 2 6
- I .4 - 2 2

UNT7.17 Valve PL.4E2S ftMls open Humen error .1 .3 NWA .1 3 2 6
4 1 2 2

Uechanical 0 -3 NIA - n O 3
-allure 3 2_ .3 2 2 4

UNT7.19 Vdve DA4E26 rails open unn error *1 3 NIA *1 3 2 6
2 -4 I 2 2

ecdanmal 0 -3 WA 0 3 2 6
hnure . .3 2 2 4

UNn7.22 PW line ptuss (upstrea maoregn mnaterial -2 -3 WA .2 3 2 6
ofeiphon break) line .5 1 2 2

13F52.D I I
Senarlo 4, Indoor LSUN Solutlon Wattr OvertfilSplli Snario
UDB5.80 Level wtitch LT-4COIAor Hnanenror .1 .3 WA .*1 3 2 6

U4COIA Wils low (reds .4 I 2 2
lower tIhan actually exists) X

echanclal 0 .3 NMA 0 3 2 6
__ ure _ _ _ _3 2 2 4

UDBS.88 Level twitch LSH-4C0lD Hn error .1 3 NIA -1 3 2 6
ails low (tank is frul reads .4 1 2 2

t) - __ _ _ - _ _

echnI -3 N3 M o 3 2 6
amre I _3 2 2 4

UDB5.116 ValveHV-4lAfGaIs unanerror .1 .3 NMA .1 3 2 6
Om_ _ _ _ _ _ _ .4 I 2 2

_ !echtal 0 -3 WUA 01 3 2 6
3_ _ _ au _ 2 2 4

UD5.12 Operatornot presenl or 0 3 IWA 0 3 *2 6
. becomes mncapse tated Cuatdlon __ *3 2 2 4

UN17.5 Valve DA-42 rals open enor -3 NM V _ 3__ - --. 4 1 22
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I

Item What Irt? Controhl (Dense In Cane Mitaptive I Miltptle/d
Depth) tj Prevetive Preventife 1 , qS

,l MOoFvsndMnOFS JROFSt dMOFS R fl 8
falhure failure

Mec alnlc I -3 NVA 0 3 2 6
_ __ rlhr - _ -3 2 2 4

UN77A45 Opersrnot present or mergnc 0 3 NIA _A 0 3 2 6
b Imcspacitated _3tlon - _ .3 2 4

aria 64 Outdoor LEUN Solution SPM Scenario
UNt7.38 BLEU Comple Input ine uman ernor 1 -3 }UA .1 3 2 6

bIaks (undrgaound) ___.4 1 2 2
relamcai .1 .3 N/A _ .I 3 2 6

lmactleeldent -1 _3 NIA ' 2 3 2 6
- - -4 1 2 2

T7.3M BLEU Compla Input Ite Human rror .1 -2 -2 .1 3 2 6
ba (above ground) O. S 1 2 2

Mechanical 1 .3 MA -I 3 2 6
__nfure __ _ .4 1 2 2

Impact aecident .1 -3 N/A 1 _1 2 6
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _-4 1 2 2

cenarlo F, IIdroren _ _ - _ _

IUALD2945 CondcmerCONDEN-IAO4 tchtnidcal I1 -3 N/A 1 .1 2 6
lela (water into fiile Ailure -|4 1 2 2

- solution) - -

IUALD29"AS lterDEMIST-lAOS |oreign materIal .2 -3 N/A -2 3 2
fins pluRed I Iline - - * -S | 2 2

IUALD2949 ValveDA.1A41 faflsopen |Huinmerror |1 -3 N/A I -T 3 2 6

Medluancal 0 .3 N/A 0 32 6
_ llure _ __t-3 2 2 4

IUALD29.S7j VveBA lA31 fans |aerror .*1 -3 MA _1 3 2 6
losed 3__ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _. 1 2 2

Mchaumcal 0 -3 NA 0 3,2 6
_ __ failure |_3 °_|_| _|_| .| 2 2 4

IUAWD2.595 IVsvDA.IA26 fails manem .3 NA . 3 2 6
- -sd 2 2
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I lt st If-? Controls (Derense In Cstuse rlIlet vel Mltlg'thwe _
Dtpth) P.rveint ive rrewthle >

_ _ _ lorsandmoFS MOFS~tdMOPS , l ° -
f~l~ anlure CZcd

- - - -1 -

Mecanlcal 0 -3 IrA 0 O 3 2 6
_ fiuye ._ .3 2 2 4

IUALD29 66 WO-POG line plugs gn material .2 .3 NtA ,2 3 2 6
__ line _ _ -5 I 2 2

IUALD29.70 P0 line plugs ign m.terid -2 -3 NA .2 3 26
__Inne _S 1M. 2 2

2UALD30.45 MentrCONDEN-ID04 Meehanical .1 .3 WA .1 3 2 6
ealcs (water Into fissile 5ilure -4 1 2 2
- hnlon) _ _ _ __ ___ _

2VALW30 4t erDEMIST-Is05 hreign msterial -2 .3 WA LIM .2 3 2 6
fan plue . _ _ line _ __ .5 * 2 2

2UAD30 49 Vav DA-lD41 fails open uman error .1 .3 WIA -I 3 2 6
_ _ _ _ .4 1 2 2

Cthanlcal 0 -3 NWA 0 O 3 2 6
_ tie __ _.3 2 2 4

2UALD30.S7 VatveDA-1B31fails closed Humnerror .1 .3 NWA .1 3 2 6
__ _ _4 1 2 2

cchanlcal 0 .3 NWA 0 3 2 6
- - - -e -3 2 2 4

2UALD3059 Valve EA-ID26 alls closed uman enror .1 -3 WA .1 3 2 6
4 t 2 2

echsntctl 0 *3 NWA 0 3 2 6
_lmre : .3 2 2 4

2UALD30 66 WOG.PW line plugs oregn material .2 -3 NIA .2 3 2 6
_ _ line _ .5 I 2 2

2UALD30.70 POG line plugs Feign materIal .2 *3 NIA .2 3 2 6
- - _line __ r .5 I 2 2

3UALD3I.45 Condenser CONDEN-1C04 edincal 1 *3 tVA .1 3 2 6
lenk (water nto ssulle nlue .4 1 .2 2

- solution) ___ - -
3UALD3IAt cDterDEMJSTfIC05 -orlsiuvterla .2 _3 'NA _, .2 3 2 6

hlhn p1uged n line __ _.5 3 2 2
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Item What IfX? Controls (Defeme In
Depth)

MltptlgatI

MOFSnnd mOFs
banllre

NtlgstwMllgffve/
re nuvet

faIlure

t, t pq 2! t,
E I 0 12 - ti.2 .

gq� .-� IIE, 4"' .94'

2 I-.
e LI

nI

I t

Su

21

a

r

.wItB

3UALD3149 VlveDAtC4U fails open furnerror .1 .3 WA _. 1 3 2 6
& .4 1 2 2

dechamcal 0 -3 WA 0 3 _ 2 6

_________elve _______ll C ________ flur _________ -I________4_3-2 2-lum O3 2 - 4
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4.4 MANAGEMENT MEASURES FOR IROFS

Mapagement Measures are defined for credited IROFS to ensure they are
available and reliable to perform their required function when needed (10 CFR
70.62.d). The defined set 6f Management Measures for each IROFS will consist
of selected elements of the following management measure programs:
Configuration Management, Maintenance, Training and, . Qualification,
Procedures, Audits and Assessments, Incidents and Investigations, Records
Management, and Quality Assurance. The type of IROFS control (passive,
active, or administrative), along with the risk reduction level credited in the ISA,
will determine the level ofnmanagement measures applied to each IROFS.

The three types of IROPS controls, along with the management measures that
apply to them are as follows:

Administrative Control IROFS

* Posting or Procedure Identification
* Training and Qualification
* Testing of Training Effeotiveness
* Pre-operational audit or test
* Periodic audit
* Records management, investigations, and QA

Passive Engineered IROFS

* Controlled listing identification
* Drawing identification
* Verification after maintenance
* Procedure identification
* Pre-operational audit or test
* Independent installation verification
* Periodic audits or Inspections
* Vendor specifications
* Training and Qualification
* Records management, investigations, and QA

Active Eneineered IROES

* Periodic functional test
* Verification after maintenance
* Calibration
* Controlled listing identification
* Drawing identification
* Procedure identification
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* Pre-operational audit or test
* Periodic audits
* Training and Qualification
* Records management, investigations, and QA

Not all of the listed management measures would be applied to each IROFS. The
management measures applied to a particular IROFS will be graded.
commensurate with the level of risk reduction credited for that IROFS in-the ISA.
High or Intermediate consequence events depend on IROFS to reduce the overall
risk to an acceptable level. High consequence events must be justified as highly
unlikely, and intermediate consequence events justified as unlikely, after
implementation of credited IROFS.

Table 4-14 defines how management measures are applied in a graded approach
based on Risk Reduction levels credited in the ISA (Level A or B). IROFS
credited with a high level of risk reduction (Level A) will require a high level of
management measures to ensure a high level of reliability. IROFS credited with
an intermediate level (Level B) of risk reduction, or intermediate failure
likelihood, will require an intermediate level of management measures. Usig
this approach, each IROFs listed in Section 6 has been designated with a
Management Measure Level A or B signifying the graded level of measures to be
applied.

4.4.1 Configuration Control

The NFS Configuration Management Program (CW1P) defines how designated
IROFS and other plant structures, systems and components (SSC) are to be
identified and controlled. IROFS may be designated as Configuration Control
Equipment (CCE) or Safety Related Equipment (SRE). The CCE and SRE
programs include methods to evaluate and implement proposed changes. CCE and
SRE components are identified on controlled equipment lists, controlled drawings
and/or controlled procedures. They are also maintained through engineering and
quality assurance document specifications and equipment design control.
Management measures defined in Table 4-14 are applied based on the type of
control to ensure that the credited IROFS failure frequency index meets the risk
index specified in Section 4.3.

Proposed changes involving site structures, equipment, processes, storage areas,
safety limits, or procedures are submitted to the safety discipline manager for
review to determine if a license amendment is required or if the change may be
made using the NFS Internally Authorized Change (LAC) process. The criteria
for exemption from license amendment are specified in License Condition S-25
which implements the requirements of 10 CFR 70.72a. The resulting
determination is documented and then reviewed and approved by the SSRC. The
NFS organizational structure is defined in Section 11.1 of Part II of License
SNM-124 (Figure 4-1).
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4.42 Safetv Review Committee

The Safety Review Committee, chartered as the Safety and Safeguards Review
Council (SSRC), consists of membership appointed by the President, or
designated alternate. Membership, at a minimum, is comprised of the SSRC
Chairman, Safety Director, Fuel Production Director, Decommissioning Director,
Engineering Director, Safeguards and Security Director, and M&tdrials Manager.
Additional disciplines may be represented on the committee, as approved by the
President or designated alternate. The committee meets as a body, at least
monthly, to review and approve proposed equipment and facility riodifications, as
well as proposed process changes, which have substantial safety, security, or
uranium accountability significance.

The committee reviews and approves operating procedures including Standard
Operating Procedures, Decommissioning Procedures, Criticality Safety
Procedures, General Safety Procedures and Emergency Procedures. The
committee reviews ALARA goals, safety inspections, audits, and investigations
which are required by the license. The SSRC also reviews and approves all
proposed changes involving IROFS credited in the ISA Summary.

4.43 Mnintenance

NFS maintains a maintenance program to ensure that designated IROFS and other
structures, systems and components (SSC) are maintained in a manner so as to
ensure they are capable of performing their intended function when called upon.
The maintenance program consists of several key program elements including: a
maintenance management system that provides for scheduling and documentation
of functional testing of SRE and maintenance activities; preventive maintenance
to ensure the equipment can effectively perform its function; a system for
specifying and documenting maintenance work activities and approvals; and,
maintenance skills training for mechanics involved in maintenance activities at
NFS.
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Figure 4-1
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Maintenance, calibration, testing, and/or inspection of IROFS and other safety
related equipment to ensure continued reliability and functional acceptability will
be performed in accordance with written procedures. Frequencies will be
established based on manufacturer and industry guidance, with approval by the
safety review committee. If an IROFS or other safety relates* equipment has
undergone maintenance, or has been inactive for an extended period, it ishall be
fuictionally tested, calibrated, or inspected (as applicable) prior to restart.

4.44 Trainlng and Qualification

The objective of the site training and qualification program is to provide all
personnel on site with the knowledge and skills to safely and efficiently perform
their job function. Specific safety-related goals are to train personnel to
effectively deal with the hazards of the workplace and to properly respond to
emergency situations. The qualification aspect of this program ensures that
operations are performed only by properly trained personnel. The objectives,
requirements, and methods of the training and qualification programs are
approved by site management, who also provide ongoing evaluation of the
effectiveness of the programs. Safety-related traininglqualification for specific
work stations includes general site safety issues (alarms, emergency response,
etc.); IROFS and other safety-related controls (passive and active engineered
controls) relevant to that workstation; and administrative controls relied on for
safety for that workstation, as stated in the ISA, SOP's, limit cards, etc.

The NFS Training Program requires that all personnel who are granted unescorted
access to the protected area receive formal Safety Orientation Training. Safety
Orientation Training covers plant safety rules, radiological, nuclear criticality,
industrial, and environmental safety topics as appropriate to the job function of

* -- *** the individuals being trained. In addition, this training covers proper response to
emergencies. Previously trained employees receive formal refresher training in
Safety on an annual basis.

The NFS Training Program includes Work Training for operating personnel and
others who directly handle greater than laboratory sample quantities of special
nuclear material. Work Training typically includes classroom, on-the-job and
guided-work-experience traiinig necessary to provide the desired knowledge
and/or skill. It covers the operating procedures and radiological and nuclear
criticality safety controls specific to the particular work assignment. Work
Training also includes appropriate re-instruction for previously qualified
individuals prior to implementation of a process change or procedural
modification. In addition, special "tool-box" training sessions are conducted
when necessary to reinforce a particular requirement of the safety program or the
operating procedure. Previously qualified individuals also participate in periodic
procedure review training sessions designed to allow them time to re-review the
operating procedures applicable to their particular work assignment Those
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individuals are also required to undergo a re-qualification process for applicable
work assignments every three years (maximum internal not to exceed 42 months).
Additional details of the Work Training Program are provided in approved written
procedures.

The NFS Training Program provides for the instruction and training of mechanics
involved in maintenance activities at NFS. Maintenance skills training may
include such topics as basic math/precision instrument reading, laser
alignment/vibration analysis, basic programmable logic controller (PLC),
welding, industrial electricity (basic, intermediate, and advanced), and machine
tool operation, as appropriate. The type and level of training will be
commensurate with thejob assignments.

The training records system includes a means to document training objectives,
individuals trained, course content and other data necessary to satisfy
requirements. Training records related to safety will be maintained throughout
the life of the facility.

All training is conducted by, or under the supervision of, individuals recognized
byNFS management as possessing the necessary knowledge and skills to conduct
the training

The effectiveness of the training program and the individual comprehension of the
subject matter is measured by appropriate measurement tools (e.g., written and/or
oral examination, demonstration of skills, questionnaire, etc.). Results from these
assessment tools will be used to identify individuals that require special re-
training, and to firther enhance future training efforts and systems.

4.4.5 Procedures

NFS uses several systems of operating and safety function procedures to conduct
SNM operations and related support functions. Typical types of procedures are as
follows: Standard Operating Procedures, Maintenance Procedures, General Safety
Procedures, Support Group Procedures, and Letters of Authorization. The
procedure review and change process is defined in Section 11.7 of Part U of
License SNM-124.

Issuing Procedures

Operating procedures are prepared by the appropriate discipline manager and
approved by the safety discipline manager. The operating procedures will
incorporate criticality safety controls, radiation safety controls, environmental
protection controls, and industrial safety controls as defined by the ISA or ISA
Summary, in addition to other safety requirements. Operating procedures are
made readily available to foremen, operators and other affected personnel.
Additionally, work place posting of limits and controls, training and other
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communication devices will be used to enhance comprehension and
understanding of operating procedures. The operating procedures are reviewed
and approved by the safety review committee. Reviews, to assure they reflect
current practice, are performed by the safety review committee at least every two
years.

Personnel Ouslllication for Procedures

Each NFS position is evaluated to determine the specific operating and
administrative procedures that apply to the defined job function. Personnel must
maintain proficiency in the defined set of procedures to maintain job

- qualifications: The procedural-qualifications are defined in an on-line computer
database that is updated by each employee. Personnel are notified of procedure
revisions or new procedures and must update their qualification records within a
defined time period. This on-line data base is very effective in tracking and
maintaining procedure qualifications.

4A.6 Audits and Assessments

Audits and inspections are performed to assure Plant operations are conducted in
accordance with established regulatory requirements, standard industry practice,
and approved procedures. The objective of these audits and inspections is to
provide for a critical self-assessment of the safety program and recommendations
for continuous improvement

Audits

Formal safety audits of nuclear manufacturing and support areas are conducted on
a quarterly basis and in accordance with written procedures, which have been
approved by the appropriate safety function manager. Such audits are performed
to determine that actual operations, including IROFS, conform to safety
requirements. The quarterly safety audit will be conducted by senior members of
the appropriate safety discipline.

Inspections

Monthly criticality safety, radiation safety, environmental protection, and
industrial safety inspections of operating, manufacturing and support areas are
conducted in accordance with procedures which have been reviewed and
approved by the applicable safety manager. The inspection includes review of
functional and administrative IROFS and is performed by persons appointed by
the appropriate safety fimction manager.
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Training Proerams

Safety training programs are audited annually by a member of the safety
discipline as appropriate for the subject of the training.

Inspection reports documenting discrepancies are submitted to the responsible
discipline managers. Where items of nonconformance are idontified, they are
brought directly to the attention of the responsible supervisor. Copies of audit
reports are sent to the discipline vice-president and appropriate discipline
managers for corrective action. Audits and inspection reports, -as well as any
subsequent reviews, investigations, corrective actions, etc., are documented and
maintained throughout the life of the facility.

Findings of required audits and inspections and the corrective actions are
reviewed by the safety review committee. Corrective action items are tracked
until closure.

Erternal Audits

The NFS safety programs are audited at a frequency of at least every three years
by an appropriate function outside the NFS Erwin organization. The audit team is
composed of individuals whose qualifications are approved by the safety
discipline vice-president.

Audit results are reported in writing to the safety discipline vice-president. The
discipline vice-president will assure that necessary response actions are taken.

Audit results in the form of corrective action recommendations are reported to the
safety discipline vice-president and his or her staff for tracking until their closure.

- 4.4.7 Jncidents and Investigatlons

Upon discovery of a reportable event (10 CFR 70.50, 70.74) the appropriate
function vice-president will appoint an appropriate investigation team from his
staff with representation from the disciplines necessary to conduct a thorough
inquiry with the goal of identifying the root cause and recommending appropriate
corrective action. The purpose of this inquiry is to insure that lessons learned are
identified and incorporated into plant procedures and/or systems to prevent a
recurrence.

Investiestion of Reportable Events

The safety function manager is responsible for preparing, reviewing, and
approving the procedures for conducting investigations of reportable events.
Responsibility for initiating and conducting the investigation is assigned to the
team chairperson appointed by the appropriate function vice-president. The
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investigation will be initiated and completed as soon as practical ifter the
discovery of the event.

The investigation will be documented in a written report which shall include a
statement regarding the probable cause(s) of the event, with recommendations for
immediate and long-term corrective actions. Provisions for tracking and
completing corrective actions will be initiated following approy.l of the report
The report will be retained for the life of the facility.

Event Reporting

Nuclear-criticality and-other safety-related events will be reported in accordance
with NRC requirements (10 CFR 70.50,70.74) and License conditions.

4.4.8 Records Management

Records appropriate to safety activities, occupational exposure of personnel to
radiation, releases of radioactive materials to the environment, and other pertinent
activities, are maintained in such a manner as to demonstrate compliance with
Commission license conditions and regulations. Records of criticality safety
analyses are maintained in sufficient detail and form to permit independent review
and audit of the method of calculation and results. Records associated with
personnel radiation exposures and environmental activities are generated and
retained in such a manner as to comply with the relevant requirements of 10 CFR
20.

All records pertaining to safetywill be retained for the life of the facility.

4A.9 Quality Assurance

Quality-Assurance (QA) includes systematic programs for indoctrination and
training of personnel, specification and receipt verification of design
requirements, and the extent of quality assurance or confidence necessary for
safety structures, systems, and components including computer software for
safety-related items.

The QA program also provides for the planning and accomplishment of quality-
related safety activities under controlled conditions, including the use of
appropriate equipment, suitable environmental conditions for accomplishing the
activity, and assurance that prerequisites for a given activity have been satisfied.
Special controls, including process, test equipment, tools, and skills to attain the
required quality for verification of quality specifications, are also included in the
program. Quality is considered a line responsibility wherein each performer and
supervisor involved in design, construction, startup, operation, maintenance, and
repair, as well as certain support activities (e.g., laboratory analysis), is
accountable for the quality of the work assigned to them.
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Table 4-14

Management Measures for IROFS

RtSKREDUCZ0ON LEVEL
CONTROL TYPElheanres A J B

IROFS credited with a higb IROFS3credted with a
kytl arRhsklReductlon for uodente lee .rRtsk

Highorlatermediste Reductlon torlntermedlatc
conseucnce evcntts consequence events

ACIVE ENGINEERED CONTROLS
Periodic Functional Test x
Verification After Maintenance x
Calibration x x
Controlled Listing Identification - x
Drawing Identification x
rocedural Identification x x

Pre-operational Audits or Tests x x
Periodic Audits x x
Training and Qualifications x
Records Management, Investigations, and x
QA ___ __ _

ADMINISTRAT CONTROLS
Procedural or Posting Identification x x
Prc-operational Audits x x
Periodic Audits x x
Tramining and Qualification x
Testing of Training Effectiveness x
Records Management, Investigations, and x
QA

PASSIVE CONTROLS
Verification Afler Maintenance x
Controlled Listing Identification x
Drawing Identification x x
Procedural Identification x x
Pre-operational Audits or Tests x x
Independent Installation Verification x
Periodic Audits or Inspections x x
Vendor Specifications x
Training and Qualifications x
Records Management, Investigations, and x

A _
*Note: The Management Measure identified for Level B risk reduction are minimum, and may
be increased based on the specific IROFS involved, the credited risk reduction, industry
standards, vendor specifications, or engineering recommendations.
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mu.0 ISA TEAM AND ISA METHOD

5.1 ISA TEAM

The ISA Team for BPF operations normally consists of 5-8 members (may
include more if necessary). The minimum team .is defined to meet the
requirements of 10 CER 70.62. The team is required to have arq*appointed Team
Leader and at least one member knowledgeable in each of the following areas for
the subject system: 1) criticality safety, 2) radiological safety, 3) fire safety, 4)
chenmical process safety, 5) project engineering, and 6) environmental safety.
Members have at least 1 year of experience in the safety discipline represented. A
single member may be knowledgeable in more than one area, and therefore may
be relied upon to provide analysis expertise in more than one area. The Team
consults with additional safety, operations, engineering and maintenance
personnel on an as-needed basis.

The ISA Team Leader is expected to be cognizant of the requirements for
Integrated Safety Analyses as prescribed in 10 CFR Part 70 as well as the
applicable NRC guidance in NUREG-1520 Chapter 3, Integrated Safety Analysis
(ISA). Guidance is also provided in NUREG-1513, and the AIChE publication,
"Guidelines for Hazard EvaluationProcedures:"

The ISA Team for the BPF consisted ofthe following personnel:
• Joseph Chew, Industrial Safety Specialist, NFS
* Michael Corunm, Nuclear Criticality Safety, NuclearSafety Associates (NSA)
* Allen Cure, Health Physicist, NFS
* Brian Faidley, Maintenance / Operations, NFS
* Scott Gizzie, Nuclear Criticality Safety, NFS
* Brian Gleckler, Health Physicist, NFS
* Joyce Griffith, Environmental Scientist, NFS
* Tim Heagle, Project Engineer, NFS
* David Hopson, ISA Team Leader, NPS (ISA Team Leader training, Process

Safety Institute, Knoxville, TN)
* Bryan Long, Project Engineer, NFS
* Robert Maurer, Nuclear Criticality Safety, NSA
* Chris Miller, Nuclear Criticality Safety, NFS
* JimmyNapier, Environmental Scientist, NFS
* L. Randy Sanders, Team Leader, NFS (ISA Team Leader training by Process

Safety Institute, Knoxville, TN)
* Sonya Sanders, Health Physicist, NSA
* Sam Skiles, Nuclear Criticality Safety, NSA
* Brad Smythe, Project Engineer, NFS
* Gail Tapp, Industrial Safety Specialist, NFS
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Table 5-1 ISA Team Members

ISA CRICALITY RADIOLOGICAL FIRE CHENMICAL ]PROJECT ENVIRONMENTAL
TEAM SAF T SAFETY SAFETY PROCESS ENGINEERINGI SAFEIY

LEADER I ____ SAFETY MAITENANCE
LR. MCM A. Cure .Chew G Tap B. Faidley J Napier

Sanders S Geme Sonya Sanders T. Heagle B. Gledler
RP Maurr L L Sanders B.ong J Gnifith

D R. C Mcer B. Smythe
Hopson S. Skikts

5.2 ISA METHOD

The ISA is conducted in basically five phases: 1. First, individual and specific
hazards analyses are performed to identify hazards and accident sequences. From
the hazard analyses, specific accident sequences are defined for consequence
analysis. 2. Accident consequences are determined for the defined accident
sequences based on unmitigated conditions for comparison with the 10 CPR 70.61
exposure criteria. 3. The third step is Risk Assessment, where each high or
intermediate consequence event is evaluated to determine if the active, passive, or
administrative controls proposed are adequate to make the postulated events
highly unlikely or unlikely. 4. Next, IROFS are identified which control all
accidents resulting in consequences of concern to an acceptable risk. The IROFS
list is generated and evaluated for adequacy. 5. The final step involves
development of management measures for the identified IROFS to ensure they
will be available and reliable to perform their required fimction.

52.1 Process Hazards Analysis(es)

Identification of hazards and accident conditions that lead to undesirable
consequences is accomplished by conducting a Process Hazards Analysis (PHA).
A PHA is conducted on each process system with joint consideration of
radiological, criticality, fire, and chemical hazards using appropriate
methodologies as prescribed in "Guidelines for Hazards Evaluation Procedures,
(Reference 1). A qualified team is utilized in the conduct of the PHA.
Specifically included in the PHA team meetings are; 1) a team leader trained in
the methodology(ies) being used, 2) a person familiar with the design, and
operation of the process, 3) one or more persons familiar with radiological,
chemical, fire, and criticality safety.

During the conduct of the PHA, process safety information is collected and then
reviewed for completeness. The team leader then selects the methodology to be
used for identifying accident sequences. For the BPF, the "What-If' methodology
was selected. This methodology involves a detailed evaluation by the ISA team
for each BPF process, including the utility and auxiliary support systems, to
determine the potential impact of specific component failures. The ISA team
evaluates the consequences of all types of failures for each valve, tank pipe, or
control system identified on the system design drawings. Each credible failure
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mode for each component is identified as a specific accident sequence, and
specific types of consequences are identified for each sequence (radiological
release, chemical release, criticality, fire, etc.)

5.2.2 Consequence Analvsis

After identification of the accident sequences, the specifiQ.. sequences are
evaluated and grouped to determine the consequences for worker or public
exposure. The consequence calculations for specific accident sequences or
groups of sequences are reviewed to determine those that exceed or equal the 10
CFR 70.61 levels (Table 5-2). The results of the consequence analysis for the
BPF are reported in Section 42.

Nuclear Criticalit' Safety Evaluation(sl

Nuclear Criticality Safety Evaluations (NCSEs) are specialized studies that assure
the risk of having a criticality accident is 'Highly Unlikely' and that the double
contingency principle is satisfied. NCSEs are required for all nuclear facilities
and contained fissile material units and/or arrays. These evaluations provide the
technical basis for limits specified and controls to assure criticality safety. Highly
skilled and extensively trained personnel in the area of criticality safety perform
NCSEs. In addition, a multi-disciplined team reviews all accident sequences,
barriers, and bounding assumptions used in the evaluations.

The criticality hazards and controls from the NCSEs are summarized in Section 3
for each BPF process. The risk assessment and final IROFS defined in the
NCSEs are provided in Sections 43 and 6.1 respectively.

Fire Hazards Analysis

A Fre Hazards Analysis<FHA) was conducted for the BPF (Reference 10). The
charter of the FHA was to evaluate the facility design with respect to fire safety
codes, and to ensure that the facility is built such that there is acceptable risk for
postulated fire accident scenarios. The FHA for the BPF was conducted by an
outside consultant that specializes in fire safety. The fire hazards and controls
from the FHA are summarized in Section 3 for each process.

5.2.2.1 Integration

To meet NRC requirements the ISA will, strictly speaking, be concerned only
with major events-Pconsequences of concern"-and the IROFS necessarily
applied to them. The ISA is intended to give assurance that the potential failures,
hazards, accident sequences, scenarios, and IROFS have been investigated
together so as to adequately consider common mode and common cause
situations, impacts of IROFS that may be simultaneously beneficial and harmful
with respect to different hazards, and interactions that may not have been
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considered in previously completed analyses. The multi-discipline ISA team
considers the potential interaction and integration issues for each process and
utility system review.

Some items that warrant special consideration during the ISA team integration
review process are:

a External events. This is due to the broad effects they will usually have on the
entire plant site, and because they may not have been fully considered in the
individual analyses, which were directed principally toward internal events.

* Common mode failures and common cause situations.
* Closely allied to common cause situations are utility system losses, e.g., loss

of electrical power or city water, which can have simultaneous effects on
multiple systems.

* Divergent Impacts of IROFS. Assurance must be provided that the negative
impacts of an IROFS, if any, do not outweigh its positive impacts; i.e. to
ensure that the application of an IROFS for one situation does not degrade a
different risk situation. The standard example is use of water in a fire
situation, which can add moderation with respect to criticality control.

* Other safety and mitigating factors that do not achieve the status of IROFS
that could impact system performance.

* Identification of scenarios, events, or event sequences with multiple impacts,
i.e., impacts on chemical safety, fire safety, criticality safety, and/or radiation
safety (e.g., a flood might cause both loss of containment and moderation
impacts.

* Potential interactions between processes, systems, areas, and buildings; any
interdependence of systems, or potential transfer of energy or materials.

* Major hazards or events, which tend to be common cause situations leading to
interactions between processes, systems, buildings, etc.

5.23 RPisk Cntezorization

In order to meet the performance requirements listed in 10 CFR 70.61, all credible
High consequence accident sequences and all credible Intermediate consequence
accident sequences shall be shown to be Highly Unlikely and Unlikely
respectively, upon application of the proposed IROFS. Risk Assessment, as
described below, presents a consequence-likelihood methodology by which this
evaluation is performed. The results of the Risk Assessment for the BPF are
summarized in Section 43 of this report. Additional risk assessment methodology
for criticality safety scenarios is documented in the process NCSEs.

5.2.3.1 Consequence Category

For each credible accident sequence identified, a Consequence Category number
is assigned (1, 2 or 3). The Consequence Category is assigned based on the
specific radiological, chernical, or fire consequences calculated for the sequence,
industry standards, engineering judgment, analytical data, and/or any other
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applicable information. The Consequence Categories and corresponding
consequence levels are defined in Table 5-2 as follows:

Table 5-2: Consequence Severity Categories Based on 10 CFR 70.61

| Workers Offsilte Public | Environment
Consequence Category 3: TEDE z 100 rem TEDE 2 25 rem
High

k ERPG3 2 30 mg soluble Uranium
Intake

_ERPG2

Consequence Category 2: 25 rem 'sTEDE< 100 5 rem: n TEDE <25 rem Radioactive Mle
Intermediate rem averged over a 24 Hour

2 ERPGI Period of> 5000 x Table
ZERPG2 ButcERPG2 2AppendixB I0 CEFR20
But<ERPG3

Consequence Category 1: Accidents of lesser Accidents of lesser Radioactive releases
Low radiological and adiological and chemical producing efrccts less

chernical exposures to exposures to workers than than those specified
workers than those those above in this column above in this coltmn
above in this column I.I ..

Note: AEGLs, PELCs, TEELs, or IDLE values are utilied when ERPG values do not exist.

5.2.3.2 Initiating Event Frequency

For each credible accident sequence, the initiating event leading to the accident is
identified. If a single initiating event cannot be identified, the conditions that
must be met to create the accident are analyzed.

An Initiating Event Frequency Index is assigned to each credible accident
scenario based on past experience, engineering judgment, analytical data, industry
acceptable values, andfor any other applicable information. Initiating Event
Frequency is defined as the probability of occurrence of the initiating event or
initiating set of conditions. The index assignments are defined in Table 5-3.
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Table 5-3: Initiating Event Frequency
Frequency Failure Frequency Description Comments

Index
-S 1 FatluWI 00,000 years Not credible If initiating event, no

IROFS needed
-4 1 Failurc/10,000 years Phyncally possible, butnot

expected to occur
-3 1 Fsilure/l,000 yes Notexpected to occur

.__ during plant letime. _

-2 1 Failure/ 100 yca= Not expected, but mught
(Loss of cooling (redundant coolingwaterpumps)) occduringplantlietime.

(Loss ofPower (redundant power supplies))
-1 1 Falur:10 years Expected to occurduring

__ pla t Ifetfe.rne
o 1 Fallurc/year Expected to occur regularly

(Loss of cooling) during plant lifetime.
(Loss otPower) _

I Sevcrl occurnces per year A freuet event -

Mlec dcxcalue tntgxd toa= tnitatmet trgCtnaybc onae nb wc hgeowrldunfeevaluc Cmjustifymz suignm~t of ghca*bted
vlue should be given ff tnamun descndbmg ISA ids Excptionsrequire lndidualjsticaton

5.2.3.3 Identification of IROFS

IROFS are identified and assigned to all High or Intermediate consequence
accident scenarios. The IROFS are designated engineered or admninistrative items
relied on for safety that provide reasonable assurance, through preventive or
mitigative measures, that the safety performance requirements of 10 CFR 70.61
are met. The IROFS must be:

* Designed to prevent or mitigate specific, potentially hazardous events. Each
identified potential hazard should have corresponding, specific protection
strategies.

* Independent so that there is no dependence on components of other protective
layers associated with an identified hazard. There must also be no linkage
between the initiating event and the ability of the IROFS to perform as
required.

* Dependable so that they can be relied on to operate in the prescribed manner.
Both random and specific failure modes should be considered in the
assessment if the probability exists of protection layers failing on demand or
failing during their mission. If human intervention is included as an IROFS,
the response time and corresponding human error probability must be
considered.

* Auditable in that they are designed to facilitate regular validation (including
testing) and maintenance of the protective functions.

Each IROFS is assigned an IROFS Failure Frequency Index as specified in Table
54. The Failure Frequency is defined as the probability that the identified
controls will prevent or mitigate the accidental consequence given the initiating
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event (or set of conditions) occurs. The Index is assigned to each IROES based on
industry accepted values, past experience, engineering judgernent, analytical data,
and/or any other applicable information.

When a failure of an IROFS is the initiating event, the IROFS Failure Frequency
Index is selected from Table 54 as the initial frequency index number. The
IROFS that triggers the accident scenario may also be assigned a Duration Index
as specified in Table 5-5. The Duration Index is a qualitative measurement of the
time the system is vulnerable to the failure of a second IROFS when the second
IROFS prevents a credible High or Intermediate consequence accident sequence
from occurring. As such, the accident sequence is also evaluated by reversing the

-sequence of failure to determine the system vulnerability based on failing the
second IROFS first.

Table 5-4 IROFS Fallure Frequency Index
Effectiveness of Type of IROFS**
Protection Index

-4* Protected by an exceptionally robust inspected passive engineered control (PEC).
_ _ _ Exceptionally Robust Management Measures to ensure availability.
-3* Protected by an inspected single PEC or exceptionally robust functionally tested AEC

with a trained operator backup.
AdequateManagernentMeasures to ensure availability,

-2 Protected by a single functionaly tested AEC. Protected bya trained operator
performing a routine task with an approved procedure, an enhanced administrative
control, or an administrative control with large margin. Adequate Management
Measures to ensure availability.

-1 Protected by a single administrative control or a trained operator perforrnxng a
_nonroutine task with an approved procedure.

o No protection.
Indices less than (=ore negative than) "-1" should not be assigned to IROFS unless the configuration management,

auditing and other management measures are of high quality, because without these measures, the IROPS may be
changed or not naintained.

*The index value assigned to anIROFS of a given type maybe one value higher or lower than the value given.
Criteria justifying assignment of the lower value should be given in. the narrative describing ISA methods.
Exceptions require individual justification.

**Rarely can be justified by evidence. Further, most types of single IROFS have been observed to faiL
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Table 5-5: Failure Duration Index Numbers
Duratlon Afg. Faflure | Duration In Comments

Index Duration Years
Numbers I

I More than 3years 10 . _. _. _. _ -- _-

0 l yar I
-1 I month 0.1 Forml Monitonng tojusify ndlcts lessthan 4-1)
-2 A few days 0.01
-3 hours 0.001
4 1 houer
-s 5 minutes . . __

Fail=r duration indices for all crdible High or Lgiermediate consequence accident scenarios 1htat result from a
failure of an IROFS are assigned and documented In Section 43.

5.23.4 Likelihood

To demonstrate compliance with 10 CFR 70.61, all credible accident scenarios
upon application of IROFS require a likelihood determination. A Controlled
Likelihood and an Uncontrolled Likelihood are calculated to demonstrate the
relative importance of the XROFS in preventing or mitigating the accident
sequence to meet the performance requirements. A Controlled Likelihood Index T
is calculated by summing the Initiating Event Failure Frequency Index and the
IROFS Failure Frequency Index(s). If the initiating event is an IROFS failure,
then the Controlled Likelihood Index T is calculated by summing the IROFS
Failure Frequency Indexes and the Failure Duration Index. An Uncontrolled
Likelihood Index T is calculated by using the Initiating Event Failure Frequency
Index or the IROFS Failure Frequency Index as applicable. Controlled and
Uncontrolled Likelihood Categories are then assigned from Table S-6 based on
the respective Likelihood Index.

Table 5-6 Total Risk Likelihood Categor
Likcefibood Category Lkeliood Index T

(-sum of index numbers)

2 -4<TS-3

Controlled and Uncontrolled Likelihood Indices and Likelihood Categories for all
credible High or Intermediate consequence accident scenarios are assigned and
documented in Section 43.

5.23.5 Resultant Risk Category

The qualitative values for the Likelihood and Consequence Categories are plotted
on the Risk Matrix (Table 5-7) for categorization of Controlled and Uncontrolled
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Risk. The Controlled Risk is calculated by multiplying the Coniequence
Category by the Controlled Likelihood Category. The Uncontrolled Risk is
calculated by multiplying the Consequence Category by the Uncontrolled
Likelihood Category. 10 CFR 70.61 performance requirement acceptability is
determined by comparing the Controlled Risk to Table 5-7. As shown in Table 5-
7, a risk greater than 4 is unacceptable and does not meet the 10CFR70.61
performance requirements. ....

Table S-7: RIS K MATRIX
q

Ukellood CaL I
HMelvUiey

Likelfhood Cat. 2
Unlikelv

Lielhood CaL 3
Not Unlikely

Consequence CaL 3 3 Acceptable 6 Unacceptable 9 Unacceptable
H igh_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

Consequence Cat. 2 2 Acceptable 4 Acceptable 6 Unacceptable
Intrmediate

Consequence Cat. 1 I Acceptable 2 Acceptable 3 Acceptable
L o w_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

5.X4

Controlled and Uncontrolled Risk for all credible High or Intermnediate
consequence accident scenarios are assigned and documented in Section 43.

IROFS List

Once the proposed IROFS have been evaluated through Risk Assessment, a final
set of IROFS are generated. The final set of IROFS have been determined
acceptable based on meeting the 10 CFR 70.61 risk criteria (Highly Unlikely or
Unlikely risk). The IROFS list is included in Section 6 of this report.

Management Measures5.2.5

The final step of defining Management Measures for each IROFS is explained in
detail in Section 4.4 of this report.
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6.0 LIST OF IROFS FOR THE BPF

6.1 IROFS AND MANAGEMENT MEASURES FOR BPF

Tables 6-1 through 6-5 define and provide details about the IROFS and
Management Measures for the UAI Dissolution and Downblending processes in
the BPF.

The information provided in the IROFS table forms the basis for development of
procedures, postings, controlled equipment lists, and other IROFS implementing
documents. The development of Management Measures for IROFS
implementation is further defined in Section 4.4 of the ISA Summary.

-
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Table 6I
Criticality Safety IROFS

IROFS Hazard Analysis and =isk Assessment fManagement
I IMeasures Lmvl

Identification Safety Fmnctlon Desertlifon Accident Sequenee conseqence L~evel IA
Uranium-Aluminum Disrolution System

DRAXN-1L02 1. BUA-Dsckowl High X
COLUM-6G03 BUA-Yackflow-2 cstaty

OVERFLOW LINE DUA.BDacflow.3
COLIUMN-3E01 BUA.Backldow4

OVERFLOWLINE BUADaclkflow-4

~.-. DUA-CoohineWatexSkpply .. ,............. . ................ . ........ .........

_UA.Spl1-1

rV-7N01 BUA-Dackdlow-I High X
rSI'S7N01 , Criticality -

PV-7A01 BUA.Backilow-2 High X
rSL-7A__ Criticallty

DA-1E52 DUA-Backllow-3 High X
BA-lF52 Crdcli!ty
rv-7roi BUA.Backlow-4 High X
PSL-7P01 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __Criticality

HV-IK03 BUA.Backflow.5 High X
EIV-IK04 Criticality
lV-IK05
llV-IK06
HV-lK07 BUA-Bacdlow-5 High X
HV-1K08 Criticality
HV-1K09HV.I1KO_

. I

!
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IROFS Hazard Analysis and Risk Assesment Management
___ Metsum Level

Identifleation Safety Function Description Accident Seuence ConequeneeLevel A |
CEN4THW.E01 DRAIN.1 1*. BUA.Spill-I HighI x.................. ........ ........ ..................... UA S il-lH gl
CENTRI-E01 DRAIN 2 ................................. DUAtCentrifUge-1 Q ca.ty .
CENTRJ-11WI DRAIN.I
CENT1iF01 DRAIN.2
CENTRI.E04 DRAIN-1
CENRM.1E04 DRATN2
CENTRi-1F04 DRAIN-1
CENTRI-tF04 DRAIN-2 _

DRAIN-IA09 I. BUA.SpWl Hi X
DRAIN-lA10 2. BUA-Encloslurel Cnticality X
DRAIN-11O9 DUJA-FilterEnclosure-1
DRAIN-lB10
DRAIN-IC09
DRAiN-lC10
DRAIN-lD09
DRAIN-ID10
DRAiN-1J09
DMAIN-IJO_

irr-i BUA-Spili-l High X
DUA-Spfi-2 Criticality

DrF-D BVA-Spill-I High X
-BUA-Spill-2 Criticality-

ENCLOS-IA06 1. BUA-Enclosure-l High X
ENCLOS-106 BUA-Enclosure-2 Criticality
ENCLOS-IC06 BUA-Enclosure-3
ENCLOS-lD06 DUA-FilterEnclosure-t
ENCLOS-1305 ___

-ENCLOS-1A06, BUA-Enelontre-2 High X
SCALI>IA09, PLC- DUA-Enclosure-3 Criticality

OCX, LOAD CELL
ENCLOS-11306, BUA.Enclostre-2 High X

SCALE-1A09, PLC- DUA-Enclosure-3 Criticality
XQOCX, LOAD CELL . .

ENCLOS-lC06, BUA-Enclosue.2 High. X
SCALE-1C09, PLC. BUA-Enclosure-3 Criticality
XXOC. LOAD CELL . . _
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IMOFS Hazard Analysis and lisk Assement Management
Measures Level

Identification Satety Funtiellon Description - Aeident Sequence Consequence Level A 1
ENCLOS-lD06, BUA.Encdosure-2 High X

SCA -IC09, 1'LC- BUA-Enclosurc-3 Criticality
XO=C. LOAb CELL

DUA-I BUA-Enclosurc-2 High X
_ _ BUA.Enclosure-3 Criticality

DUA-2 BUA-Enclosme-3 High X
Criticality

BPF-8 BUA.Enclosure-3 High X
Criticality

CONDEN-lA04 BUA-CoolingWaterSupply-l High X
CONDEN-lD04 critcality
CONDEN-lC04
CONDEN-lD04
CONDEN-IE12
CONDEN-1W12 _

DUA3 BUA-Centritfuge High X
_ _Criticalitv

DPF-3 BUA.Spill.2 High X
criticalitv

Downblendins System
FT-41109 4.1.1.1,4.1.12 High X

RV-41310A Criticality

RE-ABII 4.1.1.,4.1.13,4.1..5 High X
HV-4BIOA Criticality
11VA41 013 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

DT-4D06 4.1.1.2 High X
YV-4 BIOA Cnticality

LS-4CO1A 4.1.1A High IX
rV-41I0A Criticality

. lV -4 R1013 ___ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

LS-4CO 4.1.1A High. X
lIV4f1tOA Cridcality
1Tvxn010 .
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IROFS Hazard Analysis and RlskAssesnrent M.1nagement
__ Measures Level

Identifleatlon | Safety Function Description Aceddent Sequence Consequenee Level A
LS-4C01 4.1.1.5 Hi&h X
TIV-4101 Cridcalitv

COLUMN-3E01 4.12.1,4.13.1,4.132,4.133 High X
Overflow Line Citical;ty

rV-7D01 4.13.1 Higb X
rSL-7D01 Criticality
PV-7N01 4.132 High X
PSl-7N01 Criticality
PV-7A01 4.133 HIgh X
rSL-7A01 Criticality

BDB-_ 4.1.13 High X
Cdticality

BDB-2 4.1.1.6,4.1A.1 High X
Criticality

BDB-3 4.1.1.6,4.1.41 High X
Criticality

DDDB. 4.1.1.7,4.1.42 High X
._ Criticality

UDDB-S 4.1.1.7,4.1.42 High X

DrF.I 4.12.1,4.1.2.2,4.1.23 Xth X

DPF-2 4.12.1,4.122 High X
Criticality

BPF-3 4.123 High X
Criticality . _

I
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Table 6-2
Chemicnl Safety MROFS - Worker

Identillestlon afety Funntlon Desription What-Ifs co easurement
Messre

r ro~e~~Level
___ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ | A | D.

Active Engineering Controls

RV-7DOIC IUALS33.9S I I33491  }p. I X

HV.7BOIB uI.DG9 UND641 Chjernfika X

assive Engineering Controls
bic Add Supply Dne Maleish tCanmstion UND6A _ High x

L _ 0elrdeal
IUALS33.5 5UALS34 52 WrD40 17_

4ime And Suly Line UND6 43 High X
dhiicmal

IUALS.S3 2UALS34M UrD40.17A
Kncui COLUMNHl02 IUALS33.9 2UALS34 91 High X

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _c henlical
Nimc Ad Outside Supply Une Welded Matemil of Cometion UInm 17 J = migh X

chentical.

Administrative Controls _ _

-F-9 iN D4 High X

IUAtS3 55 2UALSM4 52 OD40.17A UT140.170

17-12 UND6 43 HfnD lI X _

1UAAL33 53pUAlJW452FM0I7AjF5FD47037 I I
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Mdentiflesalon Sacty FunctlonDescrptlon Mhat-I, Consequence Leve Meisueemet,
Mease

Levdl

MMUNDG43 HighX
8rFOOiiN~ sx = = atenIal X

lUAt533 55 uALs3 v 52 UTD4O.17t

UNIcs UNNG 39 UND6 41 High X
___ __ _emical

OPF.13 UWD40.77 High X
d=ernical

BW.14 UTD4O 179 Hih X
Chemical

OP-1UTD40.1711 High. X
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ d em lcal

Iemits Towidty IROFS
oluble Uranium)_

etive Engineering Controls
asive Engineering Controls

OankD4cI Ovibfow UD8S 138 Intermediate X
Soluble U

rTak rPmt line uin7.3 Intemediate X
__ Soluble U

Tank 4Dx4 ovow tlND6 59 UND6 60 UND6 225 Intemedite X
*Soluble U

N l T7nker Rupmm Disc UNt7J3 1TAI 63 Intelmediate X

rANK4EoI KX3h. b=_ SolubleU -TANK4EDIPOCIlingMmmIntffmediate
- - - - Soluble U -

Administrative Controls .

3PF-13 '*3 SoItbleUt J|dJ
_ > 0Slbb .U ._

I
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*Thse IROFS also support a High consequence event and therefore are assigned a High management measur level.

Table 6-3
Rndiological Safety IROFS - Worker

1
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Table 6-4
Environmentni Chemlcal Satety IROFS - Pnblic

Identificationi Ifety Fnncti Dscitio n I -lsconsequence Measu~rement
IILevel Measures Level

Actie Engitneering Controls______
HV78010 UJND6AI High X

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _Env. Chem~

mwr601 I 1UAWD2945 IUYALD2943 IUAWD2949 IUAWD29.5 IUALD2959 IUAW2966 IUALD29.70 Higb X
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _Env. Chem.

ZUALD30A 42UAID3.43 IUALJD30O49 ZUALD30572 UAID)3O5 UALD30 66 2UALmo0.70 High X
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _Env. C he mi

UWIAS WAIMIAB 3VADIIA9 3UAWD31S 31ALD3I.59 3UALD31 66 3UALD31.0 High X
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _Env. C e

#UALD32 45 VUAW22 4 4UALD32 49 4UALD325$7 4UAW32.59 4UALD32 66 4IAWS2.70 High X
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _Env. Chem

GnAnlyzff IA06 IUAIM2945 IUAL029411 IUALD2949 IUAWD29M5 IUAUW2939 IUALD296 IUAL2970 High X
____ ____ ___ ____ ___ ____ ___ ____ ___ _ __ ___E nv. C hem .

G"Anlytf I1306 ZULD30 45 2UALD30 43 2UAWD30 49 ZUALW30S7rUAW30.59 U1AWD3066r AWD3070 High X
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _Env,. Chem.

OtAnlyzra I C0G UALD314S UALD31483UALW3IA93UALD31J73UAWD3Ij9 UAW3I66 UALD3170 High X
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _Effv. Chem~

CkAn#iYzer 206 4UALID32 45 4.UALD32AI42UAID32 49 4UALW32 51 4UAtLD323 59UAtD32 66 3W2 70 High X

assaive Engineering Controls ____________- - - -- --- -

Ains Dike IUNDG 39 UND6 43 UND6.46 Hig X
I I Eh~v. Ce

Acid Outsde Supply Uie Welded lVr4O 179 High X
- I - -, 'Env,. Chem.
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Table 6-5
Environmental Rfdlologicnl Safcty MOFS - Public

Identileation Satety Function Description what-ifs Consequence Messurement
Level Measures

ACtive Engineering
Controls
Chs Antlyzer 1A06 IUAU2945 IUALM29AS IUALD2949 IUAW2957 IUAD29.59 IUALD2966 UAtD29.70 Intenmeduste X

Env.
_____ _____ _____ _________ _ ___ ____ Radioloitical _ _ _ _ _

Gas Analyzer IB06 2UALD3045 2UALDI04* 2UALD7049 2UALD30 2UALD3059 2UAD30.66 2UALD3070 Intennediate X
Env.

.__ Radiological _
Gu Analyzer 1 C06 JUALD31AS 3UALD31 48 3UALD31A9 3UALD31 57 3UAD3t.59 3UALD3166 3UALIJ.70 Intenedtate XI

Env.
Radiolorical

On Analyzer ID06 4UALD32 45i 4UALD324I QAW32 49 4UALD32.57 4UALD32 59 4UALD3266 4UALD3WD IntCflT)edIltC X-
.Env.

I, RadioloZical

Passie Engineering
Controls
LE AreaDike UDD5 75 UD05J0 UDB5 8 UDDS 84 UDB588 UDD5 91 UDD5.93 Intennediate X4

Env.
UM, U,)B Radiological

UDD5.97 UDBS.100 UD35.101 UDD5.103 UDD5 116 UD135.129 UDB.533 d-
UN7l7.5 UN7.I - UNT7 12 UNT7.13 UNT7.17 UNT7.t9 UNTh22

UNT7.45

BLEU Complex Input Line UNT7Jt . Intermediate X
Env.

. __ _Radiolorical
DLEU Complex Input Lne UNT7J31 Intermediate X
Materials of Contucton Env.

Radiological _
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Identification Safety Function Description tYhat-lif Consequence Measurment
Level Mensre

Level
A B

BLEW Complx Ilnput Line IntermedUate X
evation and Placerment Env,

____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ___ ____Radiological _ _

Natural Tanker Rupture Disc iwr7J9 VNn 65 Intenmediate X
Env.

___Radiologkial
BLEU Natural Tanker Load ViM 39 UN"7AS Intennediate X
Are Surnp Env.

- - - --- - Radtological -

AdrninistrztIve Controls ._=_=
BPF.9 UNThJS Internediate X

Env.
PP-b Radiological

8PF-1l UNT7 3n Intermediate X'

___Radiological

IRadiological

BPF-12 uVm 39 imm 44 Intmedate X
l Env.

-_- - - - - Radioloagcal _ -

IThese IROFS also support a High consequence event and therefore are assigned a High managemnt measure level.

I
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-6.2 BASELINE DESIGN CRITERIA FOR CREDITED IROFS

The Baseline Design Criteria specified in 10 CFR 70.64 are addressed for the BPF
through programmatic evaluations or specifically as part of the engineering design
review process. Programmatic elements such as the QA Program, Fire Hazards
Analysis, NFS Emergency Plan and Nuclear Criticality Safety Evaluations
provide overall consideration of the baseline design criteria for the BPF. For
other design criteria such as seismic, environmental, dynamic effects, chemical
protection, utilities, and instrumentation / controls, each criteria is considered
individually for each IROS as part of the design/review process.

An explanation is provided below to address each of the Baseline Design Criteria
for the BPS. In addition, a checklist has been developed for engineering to
confirm and document that each of the criteria were adequately addressed for each
specific IROFS. Tables 6-6 and 6-7 provide an example of the methodology
engineering will use to confirm and document the detailed review of each IROFS
for baseline design criteria. Once completed, this checklist and supporting
documentation will be maintained in the ISA file for the BPF.

Quality Standards and Records

For items designated as IROFS, the Quality Assurance program, Engineering
Design program, and Records Control program, described in Sections 4A.8 and
4.4.9 of this report, will ensure that quality standards and records for IROFS are
adequately addressed. Quality standards, engineering specifications, or design
drawings for safety equipment are established by engineering design
requirements, and verified following installation in the facility. All active or
passive engineered IROPS will be defined by an engineered drawing, design
specification, or both.

Appropriate records of testing, verifications, inspections, audits, maintenance,
modifications, and investigations will be maintained for IROFS throughout the
life of the facility.

Natural Phenomena Hazards

Consideration of the effects of natural phenomena on BPF operations is included
in Sections 1 and 4.2 of this report. Sections 1 and 4.2 include discussion of
earthquake, tornado, flood, lightning, and high wind impacts on BPF operations.
Engineering design requirements for all active and passive IROFS will include
adequate protection from natural phenomena events. Seismic, wind, and lightning
hazards are specifically addressed for BPF operations through implementation of
code design requirements (Standard Building Code 1999, ASCE-97, NFPA-780).
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In order to confirm that all natural phenomena hazards have been addressed for
each passive and active engineered IROFS, engineering will use a spreadsheet as
shown in Tables 6-6 and 6-7 to document the design considerations for each
engineered IROFS.

Fire Protection

Section 2 of this report defines the fire protection features and systems for the
BPF. These features are based on a comprehensive FHA performed for the BPS
as part of the ISA process. Section 3 of this report identifies the fire hazards and
protection systems for each process of BPF operations. The fire protection

- systems and -features defined in Sections 2 and 3, along with those specifically
defined as IROFS, will be maintained and verified with appropriate management
measures to provide adequate protection of BPF operations from fires and
explosions.

Environmental and DvnamnIc Effects

Engineering design requirements for IROFS will be specified with appropriate
consideration for normal and upset environmental conditions, and dynamic
effects. The design requirements will be verified, tested, and maintained by the
appropriate management measure programs; including pre-operation verification,
periodic tests and inspections.

Consideration and verification of environmental and dynamic effects will be
documented for each engineered JROFS as shown in

Chemical Protection

IROFS with the potential for contact with hazardous chemicals, are designed to
maintain their safety function under normal or worst case chemical exposure
conditions. Materials of construction are specified, along with initial verification
and periodic inspection, to ensure that chemical exposure does not degrade the
safety function of the IROFS. Chemical protection will also be designated and
verified for each IROES as shown in Tables 6-6 and 6-7.

Emergency Capability

Emergency capability for the site, including control of licensed material,
hazardous chemicals, evacuation of personnel, emergency services, and
emergency facilities, are specified in the NES Emergency Plan. The Emergency
Plan will be updated to include BPF operations as part of the next scheduled
revision. The NFS Emergency Plan is updated yearly and revisions are submitted
to the NRC as specified in Section 8 of License SNM-124.
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Utility Senices

Utility services for BPF operations are addressed in Section 23 of this report.
Section 23 provides detailed descriptions of utility services required for BPF
operations. The design considerations specified in Section 23 will provide for
continued operation of essential utility services forBPF operations.

inspection, Testing and Malntenance

Inspection, testing, and maintenance of IROFS are addressed in Section 4.4 of this
report. The level of management measures applied to administrative and
engineered IROFS are defined in Tables 6-1 through 6-5. IROFS credited with a
high level of risk reduction will be inspected, tested, and maintained on a more
frequent and thorough basis than IROFS with lower levels of risk reduction.
Also, the design of credited IROFS will include adequate measures for periodic
testing, maintenance, and inspection, for verification of safety function
performance.

Criticality Control

Criticality safety evaluations are performed for each BPF process to determine the
required controls to ensure all processes will be subcritical under normal and
credible upset conditions. The criticality safety evaluations document adherence
to the double contingency principle. The required IROFS for protection from
credible criticality events are identified in Table 6-1.

Instrumentation and Controls

The design of IROFS listed in Tables 6-1 through 6-5 includes consideration of
instrumentation and control systems to monitor and control the listed IROFS. The
identified alarms, indications, etc., provide added assurance that IROFS will be
available and reliable when needed.

Again, Tables 6-6 and 6-7 will be used to confirm and document that each
engineered IROFS includes an appropriate level of instrumentation and controls.

Defense In Depth

Defense in depth principles are addressed in BPF operations through the listed
IROFS, and supporting programs and analyses (NCSEs and FHAs). The listed
IROFS provide successive levels of protection for postulated failures and events.
The NCSEs and the FHA provide additional defense-in-depth practices to
supplement the designated IROFS and provide an added degree of redundancy for
fire and criticality protection controls. The Chemical and Radiological Safety
programs for worker and public protection provide similar defense-in-depth
protection (Part I and 1 of License SNM-124). These programs and safety
analyses will be implemented as part of the BPF design to ensure that defense-in-
depth is adequately addressed including preference for engineered controls over
administrative controls and reduction of IROFS challenges.
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Tnble 6-6
ilaseltne Design Criteria for Active Engineered IROFS

IROFS Baseline Desitn Criteria for Engineered EROFS (10 CFR 70.64)
Notes:

Active Englneered x - Daseline Design Criteria applies to the listed MOFS.
a - Fire detection provided In area. Combustible control and manual fire suppression provided In area.
b - Materials of construction applied for chemical or environmental protection.
-c Deskn In orporates protective action to provtde for continued operation otesentlal utility servites.

I Safety Function QualStd; Sets. Other Env. Dyn. EM Chem.rrot. Ess.Uttt. InsL & De. In Depth
Eng. Spec. QuaL NaL Prot. Serv. Controls

er Dwt. Phenom.I
V-!ve.I C1ose on loss ofair x 0 0 0 - 1 b c x x

Table 6-7
lBnseline Design Criteria fortassive E~ngineered IROFS

IROFS BasellneDesign Criteria for Engineered IROFS (10 CFR70.64)
Notes:

Passive Engineered X - Basellne Design Criteria applies to the listed IROFS.
a - Fire detection provided In area. Combustible control and manual fire suppression provided in ores.
b - MateriAls of construction applied for chemical or environmental protection.
c -DestLn licerporates proteetive action to provide for cont nued operstlh of essenthil itlity services.

ID Safety Function QuaL Std. Sels. Other Env. Dyn. Efr. Chem.Prot. Ess.UtIL Inst. & DeS In Depth
Eng. Spec. QuaL Nat. Prot. Serv. .Controls
erl at bPheno0.

Pas-A-1 Favrble Seometry tankc x x a O ° b 0 ° 0 x
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7.0 CHEMICAL AND RADIOLOGICAL CONSEOUENCE STANDARDS

Section 70.61 of 10 CFR 70 defines the worker, public, and environmental
exposure levels for deternining High and Intermediate consequence events. The
radiological exposure levels are specifically defined in rem, while the chemical
exposure levels are qualitatively identified in terms of worker or public health
affects. Appendix A to Chapter 3 of NUREG 1520 provides quantitative chemical
exposure levels in terms of ERPOG or AEGL levels for each qlitittivelevel in
10 CFR 70.61. This guidance will be used for chemical exposure levels in the
BPF analysis.

Table 7-1 below identifies the radiological exposure levels from 10 CFR 70.61,
along with the chemical exposure levels from NUREG 1520. Table 7-2
supplements Table 7-1 by specifically defining the 5000 times 10 CFR 20
Appendix B limits. Table 7-3 specifically defines the ERPG-1, ERPG-2, and
ERPG-3 levels for each chemical used in the BPF processing operations. Where
ERPG levels have not been established, Temporary Emergency Exposure Limits
(MEEL) developed by the Department of Energy (DOE) Subcommittee on
Consequence Assessment and Protective Actions (SCAPA) have been adopted.
For determining Intermediate and High chemical exposure levels to the worker
from soluble uranium, DOE-STD-1136-2000 Guide of Good Practices for
Occupational Radiological Protection in Uranium Facilities, was used as a basis
for exposures that could endanger life or lead to serious health effects.

The exposure levels defined by Tables 7-1, 7-2, and 7-3 are used as the basis for
determining High, Intermediate, and Low consequence events identified in
Section 42 ofthis report

Table 7-1
10 CFR 70.61 Radiological and Chemical Consequence Exposure Levels

Consequence Rndiolog cal Chemical
Level Worcer Public W'orker Public
High TEDE; 100 rem TEDE 2 25 rem kERPG3 2ERPG2

__30mgsol.U

Intermediate TEDE Ž 25 rem TEDE 2 5 rem k ERPG2 2ERPG1
TEDE < 100 rem TEDE < 25 rem <ERPG3 <ERPG2

SOOOx IOCFR
20, Table 2,

App. B limits
averaged over
24-hourperiod

Low <Intermediate <Intermediate <Intermediate Intermediate
Levels Levels Levels Levels
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Table 7-2
l0 CFR 20, AppendixB (Table 2) Concentrations for BPF

U-232 _ 6.-13 6.08 S.E-13 - 1.E-14- 1.E-14 6.8 S.~E-O1 3.04
U-233 3.E-12 3.E.07 iEB-12 5.E-14 5E~-14 3.E07 3.E-1O D E03
J-234 3.E12 3.E-07_ IE-12 - SE-14 - .E14 3.E-07 3.B-10 2.E03
J-235 3.E-12 3EB-07 1E-12 6E-.14 __ _6.E-14 3.E-07 3.E-10 2£ -03
J-236 3.E12 3.E-07 1.E-12 - 6.E-14 ____6.E-14 3 E-07 3.E-I0 2.E-03
1-23 8 :3 .E-l 2 3.E-07 i E-l2 - 6.-14 - 6.E-l4 3.E-07 3.E-l 0 2.E-03

h-228 ________ 3.E-14 2.E07 2.E-li 2.E-14 2.E-07 1.E-10 1.E-03
h-230 _2E-14 1.E-07 3.E-14 _ 2E-14 1IE-07 :.E t 5-2n04
[lh231 _____ ___ 9.EJD9 S.E-OS 9.E-09 9.E-09 S2E-05 S.E-05 3.E-OI

Rh-232 ____ ____4.E.15 3.E-08 6.E-15 4.B15 3EB-08 2.E1 2.E-04

h-234 ________ 3EB-10 5.E-06 2EB-10 2.E-10 S.E-06 1.E-06 3.E-02

'u-238 .3 2E-14 2E-.E-$-14 2E-14 2.E-08 lE-10 1.E-04
:u-239240 3 307 2E.-14 2-8 2E-14 2E-14 2.E-08 I.E-D1 I E-04
.u-241 _______ 1.E-06 I.E-12 6X-12 6B-13 3E-07 4.E-09 S.E-03

x-241 2.E-14 2E.08 _ 2E-14 2.E-07 I.E-IO 1E-04
Np-237 _E-14 2.E 08 6_15 14E-14 23E-08 SE-11 1.E-04

:; Thorium Series .__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _

4a-228 23E-12 6.E-08 2E-12 6.E08 2E-1 2.E-122 6.E-0 I.E08 3.E-04
; Ac-228 2.E-1 3.E-OS 8E-1i 3.E-05 6.E-11 3 E-O5 2.E-11 3E-08 I.-07 2.E-Ol

ua-224 20E-12 2E-07 2.E-1- 2-0 2-1 07 2B-12 2.$E-08 I.E-OS I.-03
Pb-212 SE-I1 23E-06 S.E-11 2I.E-06 IE-l1 2E-06 SE-13 2.E-06 3.E-07 15-02
3i-212 _3.E10 72E-OS 4.1O 4.E-140 3.E-21 7.E-05 2E-06 4.E-Ol

-I4208 ___2 0___

Uranium Series . .__.._

'a-234 _ 2___ 1.E-O8 3.EJO5 9.E-09 3_E_5_29.E-09 3.E-05 S.E-05 2 E-01
'-234m

Ra-226 9 - E-13 6E-O8 _ 9.E-13 60E08 S.E-09 3E-04

Actinium Series
Pa-231 6 B-IS 6.E-09 8&E-15 G.E15 6.E-09 3.E-11 3E-05
Ac-227 I.E-IS .5.E-09 4.E-15 6.E-1S I.E-IS 5.E-09. 5.E-12 3.E-05

h-227 '5.E-13 2.E.06 5E-13 SE-13 .2.E-06. 3.E-09 lE-02
Ra-223 . .E-13 IE-07 9.E-13 I.E-07 S.E-09 5 E-04
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Table 7-2
10 CFR20, AppendixB (Table 72) Concentrations forBPF

61 .1. .___

.S Fisslono 0,dut . . . . . .a. ......
. r9a s D1 5E I'l . I6E r-126-2S473w834

rc-90 8.E-19 6.E 05 6X-12 6E-12 5E-05 S.E-06 31; 03

Cs-134 2.E-10 9.E 07 .. 2.E-10 9 E-07. IX 06 S.E-.03
Cs-137 2.E-10 1s-06 2E 10 IE-06 .IE-06 SE-03

.Pm-147 3.E-10 7X;05 2-E-10 2.E-10 7E-05 .lE-06 4XE-01
Eu-lS4 3E-11 7EX06 3.E-11 7.E-05 ,.2.E-7 4E-02N .. .

I
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Table 7.3
Chemical Exposure Standards for BPF

Chemical Name Symbol Proces Intermediate High Consequence Intermediate High Consequence
UM - Uranium Metal Consequence Public Consequence Worker
UAI -U Alnminum Public >ERPG2 Worker >F2U'G3
Disolnution >EIUG I >ERXIG2
SX- SolventExtractlon < ERPG 2 <ERPG3
DB -Dowmblending

Ammonia NH, UAI - 2S ppm 2 150 ppm 2 150 ppm > 750 ppm
< ISO0 ppm <750 Spm

Barium Carbonate** BaCO3  UAi > 0.75mg/n 9  >6 mS/m3 >6 mg/rn >5QQ mg/n

Barium Hydroxide** Ba(OH)2 UAI > 1.5 mE&r > 3 mg/ne > 3 mgrne > So mnm'
<3grn' <50mg/hn'

narlum Nitrate" BaNO, UAI >2.5 m/mr > 4 mg/m' >4 mi/n > So mg/Ir

Barium Oxide** BaO UAi > 1.5 mgtre >25Mg/rn' > 2.5 mg/ > 7.5 mgtm'
<2.5 _ ____ <7.Smgmn __

Hydrogen H UAI 2210,000ppm 2350,000 ppm 350 000ppm 2500,000 ppm
. _ < 350,000 ppm < 500.000 ppm

Nitric Acid, 67% HNO3 UAI, U Nat. > I ppm >6ppm >6ppm > 78 ppm
I___<6ppm <78ppm _

Nitrogen N UAI >21 0,00ppm >350,OO ppm >350,000ppm >500,000 ppm
< 350.000 ppm _ < 500,000 ppm

Uranirn (solable)*** U DB, SX N/A 230 mg 240mgz 230 mg
<230mg

*AI evels are based on TEEL values, except Ammonia, and NitrIc Acid which hnve estabished ERIG vnales
**TEELIERG limit listed as solid. Applicability of limits addressed In IndiMidual scenarios.
***The soluble Uranium exposure levels are based on DOESTD-1136-2000 Gidde of Good Practicesfor OccupationalRadootogicalProtci/on
In Urania7 Facilities. The standard defines 40 mg soluble uranium as the threshold for permanent renal damage and 2 230 mg as the
threshold for 50% lethality.
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8.0 SOLE IROFS IN THE BPF

As documented in the Risk Assessment tables in Section 43, there are several
accident scenarios where only one IROFS is required to meet the performance
criteria of 10 CFR 70.61. For the UAI and the Downbleniding processes, Table 8-
I specifically identifies the JROFS and accident sequences deteruinied acceptable
with one IROFS. There were no High consequence scenarios that relied on a
single IROFS for preventing or mitigating postulated accidents. As with all
IROFS, appropriate management measures will be applied to these single IROFS
as described in Section 4.4 to ensure they are available and reliable to perform
their required safety fimction when needed.
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Table 84-
SoleIROFS for the F

Identlflestlon Safety Functlon Descriptlon What-Irs Conseqoenee Measurement
ILevel Mesures

I~~ I nee

massuve Engineering Controh

arlt4C01 Overflow UDB5.138 Intermediate X
__ _Soluble U

ranl=rPOG line UNT7.3 Intermediate X
Soluble U

Tank4D04 Overflow UND6.59 UND6.60 UND6.225 Intermediate X
Soluble U

hank Trkner Rupture Dtsc UlNT7.53 UN17.65 Intermediate X
___ Soluble U

TANK 4E01 POO Ine UNT7.22 Intermediate X
Soluble U

LEU Area Dike UDB5.78 UDB5 80 UDD5.83 UDD5.84 UDB5.88 UDB5.91 UDB5S93 Intermediate X

I I Radiological
llDBS.97 UDB5.100 VDDS.101 UDBS.103 UDBS.116 UDB5.129 UDBS.138
UN17.5 UN777 UNLT.12 UNT17.13 UNr7.17 VNT7.19 tJN .22

_____UNTS _
BLEU Complex Input Line UNT738 Intennediate X

_ ~Radiologelal_
BLTU Complex Input Lim VN17.38 Intennediste X
'Materials of Construction Env.

_ Radiological
LEU Complex Input Line UNT7.38 Intermediate X

tion and Placemsent Env.
Rasiological
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Identification Saety Function Description What-Ifs

dmInIstrativc Controls

PF-13 UT=.54

*These IROFS also support a High consequence event and therefore are assigned a High management measure level.
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9.0 DEFINITIONS OF MGHLY UNLIKELY. MUKELY. AND CREDIBLE

Highlv Unlikel - Physically possible or credible, but not expected to occur. A
Credible Accident Scenario/Sequence, that based upon a graded combination of
IROFS such as Active Engineering Controls (AEC), Passive Engineering Controls
(PEC) and Administrative Controls, mitigate or prevent thfe accident from
occurring such that a Qualitative Likelihood Category I (per Table 5-6), or a
quantifiable probability of less than or equal to 10 per accident per year exists,
For nuclear criticality safety purposes, a system that possesses Double
Contingency protection is considered Highly Unlikely, provided that the
performance requirements specified in 10 CFR 70.61 are fulfilled.

Unlikel - Not expected to occur during the plant lifetime. A Credible Accident
Scenario/Sequence that based upon a graded combination of IROFS such as
Active Engineering Controls (AEC), Passive Engineering Controls (PE) and
Administrative Controls mitigate or prevent the accident from occurring such that
a Qualitative Likelihood Category I or 2 (per Table 5-6), or a quantifiable
probability of less than or equal to 1 03 per accident per year exists.

Credible - An event or accident sequence is considered 'credible' unless it is
determined 'Not Credible' by meeting one of the three criteria specified below:

* An event whose frequency of occurrence can conservatively be estimated as
1E-5 events per year or less.

* A process deviation that consists of a sequence of many unlikely human
actions or errors for which there is no reason or motive, excluding intent to
cause harm. In order to be considered not credible, no such sequence of
events can ever actually have happened in any fuel cycle facility.

* Process deviations for which there is a convincing argument, based on
physical laws or engineering principles that the deviations are not possible, or
unquestionably extremely unlikely. The validity of the argument must not be
dependent on any feature of the design or materials which is controlled by the
plant's system of IROPS.
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